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NEWS & COMMENTARY

FROM THE PUBLISHER
Pass the goop
It’s August, and that means it’s time for the Iowa State Fair. I have
found that most people either love the Fair or hate the Fair. I am in
the love-the-Fair group. After all, where else can you go to see so many
sun-burned people in one place? I should know, as I am one of them.
My wife, Jolene, recently told me that my head is “very tan.” That
might have been a compliment, but I’m not sure. My arms are tan,
too, at least from the elbows down. The rest of my body is milky white,
mostly unexposed to the sun for a few decades.
It wasn’t always like this. As a child, my skin turned golden brown
each summer. I don’t recall ever wearing sunscreen. In fact, I don’t
recall sunscreen even existing in the 1970s. It was “sun tan lotion,”
whatever that meant. Regardless, I didn’t have any goop on my skin,
and I don’t remember ever getting burned by the sun.
Then, during my first week of summer while home from college
after my freshman year, I was working construction on a roof tearing
off shingles. I thought I would take off my shirt and work on the tan.
Leaning over the entire day with my back fully exposed to the sun
turned my skin into a bubbling, blistering, itchy mess from my neck to
my waist. The only relief I could find from the burn was lying down
and aggressively scratching my back on the floor. I no longer liked the
sun, and I swore I would wear whatever goop was necessary to prevent
a burn like that from happening again.
A few years went by, and, apparently, so did that lesson. I was out of
college and working in Des Moines when some co-workers invited me
out on their boat at Lake Red Rock, and I forgot to pick up sunscreen.
The Heat Miser punched me again, this time in the face. My skin
peeled off like the lid on a sardine can, and I was ill for two days.
Several more years passed, and my doctor told me I may have skin
cancer on my nose. A zip here and a zap there, and they think they
have it handled. At least I hope so. I read somewhere that skin is the
only irreplaceable organ. That finally makes sense to me.
So I will attend the Iowa State Fair again this year, and I will
probably get sunburned. If you happen to see a guy with a remarkably
tan head, please pass me the goop.
Thanks for reading. n
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ASK CITYVIEW

What food is new at the Iowa State Fair this year?
The Fair will welcome 53 new foods in 2022, announced during a
livestream event on July 19. Celebrity judges tested each new food
item and selected their top 10 that included, in no particular order:
Blue Ribbon Cobbler, Chuckie’s Tenderloin Wrap, Dawghouse Reuben
Sandwich, Egg-O-Fuego Eggs, Minty Moo Parfait, Puff Sundae and Pork
Belly Bao Buns.
The top three were the “OMG” Chicken Sandwich by Chicken City
(chicken breast covered in sugary corn flakes and served on a doughnut,
topped with bacon and syrup), Pork Picnic in a Cup by the Iowa Pork
Tent (layers of pulled pork, beans, coleslaw, BBQ sauce and brown sugar
pork belly), and The Finisher by the Rib Shack (potato with brisket,
pulled pork, mac and cheese, sour cream and garlic rub butter).
Fairgoers can vote among the top three until Monday, Aug. 15 at
midnight. The winner will be deemed the 2022 Iowa State Fair People’s
Choice Best New Food and announced at the Fair on Thursday, Aug. 17.
With inflation as it is, will prices at the Fair go up? Does the Fair
influence prices for vendors, or is it completely up to them?
According to Mindy Williamson, marketing director for the Iowa State
Fair: “Inflation and the cost of products impacts everyone; we have all felt
it in nearly every purchase we make. Vendor prices will probably go up a
little like everything else to cover the cost of labor and raw materials, but
we still have the same gate price, lots of free entertainment and costeffective food and drink choices if you are cost-conscious.”
How many food sticks are used at the Fair each year?
It’s impossible to track an exact number, but consider this: The
Fair features 70 different items on a stick sold by different vendors.
According to Williamson, a single stand can sell as many as 400,000 corn
dogs (there are 11 different styles of corn dogs). So, assuming each of
those 70 items are sold at two different stands 400,000 times over the
course of the Fair, that’s 56 million sticks. And if the average stick is, let’s
say, 7 inches long… That’s 392 million inches of sticks that could stretch
the distance from Des Moines to Tokyo, Japan, in case you wanted to
know.
I heard electric garbage trucks may be coming to Des Moines.
When will that happen?
The Des Moines City Council approved the purchase of the City’s first
electric garbage truck in a meeting on June 27, but it could take two
years before residents see those trucks hit the streets since they are
made to order. According to Public Works Director Jonathan Gano, this
move will greatly reduce Des Moines’ carbon emissions. Because the
current fleet of 35 garbage trucks frequently stop and start during their
routes, they use nearly 50% of the City’s diesel despite representing a
small fraction of its 900-vehicle fleet.
Moving to electric garbage trucks is just one step in the City’s climate
action plan, ADAPT DSM. The goal is to boast 100% 24/7 carbon-free
electricity citywide by 2035, and net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by
2050. n
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YOUR VIEW
Poll Position
Results from last month’s polls at www.dmcityview.com

Do you purchase and set off
fireworks of any kind personally?

29%

Yes
71%

No

Do you take a daily multivitamin?

53%

No

47%

Yes

Join the conversation!

Do you have a comment or photo you’d like to share with the readers
of CITYVIEW through this page? Use the hashtag #dmcityview on
Facebook, Instagram or Twitter — or email editor@dmcityview.com.

Letters are edited for space, spelling and clarity.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR: ON GEORGE FLAGG
Your recent news commentary for
the July issue of CITYVIEW, “Like it
or not, we are all in this together,”
gave me hope that public discussion
on issues could possibly return to a
positive, thoughtful, respectful, civic
interaction.
I have been a “neighborhood and
housing activist” for over 40 years.
I had no experience or talent that
would direct me to be a neighborhood
leader...I was trained and guided by
George Flagg. I was raised a hardworking, rural, Iowa girl... hoed
beans... detasseled corn. I am a liberal
Democrat, but it turns out that my best
friend ever was a staunch Republican:
Councilman George Flagg, who was
raised during the Great Depression
— hard scrabble. Needless to say, we
had many interesting conversations
and disagreements. He challenged
my “mindset” and actions, and I think I
affected his thought process, too.
I got to know George in the mid1980s because of a local building code
issue involving the use of plastic pipe
for potable water in the city of Des
Moines. He was helpful and gave me
advice on how to approach the City
Council to resolve the issue. He was
the only council person to respond
to my letters to the Council on this

issue. When my Woodland Heights
neighborhood organization needed
help, he was there for us by helping
us organize correctly and to get our
501(c)3 nonprofit status. He helped us
find grants and funding to cover costs
of neighborhood mailings and buy
trees that we planted throughout the
neighborhood.
George also helped many other
neighborhoods in Des Moines like
Riverbend, Drake, Pioneer Columbus
and Sherman Hill that also had higher
rates of minority population. He
supported LULAC for city funding and
also gave privately. George supported
and voted for additional city funding
for neighborhood revitalization for
all parts of Des Moines. George was
not a racist...he treated us all equally
and with respect with only one
requirement: follow all laws and always
do your civic duty to improve Des
Moines and always vote, no matter
your political party affiliation.
I am aware of the liquor license
controversy that George brought
forward at the city council. He was very
frustrated that some local businesses
were breaking the law and registering
liquor sales under food sales and
defrauding food stamp rules and
regulations. At the time, I knew of one

shop in my neighborhood and one
in Sherman Hill that were suspected
of fraud. In both cases, owners were
charged and convicted and had to
serve jail time.
George was trying to make a point
to encourage further investigation. I
disagree with his tactics, and I agree
that his denial votes on acquiring a
liquor license because of surname
could easily be interpreted as racist.
His tactics did not work, and so today
we still have some immigrant business
owners violating these same local and
state laws.
George was not perfect...he made
mistakes, but his intentions were good.
Have you ever read about the brash
personality and comments made by
Ebenezer Jared Ingersoll? Ingersoll
stated that the Iowa Legislature was
a bunch of “Goddamn fools.” Are we
going to rename these Des Moines
streets, too?
He was known as “Gentleman
George.” He was a very unique and
thoughtful individual who was
sometimes misunderstood even at the
time of his service.
I miss him every day and if I could...I
would rename Grand Avenue after
him!
-lyla Yost

CORRECTION: Last month’s “Des Moines Forgotten” column incorrectly stated the KRNT Theater was located where
the Des Moines Civic Center stands today. It was located at Ninth and Pleasant Streets.
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facebookcomments
Cityview Magazine: What is your opinion on CBD?
David Ewart: I can’t wait to retire and try it!
Kyle Barr: Great for anxiety and pain relief.
Thomas Tully: A wonderful NATURAL pain relief and calming
remedy. It is too bad our “evangelical” politicians in this
State refuse to consider the health and economic benefits it
provides.
Kathy Hinrichs Boe: Wish it was more accessible and cheaper.
The politicians in office right now grew up with the old
fashioned idea of “if it’s got anything to do with that Marijuana
stuff, it’s bad, it will give you cancer, you’ll die, etc’.. how much
research have they done. Look at Colorado and their booming
business. Our economy could use a boost like that.......
Stacia Spaur: I take it instead of depression meds, my
husband takes it for stress. It has been amazingly helpful!
Diane Nalani Gibb Lahodny: Love it for so many reasons.
Tonya Grimm: Helps with COPD
Cheryl Fogle: Not helpful without THC.
Lemon Smith: Not my thing. Live and let live. Plus the income
tax generation it’s great for the state.

cityview magazine (comments unedited)
Cityview Magazine: Which State Fair concerts are you
most excited for?
Dominic Rizzuti Jr.: None this year
Dave Wegner: Casey Donahew!
Kathy Hinrichs Boe: None. They keep getting worse each
year......
Holly Russell: Brooks and Dunn, Alanis Morisette
Denver Ritz: I like all the random free stage entertainment
more. It’s fun to roam and take a little of it all in. Especially
supporting the youth in the talent competition.
Tim Henry: None also
David Ewart: None
Jeff Clark: Hairball
Pat Krummel Jepsen: None, even the free aren’t good this yr
Lemon Smith: Comedian and Alanis
Bill Austin: Bulletboys!
Gina Sparks: Nelly!
Chuck Utech: Alanis! She is amazing in concert.
Alexa Groff: Brooks & Dunn for my birthday!!
Kris Steele: Skillet puts on a good show

ReTweets

(comments
unedited)

@SimeonTarsier: Writer joke:
Wife: “You need to do more chores around the
house”.
Husband: “Can we change the subject?”
Wife: “Ok, more chores around the house need to
be done by you.”
@WendiAarons: Nurse: “Have you had any
unexplained weight gain this past year?”
Me: “No, there are explanations.”
@acechhh: i love that bands still pretend to leave
before their encore. like peekaboo for adults
@patsatweetin: interviewer: can you explain
these gaps in your resume?
me: umm I believe those are from the space bar
@80sjams: Sometimes, when I’m in a deep
contemplative mood, I wonder what ants get in
their pants…
@HenpeckedHal: I can count the number of
times I’ve made my own fireworks on one hand.
In fact, I have to.
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STRAY THOUGHTS

BY RANDY EVANS

If Grandma can Zoom, government
should Zoom, too

framing away since 1977

Too many government boards refuse to continue offering Zoom capability.
and grandparents and their kids have
embraced the long-distance gatherings with
Zoom and FaceTime. This technology
has made the face-to-face conversations
possible from the comfort of their separate
homes. They can listen to Mom’s piano
playing or marvel at the antics of the
family dog.
While there still are many city councils,
school boards and boards of supervisors
that continue to make their meetings
available live for remote viewers, too many
government bodies have signaled they don’t
want to be bothered by making remote
viewing possible.
These officials are not breaking any law
by saying “no” to remote viewing requests.
Iowa’s open meetings law does not require
government boards to provide Zoom
access. It only requires that meetings be
open to the public.
Common sense should prevail — but
too often it does not.
I spoke recently with a man who wanted
to “Zoom” in to a meeting of the local
school board. “We don’t do that,” was the
reply that ended the discussion.
Never mind that having their meetings
available on Zoom would allow people
with child care responsibilities, or senior
citizens, or the disabled, or the person
without ready access to transportation
to “attend” the meetings of their school
board. Never mind that supervisors’
meetings typically are held during the day,
when many people are at work and cannot
get away to drop in on the supervisors’
meeting.
Getting more people engaged in their
city council, school board or board of
supervisors is just good government. I
remind government leaders during my
presentations that government does not
belong to them. It belongs to the people.
Government employees and officials are
entrusted to act with the public’s best
interests in mind.
During the pandemic, one member of
the Grundy County Board of Supervisors

was deployed to the Middle East with his
Iowa National Guard unit. He was still
able to “attend” the supervisors’ meetings
using his laptop computer and Zoom.
But once he returned home after his
deployment ended, the Zoom meetings
ended, too.
County officials insisted they were
not set up to provide Zoom access from
the supervisors’ small meeting room.
Of course, it’s that same small meeting
room where officials expect the public to
compete for the eight or 10 chairs available
for spectators.
The Grundy County board recently
considered an ordinance regulating wind
turbines. The local newspaper editor, as a
courtesy, informed county officials that he
intended to carry the public hearing on the
ordinance live on the newspaper’s Facebook
page.
Officials initially tried to stop his
planned livestream. In the end, they
relented — and several hundred people
watched the hearing live or afterward.
That brings up another objection I hear
from government officials when I mention
the pluses of having meetings available via
Zoom: There really are not many people
who want to watch these meetings.
Iowa law does not require government
boards to meet in public because those
gatherings will be a big ratings blockbuster.
The law says meetings shall be open to
the public so the basis and rationale for
boards’ decisions, as well as the decisions
themselves, are easily accessible.
These days, many people believe that
easily accessible means Zoom, as well as
space for spectators in the meeting room.
If officials are not savvy enough
to understand that, then maybe the
Iowa Legislature needs to get involved
next session and “help” officials see the
problem with their misguided
opposition to Zoom. n
Randy Evans can be reached
at DMRevans2810@gmail.com.

Thanks to
our amazing
customers for
the past 45
years!
We are
still going
STRONG!
We have
gifts for ALL
personalities!
2722 ingersoll ave
515-282-1031
tandembrickgallery.com
Instagram @tandembrick
Monday-Friday: 10am-6pm
Saturday: 10am-4pm
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In my day job, I wear the hat of the
executive director of the Iowa Freedom
of Information Council. This nonprofit,
nonpartisan organization has been around
for 40-plus years.
We advocate on behalf of the public and
journalists for government transparency
and accountability to the people of this
state.
Periodically, I speak to groups of
government employees and elected
officials. One question that often comes
up in those settings and in individual
conversations with government leaders is
some version of, “How are we doing?”
These days, this is what I tell them:
In the months after COVID became
Public Enemy No. 1 three years ago, it was
impressive how quickly local governments
across Iowa and our state government
scrambled to adapt to holding their public
meetings when the public was hesitant to
venture into potentially large gatherings in
small-ish spaces.
Officials swiftly began making their
meetings available through livestreaming
on Facebook or on videoconferencing
platforms like Zoom. Meeting notices
and meeting agendas told the public
how they could watch without having to
be in the audience where the meetings
originated.
But if anyone asks about my
impressions now, I would tell them things
have changed — and not always for the
better.
Today, too many city councils, school
boards and county boards of supervisors
have turned their backs on the technology
that got them through the early months
of the pandemic, before vaccines eased
people’s anxieties about being in close
proximity with large numbers of people.
Today, too many government boards
refuse to continue offering the Zoom
capability that has become a part of
everyday life for many Iowans.
This is ironic, because while some
government officials have balked, parents
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CIVIC SKINNY

BY CITYVIEW STAFF

University athletics contracts. Roosevelt’s new
projects. And a canceled 515 Alive’s future.
It’s that time of year again: Several athletics coaches
at Iowa’s state-funded universities have amended their
employment contracts. Although most took pay cuts in
2020 during the pandemic, they are back in the game.
Last July, University of Iowa (UI) wrestling coach
Tom Brands received a contract extension through
June 2029. His current salary of $550,000 is graduated
and increases to $800,000 by the 2028-29 season.
Depending on his team’s athletic and academic success,
he could receive up to $120,000 in bonuses. Other
perks in the contract include a courtesy car and free golf.
Iowa State (ISU) basketball coach T.J. Otzelberger
also received a contract extension — signed last May —
through June 2027. On top of his base compensation
of $300,000, his additional guaranteed compensation
jumped from $700,000 to $1.2 million annually and
will continue to increase by $100,000 each contract
year. What services does Otzelberger provide that
warrant a $1.2 million bonus? Public relations and

brand endorsements. And don’t forget the “performance
incentives” written into his contract, which include: up
to $250,000 contingent on the team’s seed performance,
$100,000 for a Big 12 Championship title and $50,000
for each NCAA win.
How does this compare to women’s basketball? At
ISU, Bill Fennelly receives a $300,000 base salary, plus
additional compensation currently at $500,000 and
performance incentives that could add up to $300,000
annually. On top of that, the university will grant him
a retention payment of $700,000 if he completes his
contract through 2027. At the University of Northern
Iowa (UNI), Tanya Warren — who recently extended
her contract to March 2027 — receives a base salary of
$174,456, plus bonuses. At UI, Lisa Bluder’s base salary
for fiscal year 2023 is $838,506, but she received a total
of $1,222,141 last year when counting performance
bonuses, including an annual longevity bonus of
$200,000.

Now onto the big one: football. Last year at ISU,
Matt Campbell’s additional compensation for PR and
brand endorsements jumped to $2.4 million annually.
And he could receive up to $1.5 million if ISU wins 12
regular season games, $500,000 if they win the Big 12
Championship, $50,000 for playing in a post-season
bowl or playoff semi-final game — plus $50,000 for
winning that game, and $100,000 for winning the
championship. Combine that with $50,000 should
Campbell be awarded Big 12 Coach of the Year, plus his
base salary of $300,000, and that’s a potential for $4.95
million in a single year.
Last December, UI’s Kirk Ferentz extended his
contract through January 2030. It includes a base salary
of $500,000, supplemental compensation of $5.5
million, a $1 million “longevity bonus,” and several
additional performance bonuses. Don’t forget his private
skybox, two cars and personal access to a private jet. The
longest-tenured Football Bowl Subdivision head coach is

RELIABLE
B2B
SOLUTIONS
At iTech Gurus, our licensed
technicians provide B2B
computer repair services
that are fast and reliable.
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Centrally located
in Urbandale.

do some work on their current track and field,” Green
said. “They had already planned to invest money in it,
so we decided to see if there was energy, enthusiasm and
interest in going further than that.”
On top of the privately raised $3 million, DMPS
will contribute around $875,000 toward the outdoor
project from its ongoing capital improvement plan,
Green said. The library updates are totally funded by the
Foundation and will provide more collaborative spaces,
access to technology and innovation.
The synthetic turf field will serve as a practice field
for football and soccer athletes, marching band and
physical education classes, and will also be striped as a
baseball and softball field. Because TRHS is landlocked
and lacks space for structures like locker rooms and
bleachers, the new facilities will not serve as a home
varsity football field. Instead, the Community Stadium
at Drake University will serve that purpose for TRHS
and other schools in the DMPS district through a
unique partnership. The first events at that stadium are
planned to be held in the fall of 2023. …
For fans of EDM and hip hop music, 515 Alive
Music Festival has been a staple in Des Moines since
2003. But after being canceled three consecutive years,
it’s unclear if it will return.
The festival had teased its 2022 iteration, scheduled
for August, several times on its social media pages last
March. All was silent until late June, when leadership
vaguely announced that the festival needed to “take a

pause in 2022.”
Frustrated fans have been left wondering: Why?
“We were just putting everything together, and it was
just like, ‘You know what? This doesn’t make any sense
to do this year,’ ” said Dan Green, the festival’s owner
and director. “And if we do it, we could very well see
ourselves pulling the plug in July. So we figured it would
make more sense to get out ahead of it, rather than have
to make some really rough decisions closer to the event.”
The decision, in short, was driven by an overall
downward trend in the music festival industry. Ticket
sales have declined significantly while, according to
Green, the cost of event-planning has doubled, or even
tripled, since 515 Alive’s last occurrence in 2019.
Festival leadership began discussing the possibility of
canceling in March and made the final decision in April.
They delayed announcing the decision to the public,
Green said, as they scrambled to find alternatives.
“I wouldn’t even say that we’re taking another year
off; we’re not even going to promise that we’re going
to return,” Green said. “The festival landscape is just
terrible.”
Despite the currently grim outlook, Green hopes
to continue preserving a piece of Des Moines music
history, citing an “80% chance that it comes back in
some form.”
“We certainly don’t want the brand to die,” he said.
“It has a long history in Des Moines. We just can’t say
what that looks like yet.” n
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in his 23rd season with the university.
Over at UNI, Mark Farley agreed last year to extend
his contract through 2026. Combining his base salary
and media and appearance fees, his annual guaranteed
salary is $400,000, with a potential for $92,500 in
performance bonuses and $15,000 if he remains
employed through July next year.
Compare this to non-athletic university employees.
In June, the Iowa Board of Regents voted to increase
the salaries of UI President Barbara Wilson and ISU
President Wendy Wintersteen, effective last month.
Each earns $650,000 per year. UNI President Mark
Nook’s salary remains steady at $357,110, per his 2019
contract. …
Theodore Roosevelt High School (TRHS) will
have a new track and field completed this August and
an updated library next summer, thanks to a capital
campaign goal achieved in mid-July.
The TRHS Foundation raised $3.32 million toward
the two projects. Funds were raised from TRHS alumni
and a host of other community members. Notable
donors include members of the Hubbell and Cownie
families and MidAmerican Energy. The school also
received grants from Prairie Meadows and Polk County.
The project was first sparked about five years ago,
according to Rose Green, past president of the TRHS
Foundation and chair of the “Roosevelt for Generations”
capital campaign committee.
“Des Moines Public Schools (DMPS) was about to

ASSISTED
LIVING PLUS.
That’s what our Residential Care
Suites are all about.
• Flat monthly rate – no hidden
charges or levels
• RN Manager 5 days per week/nurse
on call 24/7
• Caregiving assistance 24/7
• Medication administration 24/7
• Variety of Life Enrichment Activities

• 3 nutritious meals per day
• Scheduled transportation available
• Physician, Dental, Vision, Podiatry,
Psychiatry and psychological
services available on site
• Housekeeping and laundry services

515.344.3507 • 1611 - 27th Street in Des Moines
Located in the historic Drake University neighborhood
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DUFFY’S VIEW
BY BRIAN DUFFY

BY DOUGLAS BURNS

What Reynolds said about abortion penalties
when she hit the statewide stage

NEWS & COMMENTARY

POLITICAL MERCURY

U.S. Sen. Charles Grassley said he predicts women and doctors involved in abortions won’t be going to prison.

Gov. Kim Reynolds state recently, “The fight for life is not over. As governor, I won’t rest until every unborn Iowan is
protected and respected.”

• • •
Asked by Political Mercury about the evolving
abortion policy, U.S. Sen. Charles Grassley,
R-Iowa, said that in post-Roe world, he predicts
women and doctors involved in abortions won’t
be going to prison.
“I don’t visualize any state putting a mother
in prison because she had an abortion. And I
think that there would be not even doctors put
in jail,” Grassley said.
On the same call, using Trump-language
(“others say”) technique, Grassley questioned
President Joe Biden’s mental fitness for office.
“Some people would say there is something
about the physical nature of Biden himself. But
I don’t think that’s a problem. I think it’s the
bad policies,” Grassley said.
By physical nature does Grassley mean age?
Does he think Biden is too infirm to do the job?
“I don’t see those things, but I know that
there’s a lot of TV talk about it. If I’m gonna
listen to other people, there may be a problem
there,” Grassley said.

• • •
Here is an interesting take on the importance of
the Iowa Secretary of Agriculture position.
The race for secretary of Iowa Agriculture isn’t
at the top of the ticket on the November ballot.
But it effectively should be, said the Democratic
candidate for the office John Norwood.
“I think this is fundamentally one of the two
most important positions in Iowa,” Norwood
said during a recent outdoor event at Whiterock
Conservancy attended by 40 people.
Norwood is challenging Republican incumbent
Mike Naig.
In fact, Norwood said, the state ag secretary
position could be more important than other races
in Iowa because so much of the nation sees Iowa as
a leader on farm and land-use issues. n
Douglas Burns is a fourth-generation
Iowa newspaperman. He and his
family own and publish newspapers in
Carroll, Jefferson and other neighboring
communities.
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Republicans, with a generational win in hand with the
overturning of Roe v. Wade, are looking to ban abortion at
the state level across the nation. Iowa Gov. Kim Reynolds is
consistently at the forefront of that effort.
“The Supreme Court’s greatest moments have come when
it allows America to embody more perfectly the enduring
truth on which it was founded: that all human beings, without
exception, are created equal,” Reynolds said in a statement.
“By that measure, today’s historic decision is clearly one such
moment. But the fight for life is not over. As governor, I won’t
rest until every unborn Iowan is protected and respected.”
In 2010, during an interview with the Carroll Times
Herald, Reynolds was asked to elaborate on her early antiabortion positions.
If her stance on abortion prevails, and it is criminalized
again, what should the penalty be for a physician who
performs an abortion or a woman who has one?
“Well, I think it would be equivalent to murder,” Reynolds
said in 2010. “I would want to research that before I would lay
specifically out what the penalties would be.”
If someone is stabbed to death in front of Pizza Ranch
(where we were interviewing Reynolds then) right now, is the
culprit guilty of the same crime as a doctor who performs an
abortion?
“No,” she said.
So it’s a different kind of murder then?
“I would want to take a look at that and make sure that I
completely walked through that before I would say anything
right now,” Reynolds said. “I’m not going to give an answer
to that right now without thoroughly looking into that and
making sure that I’m looking at both sides.”
If she’s strongly pro-life, why hasn’t Reynolds thought
about the punishment component as criminalized abortion
is the end game, the logical conclusion, of the pro-life
movement?
“I don’t know if it needs to be the death penalty,” she said.
“Is that what you’re asking me?”
Should the doctors and women involved in the abortion
get a ticket, a fine, or should they be executed?
“I think that we would take a look and make sure that the
punishment met the crime,” Reynolds said. “It would depend
on the level of crime that was served. I would want to be sure
to take a look at that before I gave an off-handed comment to
that issue.”
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NOTE: The following events and attractions are subject to cancellation or last-minute changes. Before attending,
be sure to check with each event individually to verify its status, start times, offerings and other details.

HOLD ME CLOSER

THINGS TO DO

Aug. 5 - Dec. 11
4700 Grand Ave., Des Moines

IOWA CUBS

This month’s home schedule
Principal Park, 1 Line Drive, Des
Moines
Iowa’s minor league baseball team
affiliated with the Chicago Cubs. For more
information, visit iowacubs.com.
• Thursday, Aug. 4 at 6:38 p.m. vs. Toledo
Mud Hens (Tigers)
• Friday, Aug. 5 at 7:08 p.m. vs. Toledo
• Saturday, Aug. 6 at 6:08 p.m. vs. Toledo
• Sunday, Aug. 7 at 1:08 p.m. vs. Toledo
• Tuesday, Aug. 9 at 6:38 p.m. vs. Louisville
Bats (Reds)
• Wednesday, Aug. 10 at 6:38 p.m. vs.
Louisville
• Thursday, Aug. 11 at 6:38 p.m. vs. Louisville
• Friday, Aug. 12 at 7:08 p.m. vs. Louisville
• Saturday, Aug. 13 at 6:08 p.m. vs. Louisville
• Sunday, Aug. 14 at 1:08 p.m. vs. Louisville
• Tuesday, Aug. 23 at 6:38 p.m. vs. St. Paul
Saints (Twins)
• Wednesday, Aug. 24 at 12:08 p.m. vs. St.
Paul
• Thursday, Aug. 25 at 6:38 p.m. vs. St. Paul
• Friday, Aug. 26 at 7:08 p.m. vs. St. Paul
• Saturday, Aug. 27 at 6:08 p.m. vs. St. Paul
• Sunday, Aug. 28 at 1:08 p.m. vs. St. Paul

NOAH SONIE MAGIC

Friday - Sunday, Aug. 5-7
Area community parks

Noah Sonie blends numerous mediums including
magic, mind reading and hypnosis to create an
abstract and engaging show that will leave an
audience laughing and astonished. Visit dmpa.org
for more information. Performances are:
• Aug. 5 at 2 p.m. – Drake Park, Des Moines
• Aug. 5 at 5:30 p.m. – Dewey Park, Johnston
• Aug. 6 at 11 a.m. – Pearson Park, West Des Moines
• Aug. 6 at 2 p.m. – Haines Park, Altoona
• Aug. 7 at 11 a.m. – Centennial Park, Waukee
• Aug. 7 at 2 p.m. – Pete Crivaro Park, Des Moines
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IRISH OPEN

Saturday, Aug. 6, 10 a.m.
Grandview Park, 3230 Easton Blvd.,
Des Moines
The Friendly Sons of St. Patrick of Central Iowa will
host a disc golf singles tournament benefiting the
Iowa Food Bank. Entry fee is $30, with a cash payout
for the first three places and trophies awarded to
Open Champion, Women’s and Youth 16 & Under.
Check-in and registration starts at 10 a.m., with a
shotgun start at 11 a.m. Find more information and
register online at friendlysonsiowa.com/disc/disc.htm.

The Des Moines
Art Center’s newest
exhibition, Hold
Me Closer, will
showcase prints
and photographs
exploring the
theme of intimacy
in its myriad forms,
including romantic,
platonic and familial.
Coming off the
Larry Fink (American, born 1941). Allentown,
heels of years of
Pennsylvania, Fair, 1980. Vintage gelatin silver
social distancing
print. Des Moines Art Center Permanent
and isolation, this
Collections; Gift of Jeff Perry in honor of
exhibition will address Myron and Jacqueline Blank, 2006.103
different emotional
tones associated with close, interpersonal contact, from
jubilant and saccharine, to bittersweet, melancholic or
unsettling. Organized by Associate Curator Mia Laufer in the
John Brady Print Gallery. Details at desmoinesartcenter.org/
art/exhibitions/hold-me-closer.

48 HOUR FILM PROJECT SCREENINGS
Monday - Wednesday, Aug. 8-10
State Historical Building, 600 E. Locust St., Des Moines

See short films featuring the Des Moines area, created by local
filmmakers in just 48 hours. Watch comedies, musicals, horror films and
so much more. Screenings start at 7 p.m. with a new show each night.
“Best Of” screening will be Thursday, Aug. 25, also at the State Historical
Building. Details at 48hourfilm.com/desmoines.

PAINT AND SIP WINE
CLASS

Friday, Aug. 12, 5:30-7:30 p.m.
1501 Woodland Ave., Des Moines
This adults-only art class will take place in the
art gallery of the beautiful Hoyt Sherman Place.
Paint a watercolor wine bottle while you sip
wine. Instructed by Betty Walker. All skill levels
are encouraged. A $55 registration fee and $15
material fee will include two drink tickets. To
register, visit hoytsherman.org/gallery/classinformation and scroll to the bottom of the page.

Photo courtesy of Betty Walker Studio
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JEFF ALLEN’S ‘2.0 TOUR’

Thursday, Aug. 25 at 7:30 p.m.
Funny Bone Comedy Club and Restaurant, 560 S.
Prairie View Drive, Suite 100, West Des Moines

HIGH TRESTLE TRAIL
FULL MOON RIDE

Saturday, Aug. 20
Various start locations

This free party ride starts at 8 p.m. at any of the three
destination bars on the trail: Flat Tire Lounge in Madrid,
Nite Hawk Bar and Grill in Slater, or The Whistlin’ Donkey
in Woodward. Each bar features live music. Riders are
encouraged to wear a helmet, have proper bike lights
and ride safely on the High Trestle Trail as these rides may
include up to 600 riders. Details at bikeiowa.com/events.

THINGS TO DO

Photo by James Strohman

After more than four decades of working as a comedian, Jeff
Allen knows what he’s doing. His clean yet hilarious rapid-fire
humor has been featured on Comedy Central, VH-1, Showtime,
TBN, CBN and Family Net, among other television networks.
Purchase tickets at desmoines.funnybone.com. Show is for
ages 19 and older.

EXILE MUSIC FEST

Saturday, Aug. 27
Exile Brewing Co., 1514 Walnut St., Des Moines
Exile Brewing Company celebrates its 10-year anniversary
with Exile Music Fest, an outdoor community party
featuring food vendors, fun activities, live music sets and,
of course, beer. Tickets are $35 and may be purchased in
advance at the brewpub or online, or at the door day-of.
Ages 14 and under receive free admission. More info at
www.exilemusicfestdsm.com.

INGERSOLL LIVE

Saturday, Aug. 27 from 4-11 p.m.
2800 block of Ingersoll Ave.,
Des Moines

JUSTIN ROBERTS AND
INEZ BARLATIER

Friday & Saturday, Aug. 26-27
Various parks

Photo by Joe Crimmings

WHITE EAGLE MULTICULTURAL POWWOW

Friday - Sunday, Sept. 2-4
Jester Park, 12130 N.W. 28th St., Granger

Celebrate diversity and help end racism in our community at this free familyfriendly outdoor event, now in its 23rd year. Featuring performances, retail vendors
and food vendors. Some seating is available, but camp chairs and blankets are
welcome. Event will run 5 to 8 p.m. on Friday; 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. on Saturday; and 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. on Sunday. More details at whiteeaglepowwow.com.
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Enjoy free family-oriented performances from two
diverse musicians at local community spaces. Des
Moines-raised Justin Roberts is a four-time Grammynominated singer-songwriter and acoustic guitar player,
renowned in the indie family music scene. Miami native
Inez Barlatier celebrates Haitian art and culture through
energetic drumming and singing, colorful costumes
and traditional dances, folktales and visual art. Friday’s
show will be at 6 p.m. at Wagner Park, 410 W. First St.,
Ankeny. Saturday’s show will be 11 a.m. at Lauridsen
Amphitheater at Water Works Park, 2251 George Flagg
Parkway, Des Moines. More info at dmpa.org.

The Avenues of Ingersoll and Grand
presents its 18th annual family-friendly
block party, with three stages of live
music and entertainment, plus local
vendors, food trucks, art and family
activities. Lineups for the two main
stages include local bands The June
Bugs, Faculty Lounge, Dueling Pianos of
Andy Anderson & Mike Leeds and The
Punching Pandas. The Isiserettes Drill
& Drum Corps will kick-off the event.
Information available at theavenuesdsm.
com/ingersoll-live-2022.

FEATURE STORY

Concerts
IOWA STATE FAIR

Carrie Underwood, Keith Urban, Skillet, Brooks & Dunn,
Nelly, Demi Lovato, Alanis Morissette, ZZ Top, John Crist,
Kane Brown, Disturbed and more bring their music to Iowa
State Fair attendees — and that’s just the Grandstand
acts. Look inside for details on the full music scene.

Featuring an ex
clusive interview
with Skillet’s Jo
hn Cooper
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By Sofia Legaspi Dickens
John Cooper never thought he’d be able to play
music for a living. But today, the band he formed in
1996 is a staple in the rock scene — and arguably
the most successful Christian band of its generation.
Listeners will recognize many of their decades-old
hits including “Monster” and “Hero,” plus newer
tunes like “Surviving the Game” and “Refuge.”
As the band’s lead singer, Cooper writes all of the
group’s songs — many alongside his wife, Korey.
Cooper said he values authenticity in his music, and
as an outspoken Christian, realizes that he can’t
please everyone.
“It’s always going to make some people upset,”
he said. “In reality, that’s also part of what rock and
roll is supposed to be. It’s supposed to be you telling

your story, I guess you would say, without caring
what someone else thinks. I mean, there’s nothing
more rock and roll than that, kind of a rebellious
attitude.”
The band’s latest release, “Dominion,” is their
12th studio album. Cooper has described it as a
“positive rebellion” against the negativity prevalent
in today’s world, especially during the pandemic.
“It’s very much a ‘don’t give up’ feeling,” he said.
Those who watch Skillet live at the Iowa
State Fair Grandstand will experience that
encouragement firsthand in what promises to be an
energy-packed performance.
“It’s really quite an emotional show,” Cooper
said. “People can relate to that message even if we

come to different conclusions on lots of things. In
other words, there could be someone next to you in
the audience singing the same words, but not giving
out that they might believe something completely
different from you. And I think that’s what’s
powerful about music, is that it crosses cultures,
belief systems and things like that because there’s an
element of music that is interpretation-based.”
Skillet is no stranger to Des Moines — they’ve
stopped at Wells Fargo Arena often during the
annual Winter Jam tour — but this will mark
their first concert at the Fair. Dante Bowe, current
Maverick City Music and past Bethel Music
member, will open the concert.
While the Grandstand hosts internationally

Rapid fire questions with John Cooper

acclaimed acts, fairgoers also enjoy several
stages of free entertainment that showcase
local and rising artists.
To those still trying to break into the

others.
“Authentic art is usually the best art in
my opinion.”
Skillet and Dante Bowe perform on

music industry, Cooper advised: “You have

opening night at the Fair: Thursday, Aug. 11

to be authentic, or people are going to smell

at 8 p.m. Tickets cost $30-$55 and can be

that you’re a fake, and you’re trying to chase

purchased at iowastatefair.org/entertainment.

the affection of other people rather than

Read on to learn more about the other

being just true to who you are, And I think

Grandstand acts and free entertainment

that’s really sad. It kind of creates art where

at the Susan Knapp Amphitheater, Anne

you just lose a piece of yourself because

and Bill Riley Stage, MidAmerican Energy

you’re always dancing for the approval of

Stage and across the fairgrounds.

FEATURE STORY

Skillet will perform the Grandstand on the first day of the Iowa State Fair. The band includes
John Cooper (lead vocals, bass), Korey Cooper (backup vocals, keyboard, rhythm guitar), Jen
Ledger (vocals, drums) and Seth Morrison (lead guitar). Photo by David Bitzan

Favorite song to perform?
“Monster” is a great song to perform because everyone knows it. That
always makes it easier.
Favorite album of yours?
“Comatose.”
Favorite album by someone else?
Probably “Purple Rain” by Prince.
What’s the weirdest thing that’s happened on stage during this
tour?
I just had a pretty major piece of my tooth chipped off. I banged my
tooth on a microphone and a pretty decent chunk came out.
What’s something people would be surprised to know about you?
I love to read; not everybody knows that. It’s my favorite thing to do.
I just read “Dialectic of Enlightenment” by Max Horkheimer and Theodor
W. Adorno. I’m researching for a new book right now, and I finished that
one just now. I’m no good at carpentry, but I love wood-working.
Ideal food deep-fried on a stick?
I love corn dogs. I mean, any meat on a stick is a win, but I love corn
dogs.
How do you maintain that magnificent beard?
Early on my wife was like, “You have to keep that thing shaped; you’re
looking crazy.” So you really do have to trim it quite a lot — into a pattern.
Also, I use wax in my beard to keep it shaped. And beard oil is nice, but
once it gets to a certain length, you need something a little firmer. A lot
of people don’t know: I actually have my own signature beard products.
I’m one of the owners of the company. It’s called Hawk and Hatchet. n
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Grandstand
BROOKS & DUNN

NELLY

Friday, Aug. 12, 8 p.m.
$47-$92
Opener: Alex Miller

Saturday, Aug. 13, 8 p.m.
$30-$55
Opener: Ginuwine

Sunday, Aug. 14, 8 p.m.
$30-$65
Opener: TBD

Country musicians
Kix Brooks and
Ronnie Dunn may
have announced their
retirement more than
a decade ago, but that
couldn’t stop them
from continuing their
unshakeable legacy in
country music — and
hitting the road on
their Reboot Tour. Melding rock and honky-tonk with
mainstream country, the duo’s accomplishments are
impressive: 23 career chart-toppers, 30 million albums
sold, 80-plus industry awards and induction into the
Country Music Hall of Fame.

Early 2000s kids — dive
into that nostalgia with
“Dilemma,” “Ride Wit
Me” and “Hot In Herre.”
At 47 years old, the
rapper-turned-hip-hopsuperstar is still going
strong, releasing his latest
album “Heartland” in
2021. He’ll be preceded
on stage by R&B
artist Ginuwine. Just
remember… while it may
be hot at the Fair, please
do not take off all your
clothes.

The former Disney
star (who also
appeared on “Barney
& Friends”) has come
a long way from
their bubblegum pop
roots, but expect to
hear some classics
like “Cool for the
Summer,” “Sorry Not
Sorry,” “Skyscraper,”
and the newest
release “SKIN OF
MY TEETH.” The Fair is the second stop on the tour
promoting the new album “Holy Fvck” to be released
later this month.

Buy one 1/4 pound BACON CHEESE DELUXE and medium soft drink
and get one 1/4 pound BACON CHEESE DELUXE

FREE!

Limit one per person.
Not valid with any other offer.
Expires 8/31/22

2022
855 E. Hickman Road, Waukee WWW.B-BOPS.COM
6135 Mills Civic Parkway, West Des Moines
1105 - 73rd Street • 3815 14th Street • 4820 SE 14th Street
4500 Fleur Drive, Des Moines • 4565 - 86th Street, Urbandale
2205 SE Delaware Avenue, Ankeny • 3635 - 8th Street SW, Altoona
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DEMI LOVATO

Planning Your Next Move?
• Furniture Moving
• Boxes & Supplies
• Climate-Controlled Storage
• Packing & Unpacking
• Local & Long Distance

info@spinemoving.com

spinemoving.com
FAMILY/VETERAN-OWNED BUSINESS

Request
your FREE
moving
quote now!
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Learning Post & Toys

Thank you for
shopping local!
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DAILY!

WE HAVE D
REMODELE

2761 100TH STREET, URBANDALE
(515) 331-8008 • LEARNINGPOSTTOYS.COM
LOCALLY OWNED SINCE 1977

ADVENTURE
IN EVERY
AISLE!
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EXPLORE
OUR STORE!

FEATURE STORY

ALANIS
MORISSETTE

ZZ TOP

Tuesday, Aug. 16, 8 p.m.
$40-$60
Opener: Ann Wilson from Heart

Monday, Aug. 15, 8 p.m.
$45-$95
Opener: Morgan Wade
Rain on your wedding day, a traffic
jam when you’re already late — sound
familiar? You may recognize Morissette’s
iconic mezzo-soprano vocals in her
1995 classic hit “Ironic.” Her debut
album “Jagged Little Pill” was recently
performed as a jukebox musical that
snagged a Grammy Award last year. The
singer-songwriter has released 10 total
records known for their lyrical honesty
and grunge/rock influences.

The 50-year-old rock band from Texas
makes its stop in Des Moines on
their “Raw Whisky” tour, epic beards
included. Audiences may recognize hits
like “Tush,” “La Grange” and “Sharp
Dressed Man.” Band members include
Billy Gibbons on vocals and guitar and
Frank Beard on Drums. Bass player and
singer Dusty Hill passed away in 2021,
but he is still featured on the band’s
latest album, “Raw” that was released last
month.

JOHN CRIST

Wednesday, Aug. 17, 8 p.m.
$30-$60
Opener: Dusty Slay
Former Chick-fil-A employee,
homeschooled pastor’s kid and brought
up in the Deep South — that’s stand-up
comedian John Crist in a nutshell. He
first rose to fame with his pithy sketches
on social media, with viral videos poking
fun at millennials and his own Christian
subculture, all with a classic Southern
twang.

KANE BROWN

Thursday, Aug. 18, 8 p.m.
$45-$90
Opener: Jessie James Decker
This 28-year-old has been making
a name for himself in the country
music industry. A Tennessee native,
the formerly independent artist found
success through social media and has
been deemed the “future of country”
by Billboard. Popular anthems include
“Worldwide Beautiful,” “Heaven” and
“What Ifs.” Think Justin Beiber, but
country. Swoon.

Helping families honor their loved ones with

Affordable Funerals
and Cremation
Blair Overton
Owner

Serving greater Des Moines for over 25 years.
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Locally Owned & Operated

THE

BROOKS

O F I O WA

FUNERAL CARE

CREMATION SOCIETY
2135 SW 9th St, Des Moines, IA 50315 | Tel: 515-282-7311
7975 University Blvd, Clive, IA 50325 | Tel: 515-277-8700

www.TheCremationSocietyofIowa.com
www.BrooksFuneralCare.com

FEATURE STORY

DISTURBED

KEITH URBAN

CARRIE UNDERWOOD

Friday, Aug. 19, 8 p.m.
$40-$85
Opener: Chevelle

Saturday, Aug. 20, 8 p.m.
$45-$90
Opener: Ingrid Andress

Sunday, Aug. 21, 8 p.m.
$45-$100
Opener: Adam Sanders

If country and pop just aren’t your thing, try heavy

Keith Urban’s “The Speed of Now” tour promises to

Country superstar Carrie Underwood returns to the Fair

metal. Disturbed has been making waves since the late

be a thrilling experience that releases pent-up energy

after her last sold-out Grandstand performance in 2015.

1990s with their boundary-breaking hits like “Down

for the musician’s first world tour in four years. Fans

Most people know Underwood for her ubiquitous classics

with the Sickness” and their popular cover of Simon

might hear favorites including “Blue Ain’t Your Color,”

like “Jesus, Take the Wheel” and “Before He Cheats,” but

& Garfunkel’s “The Sound of Silence.” The Chicago-

“Somewhere In My Car,” “Somebody Like You,” his

her far-reaching career is impressive: 66 million records

based musicians have achieved five consecutive No. 1

newest release, “Wild Hearts,” and smash hit “One

sold worldwide, 28 No. 1 singles, seven platinum and

debuts on the Billboard Top 200, joining Metallica as

Too Many” with P!NK. With that flowing hair and

multi-platinum albums, and 100 major awards, including

the only other hard rock band to do so.

irresistible Australian accent, what’s not to like?

seven Grammys. This is one you won’t want to miss.

We can stop HIV, Iowa.
One key step?
Get tested.

The CDC recommends everyone get tested for HIV at least
once in their lifetime, and more often when needed.
Visit stophiviowa.org to find
a testing location near you.
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An estimated 14% of people in Iowa living with HIV don’t know
their status. Testing is the only way to know your HIV status.

FEATURE STORY

E X C E E D I N G

QUALITY

S TA N D A R D S

Susan Knapp Amphitheater
HAIRBALL
Tuesday - Wednesday, Aug. 16-17,
8 p.m.

IAN MUNSICK
Thursday, Aug. 11, 8 p.m.

At Your CBD Store, we use the highest
quality SUNMED products. SUNMED
products source the best available
ingredients, and use the best
processing in producing a safe and
effective hemp product.

A self-proclaimed “progressive artist with
an old soul,” Ian Munsick made his way
from the Rocky Mountains in Wyoming
to Nashville, Tennessee. With his selftitled EP released in 2017, debut album
“Coyote Cry” in 2021, and two newly
released singles, Munsick blends together
the best of pop and country.

Our first line of USDA Certified
Organic Full Spectrum Oil Tinctures
exceeded stringent guidelines
and qualification standards.

ADAM DOLEAC
Friday, Aug. 12, 8 p.m.
Doleac’s hits include “Famous,”
“Another” and “Whiskey’s Fine.” The
rising country artist made his Grand Ole
Opry debut in 2018. Popdust called him
“the hero country needs.”

FRANK RAY
Saturday, Aug. 13, 8 p.m.

NOT ALL CBD IS THE SAME QUALITY.
Make sure you are getting the quality you pay for.

OFFERING A WIDE SELECTION OF CBD PRODUCTS
Oil Tinctures | Water Solubles | Gummies | Topical Creams
Delta 9 Products | Weight Loss products

15
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%

ANY IN-STORE
PURCHASE

OFF

Mention this coupon.
Expires Septemeber 30, 2022.

After serving as a police officer for 10
years, Frank Ray is now pursuing music
— and successfully. With his Southwestspice-infused vocals, this “Hispanic
causin’ panic” has shared the stage with
Keith Urban, Luke Bryan, Toby Keith,
Walker Hayes and more.

SAMMY KERSHAW
Sunday, Aug. 14, 8 p.m.
You might know Kershaw from his
chart-topping single “She Don’t Know
She’s Beautiful” from 1993. With 16
studio albums, this honky-tonk balladeer
from Louisiana is a certified country
music original.

COUNTRY GOLD TOUR
Monday, Aug. 15, 5:30 p.m. &
7:30 p.m.

833
E 1st St. #101, Ankeny 515-964-9862
Valley Junction
125 5th St., West Des Moines 515-279-0150
4644 86th St., Urbandale 515-276-4303
264 Hickman Rd., Waukee 515-669-5438
2801 Grand Ave., Ames 515-232-2681

2022

Leroy Van Dyke, Kelly Lang and T.G.
Sheppard will take their audience
through a nostalgic tour of America’s
golden music.

As staples at the Iowa State Fair, Hairball
knows how to put on a show. Have you
ever wanted to see every classic rock and
roll concert at once? Look no further.
Hairball nails the sights and sounds of
KISS, Queen, Journey, Aerosmith and
more.

WANG CHUNG
Thursday, Aug. 18, 8 p.m.
Featuring Nick Feldman and Jack Hues,
this English new wave band charted six
Top 40 hits in the United States in the
1980s, including “Dance Hall Days,”
“Everybody Have Fun Tonight” and
“Let’s Go!”

LEVI HUMMON
Friday, Aug. 19, 8 p.m.
You might know his breakout hit and
collaboration with Walker Hayes,
“Paying for It.” Singer-songwriter
Levi Hummon has lived and breathed
country since birth: His father, Marcus
Hummon, wrote hits for artists like The
Dixie Chicks, Tim McGraw and Rascal
Flatts, including the Grammy-winning
“Bless the Broken Road.”

SLAUGHTER
Saturday, Aug. 20, 8 p.m.
This American glam metal band won
acclaim with its 1990 album that
included hit singles “Up All Night” and
“Fly to the Angels.” Current members
include Mark Slaughter, Dana Strum,
Blas Elias and Jeff “Blando” Bland.

CASEY DONAHEW
Sunday, Aug. 21, 8 p.m.
Casey Donahew reached national
acclaim with eight independent albums
and 21 No. 1 singles over the past 18
years. Starting as a local favorite in the
Texas music scene, Donahew’s 2019 hit
“Let’s Make A Love Song” was the most
played independent song on country
radio in 2019.

MidAmerican Energy Stage
JASON BROWN

STEPHEN PEARCY

CHASE MATTHEW

Thursday, Aug. 11, 7 & 9 p.m.

Monday, Aug. 15, 8 p.m.

Friday, Aug. 19, 8 p.m.

LILIAC

Midwest country musician

Small town Tennessee boy

Thursday - Friday, Aug. 11-12, 8 p .m.

THE NADAS

Founder and lead singer of metal
band RATT

Five-piece family rock/metal band

Friday, Aug. 12, 7 & 9 p.m.

SPENCER CRANDALL

2022 IOWA STATE FAIR
QUEEN CORONATION

Iowa’s signature alt-rock-country band

Tuesday, Aug. 16, 8 p.m.

Saturday, Aug. 13, 7 p.m.

Saturday, Aug. 13, 8 p.m.

ALANA SPRINGSTEEN

Georgia-based country rapper

Wednesday, Aug. 17, 8 p.m.

COLT FORD

Annual competition between Iowa county queens

PARRANDEROS LATIN COMBO
Sunday, Aug. 14, 7 p.m.
Latin music band from Des Moines and
Colombia

RON DIAMOND
Monday - Saturday, Aug. 15-20, 7 & 9 p.m.
Magician, illusionist, hypnotist

BULLETBOYS

Country singer-songwriter

Rising 21-year-old artist-songwriter

Sunday, Aug. 14, 8 p.m.

RESURRECTION

Heavy metal rock band from 1986

Thursday, Aug. 18, 8 p.m.

Sunday, Aug. 21, 8 p.m.
Christian singer-songwriter

Saturday, Aug. 20, 7 & 9 p.m.
Featuring local music stars and
favorites

QUIET RIOT
Sunday, Aug. 21, 8 p.m.
Rock & roll quartet

Tribute to Journey

Other entertainment
For the kids in your life, the Fun Forest Stage will feature
juggler, comedian and entertainer Fantastick Patrick, plus
The Rubber Chicken Show with Greg Frisbee — daily!
Scattered across the fairgrounds will be chainsaw artists
Gary Keenan and TJ Jenkins (Country School area), Red

ANNE WILSON

BOB DORR’S IOWA
MUSIC REVUE

FEATURE STORY

Anne & Bill
Riley Stage

Trouser Show (Expo Hill), Brian Sobaski’s straw art (near the
giant slide), sandscapes (Thrill Ville fair entrance on Grand
Avenue), Disc-Connected K-9’s (west lawn of Jacobson
Building), Wheels of Agriculture (near Gate 15) and more.
Still have questions? Visit iowastatefair.org/entertainment. n

Designer Tim McClellan created this Sheridan Collection to mix a little rugged country with a modern
industrial feel with steel accents to give you a pleasant signature look for your bedroom.

Shown in Cherry and with Walnut accents.

SALE
GOING ON THROUGH AUGUST 31

3201 100th Street, Urbandale — www.AmishHausFurniture.com
Between Hickman & Douglas On 100th Street • (515) 270-1133 • Facebook: @amishhausfurniture
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wedding guide
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Here comes the bride. This time that means you. Or
maybe it means your daughter. Or, possibly, the one
who will dress in white is engaged to be your wife.
Whichever it is, before the wedding bells ring, you need
to plan. Start your research early, don’t be afraid to ask
others to help out, and read the following Wedding
Guide for ideas on how to pull off the perfect day.

Receptions may be big or small, lavish or casual. But
regardless of their size or style, receptions all share a
common element: They will require couples set up seating
arrangement for guests. Even though assigned seating isn’t
mandatory, selecting seats for a sit-down dinner makes
things simpler and reduces confusion. Some reception
venues may even require assigned seating so that catering
staff can service tables accordingly.
Seating guests can be tricky, but employing a few
strategies can make the process go quickly and smoothly.
• Use a seating chart. A seating chart, whether it’s
venue-specific or one couples make themselves, is essential. If
you are using a self-made chart, inquire with the venue about
the shape of tables, how many guests each table can seat, and
the location of tables around the space.
• Start with the wedding party table. Couples can
ease themselves into the task of seating by doing the easy
tables first. The primary one is the wedding party table. This
traditionally can be a dais or a sweetheart table flanked by
the wedding party. According to Martha Stewart Weddings,
the table should be centrally located, and the wedding couple
should sit in the middle. A male-female pattern follows on
either side of the couple, consisting of the ushers, bridesmaids,

best man and maid of honor. If much of the wedding party is
already married, couples may opt to have the wedding party
sit with their spouses instead of at the dais.
• Organize family tables. Tables for parents,
grandparents and immediate family members of the bride
and groom also are high priority. Both families can be
combined at one table, or they can be separated into two
tables. These tables should be the closest to the bride and
groom.
• Consider mobility issues. Next seat guests who have
specific needs at tables. Elderly guests may want to be away
from the band, deejay or speakers. Guests in wheelchairs
may need an accessible seat near the exit.
• Get some help. Enlist the help of parents to seat their
friends and extended family members. Parents may know
best who gets along and who should be separated.
• Seat dancers near the dance floor. To encourage
dancing, place guests who tend to be lively close to the dance
floor so others can see them getting up to dance and join in.
Couples can use apps, lists or self-made charts to plot
their reception seating arrangements. Create place cards or
a central chart so guests can find their seats promptly and
easily. n
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How to handle seating wedding guests

AWARD-WINNING WEDDING VENUE
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Norwalk, Iowa
515.491.2367
www.carperwinery.com

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION
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Affordable bachelor and
bachelorette party ideas
Weddings can be expensive. Various sources estimate
the average cost of weddings is anywhere from $26,000
to $31,000. Couples and their parents may bear
the brunt of wedding expenses, but those who have
accepted a role in the wedding party also can expect
their share of expenses.
Taking into account gifts, wardrobes, makeup,
bridal showers and travel, including getting to and from
the bachelor/bachelorette party, bridal party members
are on the hook for a lot of money when their friends
or family members tie the knot. Many men and women
like to travel for their bachelor/bachelorette parties, and
cost-conscious bridal party members may be concerned
about how expensive such parties can be. Pulling out all
the stops can be exciting, but there’s no guarantee these
types of parties will be more enjoyable than simpler
soirées.
Taking steps to control costs can help cost-conscious
couples and their friends. The following are some
affordable ideas that can be fun for all involved.
• Bar or winery crawl: Partygoers typically want to
enjoy a night out on the town, and traveling from one
establishment to another can be a fun way to do just
that. Everyone invited can set themselves apart with

a signature item (hat, T-shirt, or
colored clothing), and make the
rounds.
• Attend a group event: Group
events include sporting events,
concerts, theater shows, or a night
at a comedy club. Investigate
discounted tickets for large groups.
• Belt out the tunes: Open
mic nights at restaurants, bars
and other establishments around
town may make for a fun way
for friends to share a few laughs
together. Participants need not be
professional singers to join in on
the festivities.
• Camp out: Get in touch with
nature by enjoying a camping trip,
complete with a campfire and a
few brews. Spending time in the wilderness can restore
focus and let stress melt away.
• Poker or game night: Groups can gather around
the poker table to test their skills in poker and other
card games. With some free-flowing beverages and

snacks galore, games can get pretty animated.
• Dinner party: Hire a chef to visit your house and
prepare a meal for guests. Serve a signature cocktail and
let the conversation flow.
Bachelor and bachelorette parties can be affordable
without sacrificing fun. n

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

5 tips to enhance wedding decor
(Family Features) Wedding days are meant to be filled with love
and celebration, and what better way to ring in the new stage of
life as newlyweds than with a well-decorated venue to match the
joyous occasion? Whether a couple is on a tight budget or picky
when it comes to theme ideas, these decorating tips can help add
more flair for the big day.

1. Use a natural venue.
Many couples choose wedding venues that require immense
amounts of decorations, but a venue with organic scenery or
a beautiful view can help alleviate the stress. Consider having
the ceremony near a garden or beach with enough natural
surroundings to keep guests in awe.

• Beverage Catering &
Cash Bar Services

2. Make the cake a centerpiece.

• Private Party Rentals

Wedding cakes are almost guaranteed to be filled with flavor, but they can also serve as a decorative centerpiece for the reception.
Choosing a cake topped with flowers, highlighting bright colors and placing it in a prominent spot at the reception can grab
guests’ attention while also keeping them eager for a bite.

• Customizable Wedding
Party Gift Arrangements

3. Choose table accessories that pop.

• Mobile Bar Trailer

Leave guests in amazement as they make their way to their seats for the reception with beautifully decorated tables. Table
accessories can be anything ranging from patterned table runners to flowers in full-bloom placed in simple, elegant vases. If you
are not having a formal sit-down reception, try using paper lanterns or hanging flowers from the ceiling to create an eye-catching
atmosphere to remember.

Des Moines’ premier corporate
gifting and bar service company

• Guest Transportation

For more information and for prIcing,

visit www.yourprivatebar.com

4. Add classic lighting.
At times, finding the right lighting to match the mood of a wedding venue can
be tricky. In this case, less may actually be more. Try opting for a classic candlelit
ceremony or reception to create a more romantic setting. This can save both money
and countless hours spent attempting to configure elaborate light fixtures, and also
provide a timeless feel.

5. Place engagement photos around.
With any wedding, you want the day to feel personal and intimate for the couple
and guests alike. Consider decorating the venue with engagement photos of the
soon-to-be spouses as they popped the question. This can allow the newlyweds to
reminisce while guests view those cherished moments and revel in the occasion.
For more tips to prepare for life’s special moments like marital bliss, visit elivingtoday.com. n

DAIL
Y SPECIALS!
Follow Curbin’ Cuisine on Facebook
ORDER NOW! 515-635-0090
ONLINE ORDERING AVAILABLE!

DELIVERY WITH GRUBHUB, DOORDASH & SLICE
www.curbincuisine.com • 2713 Beaver Ave, Des Moines

Globally inspired wraps, sandwiches, appetizers, fry baskets and pizzas.

Located in the heart of downtown Des Moines.
Reserve your special day at the Team Room.

713 Walnut St, Des Moines

thetearoomdsm.com

515-336-1317

Photo courtesy of Laura Wills Photography
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&

IOWA’S MOST HISTORIC
& ICONIC VENUE.

Can accommodate up to 354 guests
Open Catering Policy
No hidden fees for use of the venue
Includes tables and seating, set up and break down, and cleaning

Bailey Wilmes Photography
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Marissa Kelly Photography

Jason Thomas Crocker Photography

CALL TODAY TO SCHEDULE YOUR TOUR! (515) 717-0757
21663 R AVENUE, DALLAS CENTER, IA | WWW.3SISTERSBARN.COM

AROUND TOWN

Dick Swim and Zach Swim

PHOTOS BY PAT CHECKETTS

Carrie Jacobs and Cammy Newton

Julie and Bill Fugenschuh

Lisa Weber and Stephanie Murry

ALL IOWA BASH
Iris Diaz and Yosselin Castellanos

Shane Copeland and Tyler Shane

Kristy and Chris Warren

Owen Bailey and Courtney Rhine
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Stacey and Noble Nichols

Valley Junction, West Des Moines
July 4, 2022

A free resource for the central Iowa business community
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THE BUSINESS

of CBD and THC
A relatively new industry
in Iowa faces legal and
marketing hurdles.
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By Colson Thayer

Lacie Navin owns Your CBD Store
in Ankeny and Valley Junction.
Photo by Colson Thayer

Lacie Navin’s father struggled with fibromyalgia for years. Pain
and sleep medications continued to pile on top of each other
until a family friend introduced them to cannabidiol (CBD).
Her father tried a topical pain cream and a tincture.
“In four months’ time, he ended up weaning off of
everything he was on,” Navin explained.
What seemed to be a medical miracle became Navin’s next
business venture. Navin now owns Your CBD Stores in Valley
Junction and Ankeny and co-owns the Waukee and Ames
locations with her father.
It hasn’t been easy. Along with the rest of the CBD
businesses in Iowa, Navin continues to navigate the challenges
of the relatively new industry within the state.

CITYVIEW’S BUSINESS JOURNAL

FEATURE

THE PLAYERS
Your CBD Store

In early 2019, Navin and her father
opened the first CBD store in the
metro. Your CBD Store is a franchise
that only sells one brand: SUNMED.
In the beginning, few customers would
come to the store because only a limited
number knew anything about CBD.
After some news stories ran, business
began picking up.
By the end of 2019, Navin had three
stores open in the metro. However, in
December that year, she was arrested
for what she explained were “marijuana
trafficking charges.” Stores remained
closed for 18 months before the charges
were dropped.
“There are a lot of other places that
sold CBD and opened up while my
stores were shut down,” Navin said.
“Being the first and biggest at the time,
I think I drew the short straw.” Due to
the arrest, Navin considers herself, and
her business, an outlier.

HW CBD owner Rick Wagaman prides himself on his large selection of CBD products in a clean and professional environment.
Photo by Colson Thayer

HW CBD

Bud & Mary’s

Bud & Mary’s holds one of two medical cannabis
manufacturing licenses in the state and two of five
dispensary licenses. The company has been one
of the biggest proponents of medical cannabis in
Iowa before the program started in December 2018.
Locally owned, operated and based in Iowa, Bud

THE SCIENCE

Most consumers are somewhat familiar with the
cannabis sativa plant. The plant goes by many
names: cannabis, marijuana, pot, weed, etc.
Cultivated from this plant are hundreds of chemical
compounds. Among those are Cannabidiol (CBD)
and Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC). Both hemp
and marijuana are from the same cannabis species.

Generally, hemp is the cannabis plant that has 0.3%
or less THC content, while marijuana has 0.3% or
more THC content.
Products made from hemp can further be
divided into three categories. Full spectrum uses the
entire plant and will contain traces of THC, broad
spectrum uses all cannabinoids and compounds
besides THC, and CBD isolate only uses the CBD
compound.
Every human being has an Endocannabinoid
System (ECS), even if an individual doesn’t use
cannabis. The ECS has a role in the body’s everyday
functioning like sleep, mood, appetite, memory,
reproduction, etc. The ECS is critical in returning
the body to homeostasis.
A growing number of American consumers utilize
both CBD and THC to find relief. The biggest
difference is the “high.” THC has psychoactive
properties that alter perception, and consumers who
prefer avoiding these effects typically opt for CBD.
Research suggests no negative consequences related
to CBD.

THE LAW

Iowa’s medical cannabis program went live on Dec.
1, 2018. In the early days, patients needed to apply
for a card, receive physician approval, go to the
DOT to get a physical card, and pay $100 annually
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With a background in marketing, Rick Wagaman
owns HW CBD in West Des Moines. HW CBD
is not a franchise and is instead locally owned and
operated. Wagaman prides himself on the store’s
large selection of premium products within a clean
and professional environment.
One of Wagaman’s main goals is educating his
customers. Whenever a new customer enters his
store, he begins by explaining the endocannabinoid
system and how it relates to the body. He likes to
keep the science simple for his customers and tells
his employees to explain it in a way a sixth grader
could understand. So, when a WWE wrestler or an
amateur soccer player comes into his store — like
they have in the past — Wagaman begins with the
basics. He also commits to speaking engagements
where he can educate large groups of people, like a
group of senior citizens.

& Mary’s also participates in the Colorado and
Michigan cannabis markets — states that permit
both medical and recreational cannabis.
“It’s really difficult to operate here. Regulations
are really difficult,” said Julian State, head of
marketing for Bud & Mary’s. For four years, Bud
& Mary’s operated at a loss. However, once the
company started making a profit, they claimed
to have dropped their prices 25-30%. As the only
medical cannabis manufacturer in the state, the
extra challenges the company faces include testing
restrictions, having only one location to do hygienic
labs and having to spend millions of dollars to keep
their facility compliant.
Bud & Mary’s is the recent rebranding of
MedPharm Iowa.
“We just felt like it was just a friendlier, more
approachable name,” State said. “Obviously, it’s a
double entendre.”

CITYVIEW’S BUSINESS JOURNAL

FEATURE
for that card. The list of acceptable conditions was
also limited, including terms like “untreatable pain.”
Previously, there had also been a 3% THC cap on all
medical cannabis products.
Since then, the program has made strides to be
more accessible and inclusive for patients needing
care. Today, Iowans can fill out an application
online and schedule a meeting with a telehealth
professional. Iowans no longer need a physical card
and can instead rely on a digital one, removing the
need to go to the DOT. State, from Bud & Mary’s,
said someone could do this within an hour.
The program also now includes PTSD and
“chronic” pain in the list of conditions. Additionally,
in 2020, the state removed the 3% cap on THC in
medical products and allowed for up to 0.3% in hemp
products. The change in hemp law is what allows for
CBD businesses to be open and sell to consumers
without medical cards.
Hefty regulation still exists in both of Iowa’s
CBD and medical cannabis markets. CBD stores
are not allowed to sell inhalables or pet products.
Medical cannabis cannot be smoked in any form,
meaning they can’t sell flower, or products that can
be rolled in a joint.

THE PRODUCTS
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Navin said a lot of customers come in the doors
hoping that CBD can aid one specific type of
ailment, but that’s not exactly how it works.
“There’s just certain things that it takes someone
with a bit of education or knowledge to send them at
least on the right path to start,” she said.
CBD can help consumers with a variety of
different issues. According to Wagaman, “Seventy
percent of our customers are here for stress, sleep,
anxiety, general wellness [and] appetite control.”
One of the biggest differences between CBD
products is delivery method. These can include
tablets, tinctures, edibles, creams, solubles and more.
THC can also be delivered in a variety of ways:
vapes, tinctures, creams, topicals, etc. Bud & Mary’s
also sells products labeled as edibles on their website;
however, Iowa law forbids the manufacturing of
“edible medical cannabidiol products.” The company
considers them as tablets taken orally.

THE RESULTS

Cannabis is still illegal federally. Because
cannabis is a Schedule I drug, the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) is not allowed to test or
approve cannabis products — both medical and

Bud & Mary’s Kevin O’Connor, Iowa President (left) and Julian State, head of marketing (right). Located on Des
Moines’ east side, the company is the only producer of medical cannabis in the state. Photo by Colson Thayer

recreational. Therefore, most of the results and
evidence surrounding CBD and THC are anecdotal.
“We can’t promise to treat, cure and mitigate,”
Wagaman explained. “No company can do that.”
FDA regulations prevent CBD and THC vendors
from making certain promises to their consumers.
Although he never promises anything to his
customers, Wagaman thinks that anecdotal evidence
is worth listening to.
“Someone’s experience with CBD is real,” he said.
Each consumer’s experience with CBD will
be different. Because the research is so limited,
consumers have no idea how to start in terms of
dosage or frequency. CBD and THC business
owners, like the ones in the metro, will provide
resources like informational handouts along with
dosage and hydration journals to keep track of
progress. If something doesn’t work for a consumer,
the business owners offer to find the right fit —
whether it be a new delivery method or different
dosage.

THE MARKETING

Online marketing is a challenge for both CBD and
THC businesses. Oftentimes, big sites like Facebook

and Google avoid taking money from cannabisrelated businesses while it is still federally illegal.
The platforms even go as far as taking down certain
accounts. For example, Bud & Mary’s lost access to
their Instagram account. HW CBD was formerly
able to send texts to its customer base through its
point-of-sale system, Square, but is no longer allowed
to.
The cannabis industry in Iowa relies on
word-of-mouth, referrals and traditional forms of
marketing. Most of the time, cannabis consumers
hear something from a friend, or read something
online that brings them to a store. It goes back to
the anecdotal evidence the industry relies on. Beyond
that, businesses have bought print ads, billboards,
radio spots, sponsorships, written advertorials and
more to draw attention.

THE FUTURE

Those in Iowa’s cannabis industry are hopeful for
the future. Whether the legality and use of cannabis
broadens in the state or not, the biggest hurdle will
remain education. Without educated customers, and
educated Iowans in general, CBD and THC will
continue to be obscured. n
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EXPERT ADVICE
ON ISSUES THAT MATTER TO YOUR BUSINESS

Q

TECHNOLOGY
Why is IT so
complicated?

IT (Information Technology) is so
complicated because of the dependence
we have to ensure our businesses and
personal lives are made easier.
Unlike other resources, such as food
and water. Technology is evolving at a
rate most of us can’t keep up with. We
are constantly seeing changes in our
technology to support the demands of
our friends, family, and businesses. When
it comes to IT, it’s critical to understand
how those changes impact how we use
technology and what risks we take for
adopting it into our lives.
Information Technology can be
simplified. We see it while scrolling
through social media. It’s those risks we
take out of need or convenience that
need attention. One wrong click and
IT’s potential impact to you and or your
business can be life altering.
Stay with us as we help simplify this
world together.
“The Only Constant in Life Is Change.”- Heraclitus

Q

ACCOUNTING

What should I
consider when
starting a business?

Here are a few items to consider when
starting your own business.
· Are you going to test the waters and
start slow while continuing your current
full-time employment?
· Do you plan for this business to be your
primary source of income?
· Is this a hobby you want to see if it
could become a viable business?
Your answers to these questions will
help determine the type of business
structure to use to start your business.
There are three types: sole proprietor, sole
member LLC and incorporation.
The easiest business to start is the sole
proprietor. You don’t have to register
for anything and you don’t need an EIN
number. However, if you plan to be a
subcontractor, you will need to register
with Iowa Workforce Development to
get a contractor’s license. This is the
best option if you are just testing out a
business idea and don’t know if you can
make any money with your idea.

Q

ADVERTISING
What is a
good ad?

To be effective, advertising needs to be
direct, simple, and state your brand.
First, be direct and decide what you
want your advertising to do for you. Do
you need more customers? Do you need
to educate consumers on a new product
or service or location? Do you need to
move inventory? Decide your one need,
only one.
Second, keep it simple. Create an ad
starting with your one need. Choose
a correlating graphic or picture and
add a snappy headline along with brief
supporting information. Your logo,
location, phone number, website, etc.
should always be placed at the bottom.
Last, establish and state your brand.
Establish colors and a look for your
ads and carry this through all of your
marketing. Always use your logo and
include all important basic information
to contact you or learn more about your
business. A good ad is one that makes
the consumer respond the way you want
them to!

Ann M. Hartz

JOLENE GOODMAN

430 114th St., Urbandale,
O: 515.644.7801 | C: 515.537.4176

7109 Hickman Rd., Urbandale
515.259.7779

8101 Birchwood Ct Ste D, Johnston
515.953.4822 x319

www.platinum-corp.com

CPADesMoines.com

CPA

Vice President

biggreenumbrellamedia.com
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Scott Hardee

Business Development Executive – Branch Manager

COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS IN POLK COUNTY THROUGH JULY 19, 2022
3333 GRAND AVE., DES MOINES
SALE DATE: 2022-06-10
SALE PRICE: $10,900,000
SELLER: 3333 GRAND LLC
BUYER: WINDSOR TERRACE DES MOINES
LLC
SQUARE FEET: 119,039
ACRES: 5.06
3881 121ST ST., URBANDALE
SALE DATE: 2022-06-10
SALE PRICE: $2,350,000
SELLER: TUSCANY VILLAGE CENTER LC
BUYER: PCWDM II LLC
SQUARE FEET: 22,463
ACRES: 2.82
3700 PRAIRIE FIRE N.W., ALTOONA
SALE DATE: 2022-06-14
SALE PRICE: $1,209,250
SELLER: PRAIRIE CROSSING INVESTMENT
INC.
BUYER: CWP WEST CORP.
SQUARE FEET: 0
ACRES: 1.5
2525 N. ANKENY BLVD., UNIT 109, BLDG 1,
ANKENY
SALE DATE: 2022-06-14
SALE PRICE: $260,000
SELLER: DRA PROPERTIES LC
BUYER: CROWDER, PATRICK G
SQUARE FEET: 1,250
ACRES: 0.13
10095 HICKMAN COURT, CLIVE
SALE DATE: 2022-06-14
SALE PRICE: $1,250,000

SELLER: ROW LLC
BUYER: JDS REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS LLC
SQUARE FEET: 15,372
ACRES: 1.15
3121 KINGMAN BLVD., DES MOINES
SALE DATE: 2022-06-15
SALE PRICE: $879,800
SELLER: WILDRICK (TRUSTEE), SALLY A
BUYER: FFR KINGMAN LLC
SQUARE FEET: 14,070
ACRES: 0.80
3111 S.E. 72ND ST., ANKENY
SALE DATE: 2022-06-15
SALE PRICE: $578,450
SELLER: NEXTERA PROPERTIES LLC
BUYER: SEVENTEEN-THIRTY LLC
SQUARE FEET: 0
ACRES: 2.41

Des Moines real estate mogul Richard Hurd continues acquiring Hy-Vee-owned properties, including
the Hy-Vee store in Altoona for $19.6 million. The land and building are valued at $5.01 million. Hurd will
lease the property to the store, one of eight sale-leaseback agreements with Hy-Vee in June. Last fall,
Hurd purchased the Hy-Vee grocery store, gas station and convenience store in Ankeny’s Prairie Trail
development. According to Hurd’s website, the investor’s portfolio currently includes about 30 Hy-Vee
properties scattered across Iowa, Illinois, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, South Dakota and Kansas.

1012 GRAND AVE., WEST DES MOINES
SALE DATE: 2022-06-15
SALE PRICE: $1
SELLER: VF REALTY PARTNERS
BUYER: VF REALTY LC
SQUARE FEET: 3,509
ACRES: 0.43

1673 N.E. 70TH AVE., ANKENY
SALE DATE: 2022-06-16
SALE PRICE: $2,458,000
SELLER: C MICHAEL THOMPSON FAMILY
FARMS INC
BUYER: WOODSIDE NORTH LLC
SQUARE FEET: 60,060
ACRES: 9.66

7305 S.E. CROSSWINDS DRIVE, ANKENY
SALE DATE: 2022-06-16
SALE PRICE: $19,290,000
SELLER: CROSSWINDS BUSINESS PARK
BUILDING II LLC
BUYER: KBK POMONA PROPERTIES LLC
SQUARE FEET: 220,740
ACRES: 23.21

328 GRAND AVE., WEST DES MOINES
SALE DATE: 2022-06-16
SALE PRICE: $1,535,000
SELLER: REAL ESTATE HOLDINGS II LLC
BUYER: KKR, LLC
SQUARE FEET: 9,980
ACRES: 0.72
2607 BEAVER AVE., DES MOINES
SALE DATE: 2022-06-17
SALE PRICE: $350,000
SELLER: LEE, FRANK F
BUYER: UPTEMPO PROPERTIES LLC
SQUARE FEET: 1,804
ACRES: 0.25

RESIDENTIAL
SERVICE & REPAIR
36 | CITYVIEW | AUGUST 2022

When it comes to your home electrical
needs, you can count on us for:
• Lighting
• Inspections, repairs
and maintenance

• Kitchen and Bath Remodeling
• Technology and entertainment
• and more!
515-288-7181

www.tricityelectric.com
1821 Ingersoll Avenue,
Des Moines

6095 N.E. INDUSTRY DRIVE, DES MOINES
SALE DATE: 2022-06-20
SALE PRICE: $3,100,000
SELLER: DRA PROPERTIES LC
BUYER: KINGDOM CARE CORP
SQUARE FEET: 30,000
ACRES: 5.44
1408 E. COURT AVE., DES MOINES
SALE DATE: 2022-06-21
SALE PRICE: $1,350,000
SELLER: COURT AVENUE CHILD CARE
LLC
BUYER: ALL STAR DAYCARE INC
SQUARE FEET: 8,906
ACRES: 0.50
221 PARK ST., DES MOINES
SALE DATE: 2022-06-22
SALE PRICE: $1,285,220
SELLER: MASTER BLDRS OF IA
BUYER: LOCUST CENTER, LTD.
SQUARE FEET: 6,808
ACRES: 0.50
155 N.E. 46TH PLACE, DES MOINES
SALE DATE: 2022-06-22
SALE PRICE: $180,000
SELLER: HOLMES, DEWAYNE A., ESTATE
BUYER: EMMACK, STEPHEN J
SQUARE FEET: 4,496
ACRES: 0.57

108 EIGHTH ST. S.W., ALTOONA
SALE DATE: 2022-06-23
SALE PRICE: $19,633,120
SELLER: HY-VEE INC
BUYER: HURD ALTOONA LLC
SQUARE FEET: 85,702
ACRES: 9.15
309 E. FIRST ST., ANKENY
SALE DATE: 2022-06-23
SALE PRICE: $600,000
SELLER: OAKSTONE OFFICE LLC
BUYER: CH OFFICE HOLDINGS LLC
SQUARE FEET: 1,894
ACRES: 0.54
1220 73RD ST., WINDSOR HEIGHTS
SALE DATE: 2022-06-23
SALE PRICE: $410,000
SELLER: KLEMP PROPERTIES LLC
BUYER: JDS REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS LLC
SQUARE FEET: 5,200
ACRES: 0.29
544 FOURTH ST., WEST DES MOINES
SALE DATE: 2022-06-23
SALE PRICE: $150,000
SELLER: GEORGE & KAREN HEDDINGER
REVOCABLE TRUST
BUYER: JDS REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS LLC
SQUARE FEET: 1,564
ACRES: 0.10
1801 MCKINLEY AVE., DES MOINES
SALE DATE: 2022-06-24
SALE PRICE: $750,000
SELLER: MCKINLEY MANOR LLC
BUYER: SEC HOLDINGS, LLC
SQUARE FEET: 18,794
ACRES: 7.63
5075 E. UNIVERSITY AVE., PLEASANT HILL
SALE DATE: 2022-06-24
SALE PRICE: $1,500,000
SELLER: PCWDM II LLC
BUYER: KELLOGG PROPERTIES, LLC
SQUARE FEET: 18,900
ACRES: 1.65
2400 86TH ST., UNIT 10, URBANDALE
SALE DATE: 2022-06-24
SALE PRICE: $125,000
SELLER: BEAR ELECTRONICS INC
BUYER: TEN86, LLC
SQUARE FEET: 1,662
ACRES: 0.18
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2601 E. UNIVERSITY AVE., DES MOINES
SALE DATE: 2022-06-29
SALE PRICE: $379,660
SELLER: BEHAVIORAL TECHNOLOGIES CORP
BUYER: MOSAIC
SQUARE FEET: 5,830
ACRES: 0.39

4995 MERLE HAY ROAD, DES MOINES
SALE DATE: 2022-07-05
SALE PRICE: $2,300,000
SELLER: HARI KRUSHNA INC
BUYER: ADI LAKSHMI LODGING INC
SQUARE FEET: 59,240
ACRES: 1.85

3261 E. EUCLID AVE., DES MOINES
SALE DATE: 2022-06-29
SALE PRICE: $665,000
SELLER: AFS 33RD STREET LLC
BUYER: FIRST LINK 3 LLC
SQUARE FEET: 8,064
ACRES: 0.65

635 NEW YORK AVE., DES MOINES
SALE DATE: 2022-07-06
SALE PRICE: $700,000
SELLER: BELL REAL ESTATE LC
BUYER: AG & EG LLC
SQUARE FEET: 14,720
ACRES: 0.78

1200 WILLIAMS ST., DES MOINES
SALE DATE: 2022-06-29
SALE PRICE: $327,000
SELLER: BEHAVIORAL TECHNOLOGIES CORP
BUYER: MOSAIC
SQUARE FEET: 3,537
ACRES: 0.38

1818 48TH ST., DES MOINES
SALE DATE: 2022-07-07
SALE PRICE: $578,460
SELLER: TESSMER, SARA L
BUYER: FRANKLIN REHAB LLC
SQUARE FEET: 55,366
ACRES: 3.62

1301 OHIO ST., DES MOINES
SALE DATE: 2022-06-30
SALE PRICE: $1,150,000
SELLER: JLT LEASING LLC
BUYER: VERIDIAN LIMITED
SQUARE FEET: 15,613
ACRES: 1.44

4729 N.W. 62ND AVE., JOHNSTON
SALE DATE: 2022-07-07
SALE PRICE: $3,210,000
SELLER: HH&L RESIDENTIAL HOUSING COOP
BUYER: JACKSON REAL ESTATE, LLC
SQUARE FEET: 36,960
ACRES: 3.32

2415 HICKMAN ROAD, DES MOINES
SALE DATE: 2022-06-30
SALE PRICE: $69,000
SELLER: DINH, VUONG
BUYER: ANEAKOT LLC
SQUARE FEET: 0
ACRES: 0.56

2900 WESTOWN PARKWAY, WEST DES
MOINES
SALE DATE: 2022-07-07
SALE PRICE: $725,000
SELLER: LB PROPERTIES III LLC
BUYER: BLUE MARBLE INVESTMENTS, LLC
SQUARE FEET: 19,880
ACRES: 2.03

1008 SECOND ST. N.E., BONDURANT
SALE DATE: 2022-06-30
SALE PRICE: $1,275,000
SELLER: MCGRATH, KATHLEEN C
BUYER: BONDURANT PROPERTIES LLC
SQUARE FEET: 13,400
ACRES: 0.83
10951 MEREDITH DRIVE, URBANDALE
SALE DATE: 2022-06-30
SALE PRICE: $804,170
SELLER: URBANDALE DMD LLC
BUYER: PREMIER CREDIT UNION
SQUARE FEET: 0
ACRES: 1.42

NO ADDRESS LISTED
SALE DATE: 2022-07-12
SALE PRICE: $905,000
SELLER: LEWF LLC
BUYER: HEARTLAND PARK ELDERLY LIVING
CENTER LP
SQUARE FEET: 0
ACRES: 0.77
9900 SWANSON BLVD., CLIVE
SALE DATE: 2022-07-14
SALE PRICE: $5,325,000
SELLER: MCR INVESTMENTS IV LLC
BUYER: CREEKSIDE CLIVE, LLC
SQUARE FEET: 47,836
ACRES: 7.13 n
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THINGS DINING

20 MENU
ITEMS
THAT
MAKE

This twice-a-year publication focuses on
all things food in the metro area and
features news about new restaurants,
reviews, and changes in the local dining
landscape. Deadline Monday, August 8th.

Mouths Water

From caviar to the King
Porker, from
sweet to savory, fresh from
the sea and
from the farm, the following
delectables
have central Iowans salivating.

DINNER AND A SHOW

Local performance venues and superb
restaurants
provide some great pairings.

DES MOINES AREA RESTAUR
ARE TOURIST ATTRACTIONS ANTS

What does it take to entice long-distance
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drivers?

Trends, new stuff and milestones
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BUSINESS

Saluting local women and the contributions
they make every day to our economy
and our community. Call us to recognize
the women leaders in your company.
Deadline is Monday, September 19th.

LOCALLY LOVED

JOURNAL

GAIL BARNETT AND
CHARLOTTE SUCIK

Abendroth Russell Barnett
Law Firm
invites you to discuss
your important
legal needs with partners
Charlotte
Sucik and Gail Barnett.
Charlotte Sucik spends
the bulk of
her practice helping
clients form
and manage their small
business.
By working with her
clients as well
as CPAs, financial planners
and
other members of the
client’s team,
Charlotte is able to
craft business
documents that match
tax and
financial goals, as well
as the goals of
the business now and
in the future.
Gail Barnett focuses
her practice

to helping clients apply
for social
security and Medicaid
benefits.
Additionally, Gail can
works with
clients to obtain guardianships
and
conservatorships for
loved ones who
can no longer care for
or protect
themselves.
As partners of Abendroth
Russell
Barnett Law Firm, Gail
and Charlotte
treat each client and
their needs
with the dignity and
respect we all
deserve. If you have
questions
want to set up an appointment or
to
discuss your legal needs,
please call
us or visit us online!

abendroth russell
barnett law firm
E S T A B L I S H
E D

I N

1 9 8 7

LOCALLY

Abendroth
Russell Barnett
Law Firm
Gail Barnett, Lawyer
Charlotte Sucik, Lawyer
(515) 278-0623
abendrothandrussell.com
2560 73rd Street, Des
Moines

We do what we do
“ and
we do it
well.

ADVERTISING PROMOTION

LOVED

November Cityview

Let your customers do all the talking in
these special pages. We pair your best
customer testimonials with your favorite
photos that highlight the best qualities
of your business to create beautiful,
engaging pages that will draw readers
in and make them want to learn more.
Deadline is Monday, October 17th.

Christopher’s Fine Jewelry

160 Jordan Creek Pkwy,
Thank you for loving and
trusting Christopher’s
Fine
Jewelry as your local jeweler
for quality diamonds,
beautiful fashion jewelry
and stunning timepieces.
Since 1980, our promise
continues to be operating
with
integrity, providing exceptional
value, and treating you
with respect and courtesy.
Your support allows us

to extend the love to the
community
we serve. We are proud
to support local organizations
who are making a difference
in our community every
day. A Heinz 57 Pet Rescue
and Transport, Best Buddies,
Dress for Success Des
Moines, Girl Scouts of
Iowa and
Ronald McDonald House
Charities of Central Iowa
are
all organizations we proudly
partner with throughout
the
year. Thank you for allowing
us to extend this support
and
to be your locally loved
jeweler!

Christopher’s Fine Jewelry

160 Jordan Creek Pkwy,

5.0

Ste 100, West Des Moines

Mike M.
4 months ago

Great experience, as
usual, at Christopher’s
Fine Jewelry! I had an
gift idea I needed for
anniversary
my wife and they nailed
it! Thanks for all the help
finding another beautiful
in
one of a kind piece that
my wife just loved!

Dennis T.

2 months ago

I have known of this business
and used them, recommended
gotten help from them
them, and
for over 25 years. They
have always been very
candid and honest, in
helpful,
my opinion. They have
a wide selection and
skilled in many areas
are
including coins, watches,
estate jewelry and of
diamonds and other precious
course,
gemstones. I believe that
both fair pricing, good
Christopher’s offers
quality merchandise and
very helpful staff, and
would recommend them
I
to anyone seeking the
things they sell (or buy).

Susie L.
6 months ago

Ste 100, West Des Moines
515-705-7465
christophersjewelry.com

I came to Christopher’s
looking for a jeweler that
I could build a long lasting
relationship with locally.
Randall was very knowledgeable
but also made me feel
as a gemologist
very comfortable. Walking
into a jewelry store can
be intimidating to say
the least, but I never felt
like my budget wasn’t
their time. Thank you
worth
Randy for making this
experience so easy and
love my rings and am
fun! I
thankful for the time you
spent with me.

For information on advertising in any of these upcoming
sections, contact one of our advertising representatives.

Pat Checketts
(515) 953-4822 x311
pat@dmcityview.com

Nick Noah
515-953-4822 x330
nick@dmcityview.com

CITYVIEW
Your city. Your style. Your news. This is Des Moines.

Megan Pugh
515-360-1225

megan@iowalivingmagazines.com

Big Green Umbrella Media, Inc.
8101 Birchwood Drive, Suite D, Johnston, Iowa 50131
P: 515-953-4822 | F: 515-953-1394
www.dmcityview.com
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221 S.E. MAIN ST., GRIMES
SALE DATE: 2022-07-01
SALE PRICE: $100,000
SELLER: PETERSEN & PETERSEN AGENCY
INC
BUYER: 221 MAIN LLC
SQUARE FEET: 2,904
ACRES: 0.07

309 E. FIRST ST., GRIMES
SALE DATE: 2022-07-08
SALE PRICE: $350,000
SELLER: SCHWIESO, DENNIS A
BUYER: CITY OF GRIMES
SQUARE FEET: 3,500
ACRES: 0.23

HERE’S WHAT’S COMING UP IN

56 | CITYVIEW | OCTOBER
2019

1814 SIXTH AVE., DES MOINES
SALE DATE: 2022-07-05
SALE PRICE: $83,000
SELLER: LANE INVESTMENTS LLC
BUYER: WILES, MARKEY ADON
SQUARE FEET: 2,511
ACRES: 0.15

“

3410 S.E. 22ND ST., WEST DES MOINES
SALE DATE: 2022-06-27
SALE PRICE: $1,000,000
SELLER: RANDA, GARY L
BUYER: STONE CROSS PROPERTIES LLC
SQUARE FEET: 27,450
ACRES: 13.68

FALL 2022
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SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION LOANS

Borrower Name
City
County
Cong. District $ Amount
Jobs Created Jobs Retained Existing Jobs New Vs. Existing
Ink Made Productions LLC
CENTERVILLE
APPANOOSE	 02
$22,500
1
1
1
EXISTING BUSINESS
STS Broadband LLC
Hudson
BLACK HAWK	 01
$75,000
3
2
2
EXISTING BUSINESS
WATERLOO
BLACK HAWK	 01
$275,000
0
40
40
EXISTING BUSINESS
Cadillac Lanes Bowling, Inc.
B3 Brew, LLC
WATERLOO
BLACK HAWK	 01
$260,500
28
0
128
EXISTING BUSINESS
MASON CITY
CERRO GORDO	 04
$167,300
1
4
3
NEW BUSINESS
Bergo Enterprises, LLC
Ganga Hotel LLC
Clinton
CLINTON	 02
$150,000
0
6
6
NEW BUSINESS
Luellen Richardson Insurance Inc
Dallas Center
DALLAS	 03
$1,175,000 3
1
1
NEW BUSINESS
West Des Moines
DALLAS	 03
$270,000
8
1
1
NEW BUSINESS
Jackie Lane, LLC
Iowa Custom Cabinets, LLC
WEST DES MOINES DALLAS	 03
$200,000
1
5
5
NEW BUSINESS
BLOOMFIELD
DAVIS	 02
$225,000
0
6
6
NEW BUSINESS
J & S Construction and Design LLC
RESTORE & RENEW PT, LLC
ASBURY
DUBUQUE	 01
$16,500
0
4
4
NEW BUSINESS
									
DUBUQUE
DUBUQUE	 01
$200,000
1
1
0
NEW BUSINESS
Troyer Specific Dubuque Inc
Troyer Specific Dubuque Inc
DUBUQUE
DUBUQUE	 01
$50,000
1
1
0
NEW BUSINESS
IOWA FALLS
HARDIN	 04
$350,000
4
5
5
NEW BUSINESS
Nimrod Meats, LLC
WISE MIND IOWA LLC
IOWA CITY
JOHNSON	 02
$350,000
7
1
1
NEW BUSINESS
DK Stark, LLC
Larchwood
LYON	 04
$137,000
4
0
0
NEW BUSINESS
Lester
LYON	 04
$870,000
0
0
63
EXISTING BUSINESS
Wyhe’s Choice, Inc.
Wyhe’s Choice, Inc.
Lester
LYON	 04
$605,000
0
0
63
EXISTING BUSINESS
Lester
LYON	 04
$511,000
0
0
63
EXISTING BUSINESS
Wyhe’s Choice, Inc.
BIDDLE ELECTRIC
EMMETSBURG
PALO ALTO	 04
$20,000
1
1
1
EXISTING BUSINESS
Edotto Slims 1 LLC
Ankeny
POLK	 03
$913,000
46
0
0
NEW BUSINESS
Ankeny
POLK	 03
$236,000
13
1
1
NEW BUSINESS
BMO Recreation, LLC
MATHESON CREATIONS LLC
ANKENY
POLK	 03
$20,000
0
1
1
NEW BUSINESS
CLIVE
POLK	 03
$60,800
1
1
10
EXISTING BUSINESS
MOBILE SPOT LLC
All Star Daycare, Inc.
Des Moines
POLK	 03
$559,000
10
0
9
EXISTING BUSINESS
Dogpatch Urban gardens, LLC
DES MOINES
POLK	 03
$320,000
1
3
3
EXISTING BUSINESS
PETER KASPER WOODWORKS, L.L.C
DES MOINES
POLK	 03
$14,000
0
0
1
EXISTING BUSINESS
DECADENT GOODS GALLERY LLC
DES MOINES
POLK	 03
$10,000
0
0
1
NEW BUSINESS
Urbandale
POLK	 03
$454,000
7
0
5
EXISTING BUSINESS
HW & S, LLC
4JPS Enterprise LLC
Urbandale
POLK	 03
$343,600
9
7
7
NEW BUSINESS
Pulse Dance Fitness Studio LLC
West Des Moines
POLK	 03
$189,700
16
1
1
NEW BUSINESS
1712 Madison Avenue, LLC
Council Bluffs
POTTAWATTAMIE	 03
$478,000
3
0
4
EXISTING BUSINESS
S.W. Fenske Group, Inc.
GRINNELL
POWESHIEK	 01
$50,500
0
1
1
EXISTING BUSINESS
Bettendorf
SCOTT	 02
$731,000
3
0
25
EXISTING BUSINESS
Twin Span Brewing, LLC
SMASH Pizzeria and Bakery LLC
Bettendorf
SCOTT	 02
$510,600
16
1
1
NEW BUSINESS
Integrated Muscle & Spine Chiropractic Clinic
BETTENDORF
SCOTT	 02
$180,000
0
3
3
NEW BUSINESS
Polar Block Holdings, LLC
Davenport
SCOTT	 02
$3,859,000 35
0
115
EXISTING BUSINESS
Ames
STORY	 04
$78,000
1
1
1
NEW BUSINESS
Skybird Research, LLC
SLATER
STORY	 04
$321,000
0
30
30
EXISTING BUSINESS
CRC ENTERTAINMENT, INC.
EDDYVILLE
WAPELLO	 02
$20,300
1
0
0
NEW BUSINESS
Apex Custom Wash LLC
OTTUMWA
WAPELLO	 02
$64,500
2
1
3
EXISTING BUSINESS
JRBA Services, Inc.
INDIANOLA
WARREN	 03
$500,000
0
16
16
EXISTING BUSINESS
Busy Bee Garden Center
New Virginia
WARREN	 03
$135,700
6
2
2
NEW BUSINESS
Station 616 LLC
NEW VIRGINIA
WARREN	 03
$20,000
6
0
2
NEW BUSINESS
Station 616 LLC
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON	 02
$64,000
3
2
2
NEW BUSINESS
Mango Jaziel Refrequeria, LLC
SIOUX CITY
WOODBURY	 04
$215,600
4
0
0
NEW BUSINESS
B & K Epic Ventures LLC
Sioux City
WOODBURY	 04
$90,000
1
2
2
EXISTING BUSINESS
Act Safe, LLC

Business Type				
Commercial Gravure Printing
Data Processing, Hosting, and Related Services
Bowling Centers
Snack and Nonalcoholic Beverage Bars
Full-Service Restaurants
Hotels (except Casino Hotels) and Motels
Insurance Agencies and Brokerages
Beauty Salons
Wood Kitchen Cabinet and Countertop Manufacturing
Residential Remodelers
Offices of Physical, Occupational and Speech Therapists,
and Audiologists
Offices of Chiropractors
Offices of Chiropractors
Animal (except Poultry) Slaughtering
Offices of Mental Health Practitioners (except Physicians)
Full-Service Restaurants
Frozen Specialty Food Manufacturing
Frozen Specialty Food Manufacturing
Frozen Specialty Food Manufacturing
Electrical Contractors
Limited-Service Restaurants
All Other Amusement and Recreation Industries
Residential Remodelers
Consumer Electronics Repair and Maintenance
Child Day Care Services
Other Food Crops Grown Under Cover
Finish Carpentry Contractors
Art Dealers
Residential Remodelers
All Other Automotive Repair and Maintenance
Fitness and Recreational Sports Centers
Offices of Optometrists
N/A
Drinking Places (Alcoholic Beverages)
Full-Service Restaurants
Offices of Chiropractors
Site Preparation Contractors
N/A
Full-Service Restaurants
Other Services to Buildings and Dwellings
Other Accounting Services
N/A
N/A
N/A
Snack and Nonalcoholic Beverage Bars
Beauty Salons
Environmental Consulting Services

Create responsive
emails in minutes
with our Email Studio

Email Marketing For Your Business
 Account setup and integration
 Create monthly campaign and
schedule launch
 Real-Time Reporting

 Unlimited database import
 Free strategic email
marketing review
 Easy-to-use

TOLL FREE: 515-480-1703 | GREENMAILINC.COM

FREE

Up to 100
Active Names
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Your Corporate Gifting Headquarters
Surprise & delight your clients, employees, and shareholders with a unique gift they’ve never received before.
•
•
•
•

Automatic Gifting for Birthdays & Work Anniversaries
Co-Branded Website for Employee Gift Selection
Custom Gifts that include your promotional collateral
Holiday Gifting Programs

NO CONTACT DELIVERY
Contact us at cheers@yourprivatebar.com to discuss your gift options!
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GUIDE

HOW TO CHOOSE A CREDIT UNION
volunteers.
It’s also worth mentioning that banks and
credit unions have a few things in common.
Deposits at both are federally insured up
to $250,000. And both offer a broad variety
of financial products and services for both
businesses and individuals.
If you’re opting for a credit union, the next step
is to identify the one that’s best for you. Here are
three things to consider when picking yours:
1. EASY ONLINE AND MOBILE BANKING.
We all want easy digital access to manage our
money. Many credit unions offer online banking
and mobile apps with features that will keep your
trips and phone calls to a branch rare, including
mobile check deposit, self-serve transaction
disputes, card controls and more. These tools
make managing your finances easier and more
efficient.
2. LOCAL BRANCH ACCESS.
There are likely to be times in life that you’ll want

the reassurance of a face-to-face interaction for
larger financial decisions. Pick a credit union that
offers both the digital tools for more convenient
routine services and access to local branches and
staff for guidance on larger financial needs.
3. GOOD NEIGHBORS.
It’s a good feeling to know you’re doing business
with an organization that helps make your
community a better place to live and work.
Fortunately, this could be the easiest item to check
off your list. Credit unions’ cooperative structure is
a natural fit for benefitting the greater good. Many
are active in addressing financial barriers that
impact the underserved in our community.
Once you’ve picked the credit union that’s
perfect for you — get involved! Vote annually in
the democratic election of your board of directors.
You could even run for board election yourself.
Reach out to your credit union’s leadership to
learn how and ask about other ways you can
advocate for yourself and your fellow credit union
members. n

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

One of the many perks of living here in Iowa is
our access to a wide variety of financial services.
As consumers, we benefit from getting to choose
between banks and credit unions of all shapes
and sizes. If a not-for-profit, consumer-owned
cooperative model is more your style, you’re
looking for a credit union.
Before we dive into finding the perfect credit
union for you, let’s talk about what exactly a credit
union is and what makes them so different from
a bank. The primary difference between a credit
union and a bank is a credit union’s cooperative
business model.
Since credit unions are not-for-profit and are
owned by the people who use their services (credit
unions call their customers “members”), a credit
union’s earnings are returned to members through
better rates and lower fees. Banks operate on a
for-profit model, so a bank’s earnings are paid to
its shareholders. While a bank’s board of directors
is made up of shareholders who collect its profits,
credit union members democratically elect their
fellow members to serve on its board as unpaid

“At Veridian, you’re a member and
an owner. That means your best
interests always come first.
Renee Christoffer, CEO and president

“

Veridian is a not-for-profit financial cooperative, which means
our earnings go back to members through better rates and lower
fees. The credit union difference – that’s the value of Veridian.
AUGUST
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veridiancu.org • 800.235.3228
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HOW TO CHOOSE A SWIM SCHOOL
Swimming has long been a popular recreation
activity and sport. But if you don’t know how to
swim, or need help developing your swimming
skills, you won’t be able to enjoy the pleasures
of diving into the water. That’s when choosing a
quality swimming school and instructor enters the
picture.
These classes will help the beginner or novice
learn critical swimming and survival skills. Even
toddlers can benefit from swimming lessons,
according to the American Academy of Pediatrics.
The right school and instructor will help your
child develop a healthy respect for water. Obviously
it is important to find a great facility that puts
safety first. Visiting swimming schools will help you
determine which one is appropriate for your family.
When choosing a swim school, here are a few things
to keep in mind.
SAFETY AND HYGIENE
The swimming pool and locker rooms should be
safe, clean and hygienic. A dirty facility is a breeding
ground for injuries and bacteria, which can cause
troublesome infections. An unclean facility will also
tell you about the quality of the management.
Other questions to consider: Are safety rules
enforced consistently? Is there a qualified lifeguard

VI
Y
T
I
C

TYPE OF CLASSES AND TIMES
Swim schools often focus solely on adults or
children. You might, however, find a school that
offers a selection of courses for both groups. For
your child, try to find a class that matches his age
group, comfort level and swimming ability.
Class size is another aspect to consider. Nervous
or shy children may benefit from private classes,
while others do well in class sizes of five to seven
students. Some private instructors will allow you to
accompany your child in the pool.
Additionally, some classes focus on learning
specific swim strokes while others concentrate on
games and fun. The best lessons will incorporate
safety procedures and drowning prevention
techniques into their activities.
Check available class times. Morning classes
may be best for toddlers who tire easily. School-age
children may need late afternoon or early evening
instruction.

1

• Advanced Swim Skills
• Pre-Competitive
Swim Clinic
• BoGA board Pilates
• In-water Pilates

INSTRUCTOR QUALIFICATIONS
As you tour the facilities, ask the teachers or
administrators about their qualifications. The staff
should have CPR certification and swim instruction
qualification. They should also be up-to-date on
first aid techniques. You should also inquire about
the history of the facility and find out if there have
been any incidents that should concern you. You
can also ask how much experience your child’s
potential swim teacher has.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendations provide an excellent starting
point for finding the best swim school for your
family. Check with family, friends and neighbors to
see if they can recommend a school or instructor.
Your town’s park and recreation department may
provide swimming classes or recommendations.
LOCATION
Going to and from lessons should not be a chore.
Look for a facility near your home or child’s school.
You can integrate the lessons into your child’s
school day if it is located in a convenient spot.
When your child learns in a safe and comfortable
environment from trained professionals, he will see
that swimming can be fun. n

A Swim School
For All Ages

EW

202
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on duty at all times? Does the facility allow nonpotty-trained babies and toddlers in the swimming
pool? What procedure is followed if a baby or
toddler defecates in the swimming pool? The
answers to these questions will help you determine
if the facility is safe for you and your family.

Voted 2021 BEST Local Swim School!

•
•
•
•
•
•

Chair Yoga
Survival Swim Skills
Trauma Informed Yoga
Swimming lessons
Competition swim training
Yoga & SUP Yoga

•
•
•
•
•
•

Aquatic aerobics
Aqua Meditari™
Water safety
Water walking
Lap swimming
ASD swim lessons

NataviSwim.com • (515) 300-3282
275 SW Brookside Drive, Grimes
Register for classes online or visit our facility!

HOW TO FIND QUALITY BODY JEWELRY
gold sounds like an excellent idea, but one
should know the karat of the gold (14k-18k is
acceptable) and the alloy within gold. Improper
alloys can lead to metal reactions. For example:
White gold can be nickel based, or palladium
based. (Nickel is one of the most common
metal allergies.)
The same goes for titanium and steel
options. These are not inherently safe. Once
they have been tested to meet implant-grade
standards, we can verify that they are safe.
For example: titanium meeting ASTM F136
or ASTM F1295, or steel meeting ASTM F138 are
proven safe.
A good trick is to find local businesses that
source body jewelry manufactured in the USA,
which source their materials from American
foundries meeting implant-grade standards.
Note: American implant-grade standards are not
typically used in materials sourced overseas.
The SURFACE FINISH of the jewelry is also
extremely important. Commonly overlooked,
jewelry materials can still easily irritate a
piercing if the surface is rough. A piece of
jewelry should always be polished by hand to

a mirror finish to greatly reduce irritation and
eliminate porosity, where bacteria can collect.
DESIGN/SIZE — While many people shop by
the color or superficial design of the jewelry,
design and proper sizing centers around
the wearable length/gauge and practical
application that is suitable for your purpose.
A studio should carry an abundance of sizes and
gauges to ensure that the jewelry you are buying
is the size you need for your individual piercing.
INTERNAL VS. EXTERNAL — Externally
threaded jewelry is a tell tale sign of low quality.
It will have exposed threads on the shaft/post of
the jewelry. These threads will harbor bacteria
and irritate a piercing during insertion/removal.
Seek jewelry that is internally threaded on the
shaft/post.
Find a studio that sells the quality you’re
looking for, have them consult with you
regarding your design and gemstone interests
and curate a piece of jewelry to fit not only
your vision and budget, but also your style and
character.
Comfort and practicality outweigh novelty
design and price. n

prysmpiercing.com
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Experience Something Exceptional
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Getting the right jewelry for your piercings
might seem easy, but unfortunately the
market is flooded with subpar options. Proper
materials, design, surface finish and sizing are
some of the key elements we need to explore to
ensure you get exactly what you’re looking for.
Body jewelry is worn 24/7 for months and
years on end. Avoiding novelty jewelry is
crucial for your piercing to be comfortable long
term. As a general rule, we don’t recommend
buying body jewelry online. While the photos,
descriptions and pricing might seem appealing,
it’s different when you see it in person and often
realize you’re a victim of bait and switch. Short
story — visit and support a local business that
specializes in the quality you’re looking for.
SAFETY is, of course, the founding principle
of good jewelry. The first and most often
misunderstood property of jewelry is the
material. There are a tremendous number of
buzzwords that jewelry is sold under: surgical
steel, stainless steel, titanium, hypoallergenic,
gold, etc. Basing your decision on these words
alone will not ensure you’re getting quality
pieces. Gold is a great example. Simply using

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

HOW TO CHOOSE A WEBSITE DESIGNER
If your website is past due for an update and
it’s not serving you or your business properly,
it may be time to look for a professional
website designer.
CHOOSE A WEB DESIGNER BASED ON YOUR
GOALS.
• What functionality do you want now?
• How do you want your website to grow?
• Do you need to edit and manage your
site content?
• Do your visitors need to work with the
site at all?
• How do you want your website to look
and feel?
Answering these questions will help you
when looking for a website designer.
A pleasing website design, easy to use
navigation, and fast download speed are

among the key factors that search engines
such as Google will consider while ranking
your website. A well-built website has a much
better chance to rank higher in search engine
result pages (SERPs) compared to a poorly
designed website. When a business outranks
their competitors in localized Google Search,
they will start winning market share and
achieve solid new leads, inquiries, and sales
regularly.
Additionally, years ago, websites only
needed to look good on desktop computer
monitors.
Times have changed.
One of the most important trends in web
development is called responsive design.
This design strategy will help your site look
good on a multitude of devices, including
smart phones and tablets.

The dimensions on each device are
different, but your site can still look beautiful
and readable on different screens.
An accomplished web development
company can make your site look gorgeous
on mobile devices and desktop computers
alike. They will also be able to make your
website user-friendly, which will keep your
customers coming back.
Investing in an excellent website design
shows customers that a business cares
about them and wants to engage with them
and help them make informed choices.
Businesses can increase their customer
connections, improve customer service and,
most importantly, boost their brand image
and trust with their customers through
a user-friendly and compelling business
website. n

We create professional
websites that

GROW YOUR
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BUSINESS
Professionally Designed

Easy to Update

Search Engine Optimized

We customize your website to match
the look and feel of your brand

Manage your site with ease and add
coupons, photos, video and more.

Attract more local customers on search
engines like Google, Yahoo, and Bing

Responsive

Secure

Site Analytics

Customers use desktops, laptops,
tablets, and mobile devices. We create
your website to format for any screen.

All our websites come with an SSL certificate.
That means website communications
and customer transactions are secure.

Gain insight by measuring site
visitors and their behavior, so you
can make smart business decisions

For a FREE design preview
with no obligation, contact
Megan at 515-360-1225 or
megan@iowalivingmagazines.com

www.biggreenwebdesign.com

HOW TO CHOOSE A TATTOO STUDIO

CLEANLINESS
Whether you’re getting a tattoo or getting pierced,
the most obvious thing you need to look for is
whether the studio is clean, and you can tell a lot
about that just by looking around.
See if the studio looks sanitary and wellorganized. Any furniture in the tattoo area that
comes into direct contact with a client being
tattooed should have a disposable cover that is
changed between each client visit.

The tattoo artist should use a clean needle for
every customer, too. To be certain, you can ask
them to open the needle in front of you before
using it. They should also use a separate source of
ink for each client to avoid spreading infections.
LICENSED
Every state has different rules and regulations for
tattoo and piercing studios, and you need to do
your homework to find out what those regulations
are where you live.
Believe it or not, there are some studios that will
open up without a license and without doing the
proper training to ensure a sanitary environment.
Check whether the studio has the proper license
and ask about any training the tattoo artist has
gone through to do their job in a sterile, safe way.
CREATIVITY
Once you’ve ensured the studio is safe and
licensed, then comes the fun part: choosing a
tattoo design.
There can be a wide variation in talent between
different studios and even different artists working
within the same studio. Check out the portfolios

in the studio to see what kind of designs you can
expect and make sure it’s up to your expectations.
The best tattoo artists are exactly that — real
artists — and can take your idea and turn it into a
gorgeous piece of body art that you can enjoy for
the rest of your life. Look for true creativity and
originality in the designs they offer.
PRICE
It’s not a good idea to pick the cheapest tattoo
studio. Like anything else in life, you get what
you pay for, and low-cost studios are bound
to be cutting corners somewhere. Whether by
employing low-time, low-talent artists or skimping
on sanitation steps, you just don’t want to use
a studio that’s known for being the cheapest in
town.
Ultimately, because tattoos are designed to be
permanent, you want to pick the best artist you
can find — even if it’s expensive.
They should run their business in a clean, sterile
way — almost with the cleanliness of a surgeon
— but also have true artistic talent. That’s a rare
combination to find, but it’s worth it to do your
research and shop around until you find it. n
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Tattoos no longer occupy the ground they once
did, that of stigma or the type of thing those who
consider themselves on the “dark” side brand
themselves with.
People today get tattoos for many reasons. In
fact, nearly 30% of Americans have at least one
tattoo. And once they get one, chances are they’ll
get another.
Tattoos and tattoo parlors have gone
mainstream, and it’s safer and easier than ever to
wear your passions on your sleeve.
If you’ve been considering a new tattoo, read
these important steps to choosing the right place
for the work.

CITYVIEW’S

2022 BEST
PLACE TO GET
A TATTOO!
CITYVIEW

2018

CITYVIEW CITYVIEW CITYVIEW

2019

2020

2021

2022

3104 SW 9th Street, Des Moines
1800 NW 86th St, Ste. 9, Clive
1550 N Ankeny Boulevard #104, Ankeny

WWW.LUCKYGALTATTOO.COM
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3 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU BETTER
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HOW TO AVOID FALLING FOR SCAMS OR FRAUD
Scammers and fraudsters are trying new (and
creative) ways to steal money or sensitive
information. By using information found on social
media platforms or from data breaches, criminals
can create messages that sound legitimate.
Be careful about what information you share
online or make publicly available. Scam attacks
prey on strong emotions like fear or love. This
is intentional as it can disrupt logical thinking.
Pause, take a breath, and wait before reacting.
Treat any unexpected message, unknown
number, or unknown sender with skepticism.
FRAUD OFTEN HAPPENS AFTER YOU RESPOND
TO SOMETHING.
If you receive an email, call or text message
asking for usernames, passwords, a Social
Security number, financial account numbers
or other detailed data, there’s a good chance
it’s a scam. If you receive a phone call, email
or text message about an “urgent” account
problem that needs an immediate update, it is
likely a scam. If you get an unexpected call from

someone claiming to be from a government
agency like the IRS, it could be a scam. And if
there is some threat involved — to you or a loved
one — proceed with extreme caution as it’s likely
a scam.
WHAT DO YOU DO WHEN A SUSPICIOUS
MESSAGE COMES THROUGH?
Don’t call phone numbers listed in the email or
texts. Instead, contact the actual company’s
customer service staff at an official number or
from the official website address. Explain why
you’re contacting them and take next steps if
needed.
Do not click any links or download
attachments from an unknown sender and avoid
bogus websites. Make sure you are on an official
website before updating account information,
such as changing a password or modifying
payment information.
RESIST THE PRESSURE TO ACT FAST.
Criminals create a sense of urgency to lure you

into immediate action, making it harder to think
critically. If you do feel unsafe or in danger,
contact the police immediately.
LOOK FOR RED FLAGS WITH ONLINE
INTERACTIONS — INCLUDING ROMANCES.
Scammers are criminals. They will do or say
anything to gain trust as fast as possible to get
your money. If you make a connection online,
do some research and never share your financial
information. If they ask for money (and you want
to actually send it) avoid using ways that cannot
be reversed like gift cards, cryptocurrency, cash
or wire transfers.
SUSPECT YOU’VE BEEN SCAMMED?
Report it immediately to the local authorities and
your bank or financial institution.
We at Fidelity Bank want to help our
customers avoid falling victim to any scams. To
learn more about common scams and spot other
warning signs, visit our website at www.fidelitybank.com/scams for an overview. n

BANKING
FOR LIFE
ON THE GO
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Fidelity Bank personal checking and savings account options
are designed with you in mind. All accounts come with online
banking tools and a fully loaded mobile app. Discover our
account options and open your account online today!

Get started online at
www.fidelity-bank.com/open-account

NMLS #527988

877-281-0689

fidelity-bank.com

177 S. Jordan Creek Parkway, West Des Moines

HOW TO CHOOSE WHERE TO GIVE BIRTH

ATMOSPHERE
Birth centers and maternity departments
often have a warm, welcoming atmosphere
where pregnancy is treated as a family event,
encouraging the mother and support person to
participate in celebrating new life.
It is common for birthing facilities to use
whirlpool tubs to ease pain during labor, such
as the tubs available at UnityPoint Health - Iowa
Methodist Medical Center and UnityPoint Health
- Methodist West Hospital. Facilities should
also offer the ability to adjust the environment
for your comfort, with dimmed lighting,
comfortable seating and a variety of labor

equipment. UnityPoint Health - Des Moines birth
facilities include birth balls and squat bars to
help you find comfortable labor positions. Other
options include warm blankets, gentle music
and the option to use (or bring with you) scented
oils and photos to help you relax or focus.
To get a sense of the atmosphere, you can
often tour the facility in advance. To tour the
birth facilities at Iowa Methodist and Methodist
West, visit www.unitypoint.org/maternitytour.
MEDICAL NEEDS
Moms should also feel safe giving birth, knowing
that the facility contains emergency medical
expertise and equipment should it be required.
It’s important to understand your medical
needs in addition to the facility’s ability to
handle the unexpected. Ask about your options
for pain management, from non-medical
(such as birth equipment and massage) to
medical options (such as pain medications
and epidurals). UnityPoint Health - Des Moines
facilities also offer state-of-the-art surgical
suites should the need arise.
A quality birthing facility will have highlyskilled nursing staff. Blank Children’s Hospital

providers and specialists are on hand 24/7 at
both Iowa Methodist and Methodist West to
provide neonatal support if needed.
Finally, ask about your maternity provider’s
schedule at the facility. Knowing which provider
is on call when you go into labor can be very
reassuring.
PERSONAL EXPERIENCE
Quality birth facilities will understand that
childbirth is an extraordinarily personal
process and will work with you to give you the
individualized attention you deserve. Look for
a facility that will allow you to stay in one room
for the entire birth process, so you don’t have to
readjust to new surroundings.
Consider who you want to have with you
during labor, such as your partner or a birthing
coach. Also ask about visitors, as they may have
specific guidelines during the current pandemic.
The birthing facility you choose should do
everything it can to make your experience
unforgettable. The birth of a baby is one of the
most wonderful, memorable experiences of life.
The best birthing facilities will go the extra mile
to be a part of that joy. n
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If you’re pregnant or planning to become
pregnant, deciding where you’d like to give birth
is important. A growing number of women with
low-risk pregnancies have considered birth
centers for an intimate, outside-the-hospital
experience. Other women may be looking for
that same intimate experience inside a hospital
for an extra layer of safety and security for both
mom and baby.
So, how do you choose where to give birth?
Here are some things to consider:
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HOW TO CHOOSE AN AUTO REPAIR SHOP
A reality of auto ownership is that at some point
it will need repairs and upkeep. Some new car
owners may naturally gravitate toward their
dealers to follow scheduled maintenance to
keep their vehicle in top shape. Older cars will
likely need more attention. That’s why it pays to
develop a relationship with a qualified, reliable
and professional auto repair shop.
Developing a relationship with an
knowledgable mechanic or auto repair shop early
on in your vehicle’s life can prove invaluable.
Talented, honest mechanics can extend the life
of your car and help you avoid costly repairs.
And if the unexpected occurs — an accident or a
major malfunction — that relationship can be the
difference between hundreds and thousands of
dollars.
Even if your car is new, at some point it will
need tires, oil changes or even a new engine. If you
have a relationship with a good auto repair shop,
you won’t sweat it when these things come up.
If you haven’t had a regular mechanic is recent
years, now is the time to find one.
Here are a few points to consider:
• Less than 40% of new customers in auto

shops are walk-ins. That means word of mouth is
still king in the industry. Find a shop that gets rave
reviews from family and friends, and you’ll be in
good hands.
• The Better Business Bureau can inform
you about the repair shop’s performance and
reliability.
• If you travel often, consider a shop that offers
a national warranty. For instance, a warranty of
12,000 miles or 12 months is handy for issues that
keep cropping up, particularly in older cars.
• Ask about the shop’s range of services. They
will need the latest technology to diagnose
problems with newer cars. For example, can your
prospective shop handle brake systems, electrical
components and warranty repairs? Does the shop
provide a loaner, rental car or shuttle service while
your car is being repaired?
• Look around the shop. Is the equipment in
good condition? Is it clean, well-lit and organized?
These factors all contribute to a level of
professionalism.
• Look for brand names and proper
certification. Does the auto repair shop use brandname parts? These parts are engineered to meet

Hear from our
satisfied customers
why they choose
Westside Auto Pros:
Your premier auto repair and
service shop serving central
Iowa for 25 years.

CITYVIEW

the manufacturer’s specifications and will likely
come with a warranty. Shops may use remade or
generic brands which your insurance policy may
not cover, so be sure to check.
• Are the auto technicians certified by a
specific car manufacturer, the National Institute
for Automotive Services or Automotive Science
Excellence? Is the shop approved by the American
Automobile Association? If so, this indicates a
customer approval rating of 90% or higher and
the ability to adequately perform the services
advertised.
• Compare the services and fees of each shop
in the area to find out the average price ranges.
Don’t pick a shop based on cost; poor repair work
will mean higher costs in the long run. You’ll also
want to ask about the shop’s warranty policy.
Imagine spending hundreds on a repair only to
learn the work isn’t guaranteed.
Once you have found a shop you trust,
establish a good working relationship and
try to use the shop for all of your automotive
needs. Your mechanic will come to know you as
a dependable customer and always be sure to
provide you the highest level of service. n

“Excellent guidance and service. Complimentary car
pick-up and delivery is especially appreciated.”
– ROGER L., JOHNSTON

“Friendly, thorough, quality work. Very helpful.”
– MARK B., WEST DES MOINES

“I had a very good job done by these people and would
highly recommend them for any job in the automotive
area . and they are all really good people !!!!!!”
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– GERALD L V., CLIVE

515-225-9090

www.westsideautopros.com
1901 NW 92nd Court, Clive

“Great workmanship and customer service is excellent.
The staff is always very friendly. I highly recommend
Westside Auto!”
– JULIE L., URBANDALE

HOW TO CHOOSE A THERAPIST

1. INSURANCE OR SELF-PAY
If using insurance, a good starting point is
reviewing your carrier’s online directory of
providers. There you can find a list of treatment
providers in your area who accept your insurance.
If you do not have insurance, many organizations
and private practices offer self-pay rates for
services. Providers offer various self-pay options,
many offering sliding fee scales to help with outof-pocket costs. Several practices also bring on
graduate interns needing to gain experience and
hours in the field, often offering rates ranging
from pro-bono services to $50 a session. Looking
for practices that have interns or sliding fee scales
can be helpful in mitigating financial barriers or
stressors to seeking care.

3. ASK QUESTIONS AND IDENTIFY GOALS
When calling a potential provider, don’t be afraid
to ask questions. We do not minimize the reality
of how scary or uncomfortable it can be to make
the initial call to schedule an appointment. We
are happy to answer any questions people have
in regards to insurance, treatment modalities,
specialties, telehealth services, etc.
If you’re interested in therapy to address a
particular issue, that might help narrow your
options. For instance, are you looking for a
trauma-informed therapist that may be able to

offer evidence-based treatment such as EMDR,
CPT or brainspotting? Are you looking for help
with relationship stressors, emotional distress,
work issues, or grief and loss? Again, as you call to
find a provider, having an idea of what you want
to work on may be helpful as many providers that
are full or not taking new clients will also be better
able to refer you to another practice or provider.
With the rise in the need for services, many
providers are full or have waitlists. Do not get
disheartened if you have to call more than one.
During your first appointment, ask questions
to see if your provider is going to be a good fit.
The most important aspect of therapy is finding
someone you feel safe and can connect with. In
fact, nearly 70% of therapeutic success is based
not on interventions being utilized but rather the
relationship you establish with your counselor.
Together, you can work collaboratively to develop
a plan to best meet your needs and goals. Finally,
therapists are not one size fits all. If you need to
meet with more than one to find the best match
for you, that is OK. Making that first phone call
and remembering these tips can help you to get
the help that you deserve so you can be on the
path to a good life. n
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2. RESOURCES
Two great resources to help you find a provider
are Psychology Today and Therapy Den. There you
can search for a provider using filters including
location, gender, types of insurance accepted and
specialities. A simple Google search will also give
you several options in your area. With the rise
of telehealth, many individuals can now expand
their searches to other cities or towns that may
have more providers. This has been especially
beneficial for those living in rural Iowa. Asking
your family doctor for a referral can be helpful as
well.

Mental health disorders are on the rise for both
adults and children. One in five adults and one in
six youth will experience a mental health issue or
disorder. Since 2019, substance abuse and suicidal
ideation has risen across all populations. Sadly,
a majority of Americans will remain untreated. If
you are considering seeking services for yourself
or a loved one, here are a few tips to find a
provider that can best help you.

Your emotional
well being matters.
Therapy can help you gain a sense of self control over
your life and your emotional well being, to help you find
and live your good life.
NOW OFFERING

• Expanded services for kids, adolescents & family
• Psychiatric Medication Management Services

MA, LMHC, NCC

Meredith Stahl
MA, tLMHC, NCC

Emily Elliott

MA, tLMHC, NCC, tCADC

Ellen Petersen
MSW, LISW

Deena Leonard
MS, LMHC

Erin Knauer
MSW, LISW

Jackie Dehner
MA, tLMHC, NCC

Adreanne Perkins
PMHNP

Breanne Meisenheimer
LISW

www.goodlifetherapyia.com

5000 Westown Pkwy, Ste 104 & 340, West Des Moines • 515-679-3947
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Anna Zuidema
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HOW TO CHOOSE AN HVAC COMPANY
Your heating and air conditioning system is a
vital component of your home. Whether you’re
investing in a new system to replace an aging
unit or repairing your existing system, creating
a relationship with a professional HVAC
company can save you money and headaches
— and keep you warm and cool.
The best HVAC contractors are helpful and
reliable, but a poor contractor can cost you
extra money and heartache.
Good word of mouth will go a long way
toward helping you find the best professionals
in your area.
Create a list of candidates and call the
Better Business Bureau, your state’s board
of contractors or the builders’ association to
check on their reputations. Your town’s building
inspection office may also have information
for you. Avoid companies who have many
complaints on their record.
Upon narrowing the list, call the remaining
ones and ask about pricing, guarantees and
warranties. Also inquire about how long
it would take to complete a job and the
manufacturers’ brands they use.

If you are purchasing new equipment, find
out if you need a separate service contractor or
if routine maintenance and repairs are included
in the price of installation. Does the company
provide around-the-clock emergency service?
High quality HVAC companies are fully
licensed, bonded and insured. If a worker is
injured or causes damage to your property,
that insurance should cover it. Otherwise, you
could be liable for the damages. Your insurance
premiums would likely increase as a result.
Reputable HVAC companies will usually
belong to recognized professional and
trade organizations. Some well-known
organizations include the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers, the Air-Conditioning
and Refrigeration Institute, and the American
Society of Heating, Refrigeration and AirConditioning Engineers. Membership in one
of these organizations is not automatic.
Applicants are required to have certain
certifications, meet professional standards and
meet or exceed other requirements before they
are admitted.
Before any work begins, verify that all the

required building permits are in place. Most
companies will file permits on your behalf
at the local building codes office. But don’t
assume that it has happened. Check with the
permitting office first. Work done without
proper permits could result in a fine and time
delay.
Have a load calculation done before
installing a new system in any building. The
best companies perform a thorough calculation
rather than estimate. Buildings change over
time due to foundations cracking or settling. It
will affect the efficiency of any equipment.
The HVAC company shouldn’t use the old
unit to determine the proper size of a new one.
If your old unit was inadequate, you will want to
install a unit that is a different size. Speak with
your HVAC installer to determine the right size
and model for you.
Ask your HVAC contractor to perform annual
checkups to verify that the unit is running at
peak efficiency.
With these tips, you can choose a reliable
HVAC business that will help you for years to
come. n

Give the mercury
a break.
 Increase Lifespan  Increase Efficiency  Reduce Energy Bill

SAVE NOW!
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OFF

1000

$

A COMPLETE HVAC
SYSTEM UPGRADE

Upgrade of furnace and air conditioner combination required. Not valid with any other offers. Expires 10/31/22.

24/7 SERVICE 515-277-6327 MIDWESTCOMFORTIOWA.COM
Honest Service, Quality Work at a Fair Price

Family Owned, Family-Oriented

HOW TO CHOOSE A PRIMARY CARE PROVIDER
DETERMINE THE KIND OF CARE YOU’D LIKE
Primary care providers are either trained in family
medicine, internal medicine, obstetrics and
gynecology (OB/GYN), midwifery or pediatrics.
Each area is a great option, depending on your
specific wants or needs. In addition, some
providers are also specially trained to offer
inclusive, comprehensive LGBTQ care.
Family Medicine
Offering care for all ages, these providers help with
illness and injury, women’s health and more. They are
trained to diagnose and treat most common diseases
and can coordinate with specialists and surgeons if
the need arises. Your family provider offers you more
than just a yearly check-up. They can be your go-to
for a sinus infection, sore throat, or even when you’re
experiencing anxiety or depression.
Internal Medicine
These providers, also known as internists, see

adults 18 years of age and older. Like a family
medicine provider, internists get to know you
well over the years. They are also trained to
diagnose and treat complex illnesses and chronic
diseases, including diabetes, hypertension, heart
disease, arthritis, chronic respiratory diseases
and more.
OB/GYN and Midwifery
OB/GYNs are licensed providers and surgeons,
offering personal and compassionate gynecological
care. From annual physicals to mammograms,
prenatal care to cancer screenings, they offer care
from adolescence through adulthood. Certified
Nurse Midwives also provide women’s health care,
with a focus on a personalized experience.
Pediatrics
Pediatricians and pediatric nurse practitioners
treat newborn-age through late teens. They offer
a wide range of services and advanced care from
well-child visits, to basic childhood immunizations
and illnesses, to managing complex medical
conditions and chronic disorders.
LOOK UP PROVIDERS OR LOCATIONS NEAR YOU
By either searching online or using a tool like

UnityPoint Health’s Find a Doctor, you should be
able to easily find a list of providers nearest you. On
unitypoint.org, you can filter this list by specialty,
location, gender, languages spoken and more.
RESEARCH INDIVIDUAL PROVIDERS
In addition to ensuring a provider is certified in the
area of medicine you’ve chosen, it’s also important
you feel you would enjoy visiting with them. As
your partner in health, providers hope you like
talking to them, while getting to know and trust
them. Check out Find a Doctor at unitypoint.org to
watch videos of our primary care providers and get
a glimpse into their personalities. And of course,
you can always ask friends and family members for
recommendations.
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Whether you’ve recently moved to a new city, are
establishing care for the first time, or are simply
looking for a change — finding a primary care
provider near you is easy. Here are a few tips to
jumpstart your search:

BOOK AN APPOINTMENT
Regardless of who you choose, it’s important to
establish care to live well. When you receive routine
care from the same primary care provider for years,
they get to know your medical history inside and
out. This helps them make accurate diagnoses,
guide you through important screenings like
mammograms, pap smears, colon screenings,
cholesterol or blood pressure screenings, and
monitor changes in your health. n
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HOW TO DECORATE A RENTAL HOME
Decorating a rental comes with a unique set
of challenges compared to owning a home.
It often comes with restrictions written into
the lease that forbid permanent changes from
being made. What’s more, the short-term
nature of most rentals makes some projects
impractical. However, there are still many
ways to decorate a rental and make it look
amazing.
EASY-TO-ASSEMBLE FURNITURE
Purchase easy-to-assemble furniture to make
the moving process easier. These pieces ship
in a flat box and can be easily assembled and
disassembled. Moving a couch becomes so
much easier when you can take it apart and
carry several smaller pieces.

PLANTS, PLANTS AND MORE PLANTS
Adding greenery to your rental home has so many
benefits, including improving focus, providing natural
air purification if you choose real plants, and adding
visual interest to your rental space. Whether you
choose to bring a variety of natural plants to care for
into your home or an array of artificial plants, this is a
quick and cost-efficient way to dress up your space.
ADD WALL ART AND RUGS
Just because you live in a rental doesn’t mean
decorating the walls and floors isn’t an option. For
wall art, options like Command Strips allow you
to decorate your walls with zero damage or marks
made. As for rugs, perfectly placing one in your living
room helps add texture and anchor your space, while
a runner rug adds the finishing touch to your hallway.

FILL SPACE WITH STORAGE PIECES
If you’ve already gotten all the furniture
essentials for your home, storage pieces
are the perfect place to look next. If
there’s one thing many renters want,
it’s more space. Storage pieces work
seamlessly into your space, adding both
style and additional room to store your
belongings.
Compared to home ownership,
decorating a rental can be difficult.
Thankfully, there are still so many options
to create a comfortable and cozy space.
From versatile furniture pieces to colorful
rugs and wall art, turn your rental into a
space you can truly call home. n

HOW TO MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR SPACE
Whether you live in a studio apartment or a house of
your own, multi-functional furniture helps expand
the utilization of your space. The size of your home
doesn’t have to limit what activities you can do.
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MEASURE TWICE, BUY ONCE
Before you buy, measure the dimensions of
your room and of any furniture you already
own. Maximize the use of every inch by planning
ahead with a layout. When you have all your
measurements, using a room planner is a good
place to turn next. Many online room planners
let you input the size of your space and furniture,
giving you the ability to easily imagine where your
items will fit best.
After you know what space you have left, the
next step is looking for furniture that is inherently
multi-purpose. Items like storage ottomans,
sleeper sofas, futons, and others will give you the
ability to change or add purpose to your space
depending on your needs.
BETTER YOUR BEDROOM
Everyone needs plenty of space for their wardrobe,
but sometimes, a closet isn’t enough or there isn’t
room for a dresser. At times like these, storage
beds and loft beds become especially handy. Some
storage beds have several drawers or shelves built
into the frame, giving you storage that is easy
to use and helpful for organization. Others have
storage in the headboard, giving you a place to

store all your bedside items, saving the space an
end table would take. With loft beds, not only will
you have a fun spot for your kid to dream, but they
also provide more floor space. Add a desk, dresser,
bookshelf, or fun activity nook to reach the full
potential their room layout can provide.
LIVEN UP YOUR LIVING ROOM
When hosting friends or family, the main hang out
place is often the living room. To easily add seating
and style, use poufs or an ottoman. A storage
ottoman can provide space to hide miscellaneous
items and adds more seating at the same time.
Poufs are light and can effortlessly be moved from
room to room as overflow seating, a footrest, or
even table space for activities or food.
GUEST ROOM HIDEAWAY
Having a guest room opens the possibility of
more visitors, especially those from farther away.
However, dedicating an entire room in your home
can feel unmanageable. Instead, easily turn
your multi-purpose space or living room into a
makeshift guest room with convertible furniture.
Futons assemble into beds in a couple easy steps,
while sleeper sofas unfold into full mattresses.
Other options include solutions like nest chairs,
which unzip into mattresses in just a few simple
steps. Depending on your space, there are multiple
ways to provide a guest with a comfortable bed
without taking much space.

DREAM DINING
Sometimes it can be hard to fit everyone around
the kitchen or dining room table when hosting,
or even if you have a big family. Thankfully, there
are a few ways to quickly add or hide table space
or seating. Many dining tables have drop leaves.
Fold them up for extra table space when you need
it, and fold them down when you’re done. If you
need more seating during dinner time, but want
the extra room when cooking, there are many
dining sets that include a bench. With these, enjoy
extra floor space by pushing the long side of your
table against the wall and tucking the bench
underneath. When you need more seating, pull
it away from the wall and reveal your bench like
magic.
SECRET STORAGE
Storage furniture allows you to easily tuck away
items while also providing seating or surface
space. Store belongings like shoes, books, hats,
gloves and more in a bench with a shelf under
the seat or a hall tree. Try drawer organizers for a
less cluttered look without losing your newfound
storage space.
No matter the size of your space, multi-purpose
furniture can be useful to everyone. It can make
a space feel bigger than it actually is, create easy
ways to hide clutter, and help simplify daily tasks
and hosting. n
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HOW TO CHOOSE AN ORTHODONTIST
When people think of orthodontists, they most
likely think of braces. But braces are just one
option used by these dental specialists trained in
straightening and aligning your teeth, bite and jaw.
They use braces, retainers, trays or aligners, and
other appliances such as headgear, which attach
around the head or neck to add more force to help
make teeth move.
These processes take time, but the result of
their treatment will be healthier teeth and a more
attractive smile! If you think an orthodontist could
help you, here are some tips for picking a good one.
SERVICE
Because treatment takes time, you should develop
a good rapport with your orthodontist.
You will also experience some physical
discomfort while receiving treatment. That is
expected. It is how this professional treats you, and
the environment that will make a difference.
The waiting area should be comforting and
soothing. Focus on how the staff treats you and
others.
Children are the most common type of patients
for orthodontists. Watch their reactions closely.
If they seem relaxed and comfortable, then you
might be in the right place.

Look for an orthodontist who knows the value of
time. You should not have to wait a long time in the
waiting room.
Quality orthodontists perform most of the work
on your braces themselves. They don’t offload it on
staff members.
You also need someone who can communicate
clearly. Listening to questions and answering them
clearly is part of their job. You are not just any
patient. High-quality orthodontists see you as a
valued client and treat you as such.
Dental assistants are part of the treatment
team, so it is wise to form good relationships with
them. They will contribute during the phases of
treatment and have undergone rigorous training.
These professionals will help you during the
process.
TECHNOLOGY
Ask each prospective orthodontist about the
technologies they use. There are several systems,
each quite different from the other. Some methods
require more adjustments, and some take longer to
do the job.
Each professional should explain the tradeoffs between one system and another. Each
has advantages and disadvantages. Have the

Love your smile and
enjoy the process!

orthodontist explain why he or she prefers one
over the other.
Innovations are always happening in the field of
orthodontics. One popular option for braces is the
Damon system. It doesn’t use elastic or metal ties.
It is a safe, comfortable and discreet choice that is
also healthy and doesn’t attract plaque.
CLEAR BRACES
Clear braces are a very common choice for
people who care about their appearance. Adults,
professionals and others can receive treatment
without having it hinder their appearance. Invisible
braces aren’t right for everybody. Clear braces are
the next best thing. They work better for people
than do clear aligners, a slower straightening
technique.
If you are interested in clear braces, ask your
orthodontist why he or he uses a particular type. It
will guide your choice in which system you choose.
Orthodontists will also have suggestions on
which braces will work best for your situation.
This treatment is a significant investment, but
you don’t have to feel miserable while receiving
it. The right mix of education, certification,
experience and personality should make all the
work worthwhile in the end. n

Patient Centered. Locally Owned. Specialists in Orthodontics for Children & Adults.
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Appointments available Monday through Friday beginning at 7:00 am.
Dr. Austin Foster

Comprehensive Aligner and Braces options
available. No extra charge for clear braces.
Flexible payment plans. We file insurance.
Intraoral scanner. Digital X-rays.
No charge for exams and no charge for X-rays.
7400 Fleur Dr Ste 100, Des Moines

willhamortho.com

515-285-6134
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The

TRY OUR
MMM HAPPY
HOUR
featuring Mules, Mojitos,
and Margaritas!

4810 86th Street • Urbandale
(515) 278-1821 • www.beerhouseia.com

TRY OUR
MMM HAPPY
HOUR
featuring Mules, Mojitos,
and Margaritas!

111 S 11th Street, West Des Moines
(515) 608-4100 • www.thehalldsm.com

HAPPY HOUR SPECIALS
Tuesday-Friday: 3pm-6pm

$5 House Wines: White, Rosé or Red
$5 Traditional Moscow Mules
$6 Appetizers
+ Monthly Beer Specials!

CHECK OUT OUR CO-LAB!

WEEKDAY
HAPPY HOUR 3-7PM!
Service Industry HH All Night Mondays!

Open late on Fridays and Saturdays

5513 Mills Civic Pkwy, West Des Moines
(515) 453-2337 • www.beerstyles.com

300 W Martin Luther King Jr Pkwy
Suite 120, Des Moines
(515) 280-3898 • fuzzystacoshop.com

LIVE MUSIC
every Thursday
from 7-9:30 and
Friday from 6-9

Fridays 5-8pm

BRUNCH & BANGERS
DJ on the patio!

Saturdays 11am-2pm | Sundays 10am-1pm

Truman’s: 400 SE 6th Street, Des Moines
(515) 214-2759 • trumanstavern.com

1235 Thomas Beck Rd, Des Moines
(515) 285-9005 • www.confluencebrewing.com

Rita’s Cantina: 401 SE 5th Street, Des Moines
(515) 777-1012 • ritascantinadsm.com
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If you care about tacos, it is
your culinary duty to vote.
By Jim Duncan
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SCAN HERE TO VOTE!

After Morgan Spurlock began his decent to
infamy by making a documentary movie
about eating an all-McDonald’s diet, a survey
asked Americans what they would choose to
eat if they could only eat one kind of food.
Hamburgers were the first choice but, more
surprisingly, tacos finished second.
What is not to like about tacos? They
are a complete meal in a tortilla. They can
include salad, protein, fruit, dairy, eggs
and spices. They are made with corn flour,
wheat flour and even cactus flour. They
can be warmed on a comal or deep fried.
They can be served with tomato-based salsa,
tomatillo salsa or “Christmas style” (red and
green), which is particularly popular in New
Mexico.
They can be found in fine dining
restaurants, food trucks, taquerias,
convenience stores, gas stations and street
carts. They are popular for breakfast, lunch,
dinner and dessert. They might be Mexico’s
top cultural contribution to North America.
In central Iowa, one can order them with
cheese and lettuce, or with cilantro, chopped
onions, pico de gallo, guacamole, sour cream

and radishes. At Pueblo Viejo, you can get
them with mariachi. At Fuzzy’s Taco Shop,
they are served with sexual innuendo. At
Abelardo’s, you can add pickled carrots and
jalapenos. At most sit-down cafés, you order
them with alcoholic beverages. Rita’s Cantina
serves them with margarita flights. El Patio
serves a blue corn tortilla option. At El Rey
Market, Restaurant and Guns in Perry, you
can order them with alcohol and firearms.
They go by many names. Burritos are
supersized tacos, in wheat tortillas. If you
roll tacos into small tortillas and fry them,
they are taquitos. If you roll them into larger
tortillas, smother them in salsa and bake
them, they become enchiladas. If you stuff
and deep fry them, they are gorditas, sopes
or huaraches. Cut them up for breakfast, and
they are chilaquiles. If you stuff raw masa,
wrap it and steam it, you have tamales. If
you fry your tortilla and cover it in powdered
sugar, you have churros. Cover it with ice
cream or ice cream and honey, and it’s an ice
cream taco. (Rita’s Cantina has both.)
It is this versatility which makes the idea
of eating nothing but tacos appealing.

ULTIMATEFOODCHALLENGE.DMCITYVIEW.COM

WHAT DOES TACO MEAN?
FEATURE STORY

Tacos are an ancient food, but “taco” is a rather modern word.
Most taco historians — yes, that is a thing — believe the word
derived from a “plug” of gunpowder wrapped in paper to be
pushed into holes in the great 18th-century silver mines that made
Guanajuato, Queretaro and San Luis Potosi some of the wealthiest
cities on Earth. So, taco translates most often as “plug,” but a taco
packs the bang of an explosion. After that, tacos were known as
“tacos de mineros,” or miners’ tacos. Ever since, they have been
considered a working-class food.
By whatever name, tacos have been around since the middle
of the first century B.C. Evidence of tortilla making in Oaxaca
suggests that the first tacos might well have been made with fish
or organ meat. The Valley of Oaxaca was also where Spaniards, led
by Hernan Cortes and Pedro de Alvarado, discovered tomatoes,
tomatillos, avocados and myriad chilies. Would tacos exist without
Oaxacan contributions? Not as we know and love them.
Most contemporary definitions of the taco simply consider it a
combination of foods eaten in a tortilla. After the Spanish colonists
brought wheat to Mexico, particularly the northern province of
Sonora, wheat tortillas have been as acceptable as corn tortillas.
The Spanish also introduced cattle to Sonora in droves. Sonora is
both the breadbasket and the beef capital of Mexico. When the
first Mexican immigrants to Des Moines arrived in the early 20th
century, many came from Sonora, and the first tacos here featured
beef and often flour tortillas.

Taco Bell popularized the U-shaped tortilla and the word “taco” in the U.S.

Become an Egg Donor
Our egg donor program provides the
opportunity to hopeful parents who would
otherwise have no way to fulfill their dream
of building a family. Our goal is to offer egg
donors a positive and rewarding experience
while receiving a $5,000.00 compensation
for your time and effort.
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS MUST BE MET:

GIVE THE

GIFT OF LIFE

• No current use of psychoactive drugs
• No history of substance abuse
• No family history of inheritable
genetic disorders
• Willing to take injections
• Dependable, mature, and able to
keep appointments

RECEIVE $5,000 UPON COMPLETION OF EGG RETRIEVAL.
Learn more about the egg donation process, egg donor compensation
and the egg donor requirements online at www.midiowafertility.com
Phone: 515-420-1625
Toll Free: 1-888-306-3060
1371 NW 121st Street, Clive
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• Between the ages of 21 and 34
• Physically healthy
• Have a BMI 19-29
• Non-Smoker
• Have regular, monthly menstrual periods
• Have both ovaries
• Psychologically healthy

FEATURE STORY

COMING TO AMERICA
The taco was first introduced to the United States in 1905. Mexican migrants were
coming to work on railroads and other jobs and started to bring their delicious foods
with them. Tacos were essentially a street food at that time since they were cheap.
Mexican food carts in San Antonio and Los Angeles were run by women called “chili
queens,” and they became bona fide tourist attractions in San Antonio. They sold
corn tortilla tacos and tamales. And, as became well known last month, they sold
breakfast tacos. The tacos were described as the spiciest of foods by Will Rogers and
others.
By 1920, Mexican immigrants started to fuse tacos with American ingredients.
Spices and chilies were reduced. Organs were replaced with the more palatable
ground beef and chicken. Cheddar cheese, lettuce and tomatoes became standard
fillings. Euro-Americans, whose traditional cuisine favored more subtle flavors, took
to these tacos.
The complete fusion of Mexican-American tacos can be traced to 1948 when an
entrepreneurial genius named Glen Bell watched a Mexican café called Mitla draw
customers away from his hot dog stand in San Bernardino. That year also saw the
birth of the Hell’s Angels motorcycle club in Fontana, a suburb of San Bernardino. By
that year, McDonald’s was 8 years old, also in San Bernardino. Coincidences are the
fun part of cultural history.
Most taco historians credit Mitla with the invention of the U-shaped hard shell
taco, which was cheaper and easier to mass produce. Bell tried to reverse engineer
the patented shell, but after no luck, the Mitla family showed him their patented
production technique.
Bell ran with that. At the time, Mexicans were not using the word taco. Bell would
change that. By 1962, he had two stores and sold his first franchise of Taco Bell to a

Syphilis is on
the rise in Iowa.
Syphilis is a sexually transmitted
infection. Syphilis cases in Iowa
increased by 55% from 2020 to 2021.
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It’s more common and easier to get
than you might think.
Syphilis is curable but can cause
serious health problems without
treatment. Talk to your doctor about
whether you are at risk.
Find a testing
location near you:
gettested.cdc.gov
Free & low cost options available

Des Moines’ original iconic taco, from Tasty Tacos.

retired LAPD cop. By 1970, he went public with 325 restaurants. Eight years later, he
sold his 868 cafés to Yum Brands. At our press time, there were 7,791 Taco Bells in 31
countries but none in Mexico.
Richard Mosqueda was the Glen Bell of central Iowa. He opened Tasty Tacos with
his wife, Antonia, in 1961. They later moved just one block away from the family’s
current flagship restaurant near the state capitol. Family owned and operated for
more than 50 years now, Tasty Tacos owns six restaurants in the metro. The family
recipe fried flour taco is an Iowa heirloom and a CHOICE member.

DECONSTRUCTING TACO

FEATURE STORY

Let’s approach the taco by deconstructing its separate parts. Tortillas are still almost
entirely made with maize masa or wheat flour. The latter has many more calories and is
not gluten-free. In Des Moines, some restaurants like El Fogon, Panchero’s, El Guapo,
Gateway Market Café, Chipotle, La Tapatia, La Pena and Mala handmake their tortillas
daily. Tasty Taco advertises their fluffy flour tortilla as homemade but not their corn
tortilla. There are many other kinds of both corn and wheat tortillas. Tortilleria Luna and
Sonora Tortilla are Des Moines companies that make fresh tortillas.
The biggest personal choice in tortillas is probably whether or not to fry them. Tasty
Tacos has been cementing their reputation as a Des Moines original with deep fried flour
tacos since 1962. Most taquerias do not fry tortillas, though some toast them more than
others. If you want fried corn tacos, look for tostadas, gorditas, huaraches and sopes.

PROTEINS AND GUILTY PLEASURES

Purist taco historians tend to consider only four proteins for “traditional” tacos —
carnitas, asada, al pastor and chorizo. Carnitas have changed, at least in central Iowa.
When first available here, they were often braised pork shoulders that were pulled and
finished in a fryer for crispness. These days, they are almost always just braised or roasted
and pulled and sometimes smothered in chile sauce — verde, colorado or guajillo. At El
Patron, they are made with tips. A dozen local places excel at carnitas. La Huapanga’s
version is heavenly.
Pastor is also pork but is prepared quite differently. This culinary gem came to
Mexico in the 19th century with Syrian and Lebanese immigrants. It is the New World
equivalence of shawarma but with pork. Chops are sliced and stacked, sometimes with
pineapple and onion, and roasted on a rotisserie, like shawarma or gyros. When done at
its best, it has a crust on one side. Many places skip the rotisserie these days, but the best I
ever had was at Rancho Allegre. Some places today serve “pastor” that is more like adobo

El Guapo makes all their tortillas from scratch.

YOUR MOMENT. YOUR PLACE.

HOURLY DRAWINGS FROM 2 – 5 PM
CHANCE TO WIN UP TO $1,000

EVERY THURSDAY
IN AUGUST
8 AM – 11 PM
EARN 100 SLOT POINTS

Entry Activation: 10 am – 4:45 pm

Print your voucher at any Promotional Kiosk by 12 midnight
and redeem at Club Meskwaki to receive a 12-Pack of Pepsi.

MUST BE 21. MANAGEMENT RESERVES ALL RIGHTS.

GUESTS WILL BE ALLOWED TWO 12-PACKS PER DAY WHILE SUPPLIES LAST.
MUST BE 21. MANAGEMENT RESERVES ALL RIGHTS.

| MESKWAKI.COM | 800.728.4263 | 1504 305TH STREET • TAMA, IOWA
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SUNDAY
AUGST 7 & 28

FEATURE STORY

CONDIMENTS
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Asada (left) and chorizo (right) tacos from El Rey.

— heavily marinated pulled pork. “Adobo” means “marinated” in Spanish, and the
dish originated in the Philippines. Tacos tell a worldly story.
Chorizo is Spanish or Mexican sausage that is cured and smoked and can be
added to a dish without further cooking. It is almost always flavored with garlic and
paprika. Organ meats are returning. Cabeza (cheeks) and lengua (tongue) are making
a comeback after disappearing in the mad cow terror. Brains are still sidelined. Cow
heads are steamed to prepare these tender meats, which often now require an added
surcharge. Tripas (small intestines) and buche (stomach) are again popular, sometimes
only on weekends.
Asada is meat that is marinated and grilled. It is usually made with flank or skirt
steak, and the popularity of carne asada is frequently cited for the steep increases
in the price of those cuts of beef. In tacos, asada is either chopped, as at El Rey, or
sliced, as at Malo. Birria and barbacoa are also popular taco meats. Both can be made
with beef, lamb or goat, as they are at La Pena, Tacos La Familia and Baja Mexican
Cocina. The latter two places will serve them with consommé of appropriate stocks,
allowing one to turn a taco into a French dip.
Chicken tacos are now a rival to pork and beef. These are very easy to make at
home. Get a giant rotisserie bird, still just $5 at Sam’s Club, buy some pico de gallo,
cilantro, limes and tortillas. In San Francisco, Beijing duck tacos have made many
toney Super Bowl parties. Chef George Formaro in Des Moines likes these duck
tacos at home with smoked ducks from C Fresh Market and tortillas standing in
for Mandarin pancakes. At Malo, he makes chicken tacos with thighs. Most places
use breasts. At El Pollo Ranchero, roast chickens are made into enchiladas, wraps
and burritos. Chicken is also sold by the piece with tortillas, cilantro and onions for
taco lovers. Jethro’s serves BBQ chicken quesadillas and tacos, a popular practice in
Mississippi and Texas.
Modern dieters have revived the fish and seafood taco. Evidence suggests fish tacos
were eaten 3,000 years ago in Mexico. Ceviche tostadas are big now in Des Moines.
Los Laureles, Mojitos Cantina and Isla del Pacifico have several kinds. Malo makes
both a shrimp and a vegan ceviche, served with tortilla chips.
Fish tacos are gaining popularity all over town. Usually made with fried cod,
they also employ tilapia, mahimahi and catfish. Seafood can be found with tortillas
in many forms, even octopus. Mojito’s has a seafood tower that includes shrimp,
octopus, scallops and catfish and can feed four people. Vegetarians are making rajas
(chille strips) and nopales (prickly pear cactus paddles) popular.

Some taquerias now offer as many
as five, usually freshly made, salsas.
Cilantro, onions and lime are added
in most traditional places; chopped
lettuce, tomato and American cheese
are often in American chains like Taco
Bell. Taco Johns goes both ways. Sour
cream, Cotija cheese and guacamole
are additional options, sometimes at
added prices.
Salsas provide the heat. Taco Casa,
which has been around since 1973,
offers six different homemade salsas.
Many places make at least three.
Abelardo’s has a chart rating the heat
content of each condiment.
Mexican restaurants are the future
of central Iowa cuisine. Army Post
Road, East 14th Street, East Grand
and Oralabor in Ankeny are becoming
Mexican café corridors. People love the
food and prices. Tacos are the star of
the price list. Many places offer taco
special prices, on Tuesdays at Taco
John’s, Malo, Tacos La Familia, Baja
Tacos La Familia offers four salsas and two
Mexican Cocina and on Wednesday
consommé choices with tacos.
and Thursdays at Tacos Marianna.

THE ULTIMATE TACO

Each fall, CITYVIEW opens a contest to let our readers select the ultimate local
version of a popular food. Sandwich lovers picked B&B Grocery Meat & Deli’s pork
tenderloin as the ultimate sandwich. Steakhouse fans went with Chicago Speakeasy,
noodle lovers chose Noodle Zoo, steak de Burgo fans chose Irina’s, burger lovers went
with Café at the Meadows, and later with Dirt Burger. Barbecue aficionados selected
Woody’s. Three times we held pizza runoffs, with Gusto yielding its title to Taste of
New York, which repeated three years ago. In this, the most contentious of nonPresidential political years, we decided it was time to let you pick the ultimate taco in
town.
Food is the new politics. Both subjects inspire intense loyalties that are usually
only shared by members of the same tribe. Just as Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez fans
can’t comprehend how anyone could support fully funded police forces, lovers of
two soft tortilla carnitas taco fans can’t understand U-shaped ground beef tacos with
American cheese. If anything, food arguments are more splintered than political ones.
That’s probably because every human has a unique combination of 2,000 to 8,000
different “taste buds,” each of which can be more or less sensitive from one person’s
tongue to another’s. Those different combinations are as distinctive as fingerprints,
yet most people want others to like eating the same things they like to eat. I know
couples who broke up over food selections, and women who dumped boyfriends for
not allowing them to eat off their plates.
At CITYVIEW, the First Amendment is our favorite. We love a good argument.
We leave the complexity of political polling to Ann Selzer (who is also a font of food
information). However, to determine a consensus about more intricate local tastes,
we instigated the Ultimate Food Challenge in 2010. This year it is the ultimate
taco. Voting results and rules will be posted regularly on our web page and in this
magazine. If you care about tacos, it is your culinary duty to vote. n
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5 de Mayo Mexican Restaurant
Abelardo’s
Agave Mexican Grill
Amigo Mexican Restaurant
Cancun Grill & Cantina
Casa Cancun Mexican Bar & Grill
Cazador Mexican Restaurant
Coa Cantina
El Azteca
El Barco
El Fogon
El Guapo’s Tequila + Tacos
El Huapango
El Mexico Lindo
El Molcajete
El Muchacho Alegre
El Patio
El Patron
El Pollo Ranchero
El Rey Market, Restaurant and
Guns - Perry
El Rodeo
Fiesta Jalapenos
Fiesta Mexican Restaurant
Flame Cantina
Flame the Taqueria
Fuzzy’s Taco Shop
Gateway Market Cafe
Guadalajara Mexican
Restaurant
Habanero Restaurant - Johnston
Hacienda Vieja
Henry J’s Taco House
Hidalgo Mexican Bar & Grill
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Isla del Pacifico
Jethro’s BBQ
Kung Fu Tap & Taco
La Baja Cocina Mexicana
La Cabana Mexican Grill
La Cocina Cali-Mex
La Feria Mexican Restaurant
La Hacienda Mexican
Restaurant
La Pena Mexican Restaurant
La Tapatia
Lina’s Mexican Restaurant
Los Charros
Los Laureles Mexican
Restaurant
Los Tres Amigos
Malo
Mi Mexico
Mojito’s Mexican Grill
Monterrey
Nick’s Bar & Grill
Nina’s Tacos
Pueblo Viejo
Rancho Alegre
Rita’s Cantina
Señor Tequila
Taco Casa
Tacos La Familia
Tacos Mariana’s
Tacos Villanueva
Taqueria Veracruz
Tasty Tacos
Tequila Restaurant and Cantina
The Beerhouse

vote EL FOGON!
ultimate
taco challenge!
for cityview’s
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Come see why we’ve been voted best local mexican
food, best local tacos and best local place for a $5 lunch

2021
DSM, IA

Multiple Locations: East DM | Northeast DM | South DM | Ankeny | Urbandale | West Des Moines

ORDER ON DOOR DASH! | TASTYTACOS.COM

ORIGINAL LOCATION

1250 8th Street
515-635-0133

5465 Mills Civic Parkway #101
515-221 7981
SE corner across from Target

!
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BELLY UP TO:

Twisted Vine Brewery relaunched at its new location in the East Village at 112 S.E. Fourth St., Des Moines.

Twisted Vine Brewery
New brews in century-old building
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BY JACKIE WILSON
The former Garden Nightclub has been transformed
into The Twisted Vine Brewery, an ultra-modern
brewery in the budding Market District in East Village
at 112 S.E. Fourth St. The interior of the nearly
150-year-old building was gutted, leaving wood and
metal structures throughout the brewery.
The old dance floor and bar were replaced by lowand high-top wood tables and chairs. Barrels of brew are
somewhat hidden behind the bar in the tap room.
A new outdoor patio boosts picnic-style seating
for large groups of patrons. One recent evening, folks
gathered on the patio, watching the fireworks after the
last inning of the Iowa Cubs baseball game at Principal
Park. Get a glimpse of the Iowa Capitol as well or listen
to the trains rumbling by as you sip your brew.
Garage door openers to the patio are easily closed to
deal with Iowa winters and its other three unpredictable
seasons.
The two bars and tappers were brought from the
Twisted Vine’s former location in West Des Moines.
The owners repurposed as much brewing and bar
equipment as possible from the old location, where they
had lost their lease.
The Twisted Vine, in the midst of a soft debut, just

opened its doors in June. The local beer selection isn’t
quite up to full capacity, but they offered about 10 of
their own beers, plus guest brewery and domestic beers.
There’s a tapper room for up to 24 beers — so stay
tuned, as several beers are in the aging process.
Costs run from $5 to $8 per pint, including their
popular brews, Bob’s Ale and Westown IPA. For nonbeer drinkers, there’s cider, root beer and cans of wine
from local wineries.
Currently, there’s no food. They’ll soon have frozen
pizza and snacks. They hope for a food truck rotation
if they can work out space logistics. Live music on the
patio or indoors occasionally entertains beer drinkers.
Ladies frequenting the Twisted Vine are silently
rejoicing one of the bar’s features. Walk into the brandnew women’s bathroom and there’s nine — count
’em — nine bathroom stalls. In a bar. Trust me, this
rarely happens, and this place gets a 10 for figuring out
the bathroom dilemma, plus bonus points for it being
spotless. It’s a no-brainer: Less time in bathroom lines
means more time (and money) to spend in the beer line.
The Twisted Vine, established 11 years ago, was the
first brewing company to occupy a winery in Iowa at
Madison County Winery. With seven partners/owners,

Twisted Vine currently offers about 10 of its own brews, plus other
domestics and guest beers, ciders and sours.

The brewery boasts a spacious outdoor patio.

five currently brew beer. Partner Ron DeGeest said they
collaborate easily when brewing their beer.
“There’s plenty of us brewing to get out some new
beers,” he said. “Everyone has their own method and
we bounce ideas off each other. If something doesn’t go
right with the beer, the others will help tweak it.”
DeGeest said he thought downtown Des Moines
could become a brewing destination, as there are more
than a half dozen breweries close by.
“With the foot traffic and Single Speed coming, it
will be like a small brewery row around here,” he said. n

THE METRO’S NEWEST HOT
SPOT FOR A CASUAL, UPSCALE
DINING EXPERIENCE
STEAK, SEAFOOD, PASTA, HANDHELDS, PIZZA
|| ARRIVE Terrace & Bar – rooftop terrace
|| Amazing craft cocktails, local drafts on tap
|| Prime steaks – Iowa Wagyu
|| ARRIVE by Five Happy Hour Monday – Saturday 3-5pm
|| Space to rent for your event for 10-500 people - Corporate boardroom & special occasion
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2491 EAST 1ST STREET, GRIMES East of Hwy 141 next to Menard’s | DESTINATIONGRILLE.COM | 515-355-1153

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

CITYVIEW’S

Vote for us!
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IN CITYVIEW’S MOSCOW MULE MAYHEM!

Famous
flavored mules
original|blueberry
pineapple|watermelon|raspberry lime

111 South 11th St, West Des Moines || 515-608-4100 || thehalldsm.com

WWW.DMCITYVIEW.COM/MOSCOWMULEMAYHEM

❍ BeerStyles Taproom & Gastropub
❍ Cooper’s on 5th
❍ Court Avenue Restaurant & Brewing Co.
❍ Foundry Distilling Company
❍ Gastro Grub & Pub
❍ Grumpy Goat Tavern
❍ Iowa Distilling Company

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

VOTE TODAY!

SECOND ROUND
VOTING ENDS
AUG. 15!

WHERE DO YOU GET
YOUR FAVORITE

MOSCOW MULE?

❍ Locust Tap
❍ Louie’s Wine Dive
❍ Mickey’s Irish Pub - Waukee
❍ Pour Choices Neighborhood Bar
❍ Spectators Sports Bar & Grill
❍ The Copper Cup
❍ The Dam Pub
❍ The Hall
❍ The Station on Ingersoll

Choose
Pour ChoiCes
for Your

favorite
MosCow
Mule!
NOW OPEN ON SUNDAYS! 11AM-4PM

™

515-986-1927
1895 SE Grimes Blvd Ste 101
Grimes
pourchoicesbar.com
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FOOD DUDE

BY JIM DUNCAN

Mingala Bar
EAT & DRINK

Tohu Jaw was the best crispy tofu I have ever eaten.
When a new ethnic cuisine comes to the
metro, it almost always arrives in a lowrent neighborhood in Des Moines. Our
first Vietnamese, Thai, Indian, Pakistani,
soul food, Ethiopian, Kenyan, Korean,
Salvadoran and Jamaican establishments
all entered the local market that way.
In the early 20th century, Des Moines
newspapers wrote about “prominent
people slumming” at Chinese restaurants.
Our first Burmese restaurant has
taken a different route. It occupies
a former Pizza Hut that has been
handsomely remodeled. Though the
name emphasizes its full, well-stocked
bar, the place is more a restaurant,
drawing a family-friendly clientele on my
visits.
Burmese cuisine has exploded the last

GREAT
PRICES
SPIRITS
WINES

CRAFT BEERS

decade in America. The country, now
known as Myanmar, has been cloistered
for most of the time since World War
II. Politically, it’s been a mess. When
I visited in the 1960s, the only visa
available limited tourists to 24 hours in
the country. That was time to eat five
meals but not much of anything else.
Still, I have thought about those meals
for more than 50 years and sought out
Burmese cafés in San Francisco, Los
Angeles, London, Chicago, St. Paul and
Monterey Park, which is perhaps the
greatest restaurant town in America.
Urbandale’s Mingala Bar ranks with any
of those.
What is Burmese cuisine? It is a fusion
of the food cultures of three neighboring
countries — India, China and Thailand.
Like Thai cuisine, it is big on multiple,
contrasting flavors. A Burmese-American
friend says that the motto of Burmese
food is “Chin, ngat, sat,” which translates
as “sour, salty, spicy.” Sometimes the
sour can be too much, but that was not
the case at Mingala. She also told me
that there is a popular rhyme in Burmese
that says: “Of all the fruit, mango is best.
Of all the meat, pork is best. Of all the
leaves, tea is best.”
Those things are well covered at
Mingala. Wat Thar with Arloo Hinn
presented thick pieces of pork belly
with potatoes in a delicious mild curry
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MINGALA BAR
8134 Douglas Ave., Urbandale
515-895-1259
Monday – Thursday, 11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
and 5-9 p.m.;
Friday – Saturday, 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.;
Sunday, 3-8 p.m.
Rainbow salad

made with bone stock, turmeric, lemon,
paprika, chilies, garlic, ginger and onions.
It was served with a green leaves soup
with baby eggplant and winter radishes,
a small salad of pickled vegetables and
jasmine rice. Rice has been cultivated
in Myanmar possibly since 11,000 B.C.
The Burmese word for rice is the only
one in the world that does not derive
from Chinese etymology. That leads
some food historians to think Burmese
rice might be the original.
Tohu Jaw was the best crispy tofu I
have ever eaten. The tofu was made from
garbanzo beans, not soy. Texture-wise,
it was like a perfect French fry, hot and
crisp on the outside and soft inside. It

VOTED ONE OF THE

9761 University Ave,
Clive

515-528-2036

CITYVIEW

BEST LOCAL
ANTIQUE
STORES!

35street
TH

2022 RUNNER-UP

824 35th Street, Des Moines

515-868-8741

Friday, Saturday, Sunday: 11am-5pm

antiques

was served with a sweet tamarind sauce
that disappeared so fast we had to ask for
more.
LaPhat Thoke, recommended as
“most popular dish” was a salad of the
venerable fermented tea leaves and
“Burmese crunchy mix,” which included
sesame seeds, sunflower seeds, peanuts,
yellow lentils and garlic chips. Crispy
beef salad was the only thing our table
ate without unanimous love. Beef was
chewy, but cucumbers, tomatoes, sweet
peppers and onions in lime juice were
tasty. Burma shares a beef taboo with
India, and pork, chicken, fish and shrimp
are more popular here. Rainbow salad
was composed of two kinds of noodles
and green papaya with onions. That
same tamarind sauce was used to cut the
sourness of the papaya.
Zakaw Htamin is the best way to taste
many dishes. It is served on a bamboo
tray with banana leaf as a plate and
includes pork belly, crispy beef, salad,
eggplant with dried shrimp, soup, rice
and shrimp paste.
Drinks include boba teas, kind of like
smoothies. Taro was delicious. n
Jim Duncan is a food writer who has been
covering the central Iowa scene for more
than five decades.
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LUNCH WITH...

BY JIM DUNCAN

Jerry Talerico
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After ordering spring rolls from Vietnam Café, tamales from Tamales Industry and
ox tails from Joppa Experience, we talked about 60 years of restaurant history.
Jerry Talerico is the dean of local chefs. He was the
first Iowan to attend the Culinary Institute of America
(CIA). He grew up in his father’s legendary restaurant
Vic’s Tally Ho where steak de Burgo was on the menu
before anywhere else. He owned Sam & Gabe’s, a legend
in its own right. Today he is running Tally Ho To Go
in the Merle Hay Mall food court. After ordering spring
rolls from Vietnam Café, tamales from Tamales Industry
and ox tails from Joppa Experience, we talked about 60
years of restaurant history.
First of all, how did Talerico get back into
ownership years after selling Sam & Gabe’s?
“When COVID began, my daughter, Sophie,
returned from the east coast. She wanted to do some
catering and started asking me to fix a few things. I
knew there was a temporary space open in here from
David Ladd of Stu’s BBQ. We started selling lasagna
and chicken asiago curbside. When the shutdown
eased, Sophie went back to Cape Cod, and I leased a
permanent spot here. I asked her if she wanted to come
back, but she stayed out east. For the most part, this is a
one-man show with my son, Sam, helping out up front.
“This spot, I think it was once a Sbarro, had an oven
and a three-compartment sink. I bought a stove and
other stuff at Sam’s Club, so I opened without much
expense. People are patient about what I can do working
alone, and Sam is good about managing my time.”
How is business?
“It still sucks. Weekends are keeping me going. Des
Moines is a weekend town, and I discovered I can sell
steak de Burgo out of a food court. Pizza is a bestseller;
few places sell slices, so that helps. But I get orders for
fine dining dishes, too. I guess I still have some speed
in me. I have to watch it, though. I had some bleeding
ulcers and ignored the warning signs. After falling down,
I finally went to a doctor and ended up in hospital with
severe anemia. My hemoglobin was down to 4.”
How has the Des Moines restaurant scene changed
in 60 years?
“I grew up old school. Babe’s, Rocky’s, Christopher’s,
Noah’s, Dad’s, Chuck’s. I had my early dates with my
wife at Gino’s. Those were elegant places with carpeting
and tablecloths. When customers know the owner
will be there, they are confident they will have a good
experience. Babe closed his downtown restaurant rather
than keep it open without his presence. Chuck, and later

Linda Bisignano, were always at Chuck’s. Red and Joe
Giudicessi at Christopher’s. Gino Fenu, too. Guido was
there at his place.
“Guido had that European air. People loved that.
David Baruthio had it, too. I heard that, in France,
and now Switzerland, he goes by David, as Americans
pronounce it. But in Des Moines, he was Da Veed. That
helped him. People gobble up that European air.
“I don’t know how George (Formaro), Tony
(Lemmo), Jason (Simon), and Alex (Hall) do it,
managing multiple restaurants. It is hard enough to keep
one place going.”
What else made the old school restaurants so
attractive?
“They had an emotional pull. The rapport with
owners and long-serving waiters like Sybil at Gino’s.
They were special places to go. You didn’t use
tablecloths at home. Musicians like Fred Gazzo had
an emotional draw. People want to go out and be
transported to another time and place.”
What was not so good about the old days?
“Drugs and alcohol were a real problem in the
kitchen. Johnny Compiano told me he had to have a
hotel room free in case his chef was too drunk to go
home.”
Where does Talerico like to eat these days?
“I love Harbinger. Joe Tripp is a great chef. I don’t
even order. Everything is so good, I let them surprise
me. I would love to have worked under a great mentor
chef like Joe did in Denver.”
Most people who go through culinary college
do so with the dream of being able to work in any
number of glamorous places or resorts. What drew
Talerico back to Des Moines?
“Incidentally, I went to CIA in part to free myself
from the need to depend upon alcoholic chefs. After
school, my wife and I were working in Cape Cod. When
our first child was born, we felt a draw. My wife had a
wonderful relationship with her grandparents. I never
met mine. I wanted our kids to have a good relationship
with grandparents.”
Does the Iowa State Fair still have an emotional
pull?
“The Fair is amazing. Joe Giudicessi told me that his
concession stand at the fair grossed more money in 11
days than his restaurant did in a year. People just plan

on splurging there and eating everything they want. I
heard that $28 lobster rolls sold like hotcakes last year.
I would like to sell de Burgo on a stick out there. Pete
Cownie wants me to make de Burgo tips. My son, Sam,
wants me to make a de Burgo burger. I might. The
seasoning can be used anywhere. Like nachos. They sell
well, and I think they will sell to go with sauces and
instructions.”
What made the Tally Ho steaks so memorable?
“Sarge Rand was the chef, and he had an 8-foot,
glassed-in charcoal grill. His dad, Augie Rand, had the
Schlitz distributorship when that was the bestselling
beer. Sarge kept his coals lined up to sear at high heat
and then slow cook to finish.”
What local places did Talerico work in before
opening Sam & Gabe’s?
“I worked at Christopher’s and at the Tavern. I
worked with Angelina Tancredi at Anjo’s. I worked for
Bill Wimer and Larry Scalise when they opened Garbo’s.
That was a hot spot on Ingersoll. Finally, I decided that
if I worked for myself, I would be sure to leave on good
terms. Maybe that is why I am running my own place
again.” n
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SOUND CIRCUIT
Hairball rocks the Fair
BY JACKIE WILSON
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It’s like 20 concerts in one.
When you want to listen to some classic rock and roll
music from the 1970s or 1980s, what concert do you
attend? AC/DC? KISS? Van Halen? Queen? Good luck
finding those bands on tour.
But how awesome would it be if all those rock gods
came to Iowa in one night?
Concert fans can come pretty darn close to the real
rockin’ deal when they attend a Hairball concert at the
Iowa State Fair on Aug. 16 and 17.
What exactly is Hairball? (No, it’s not cat-related.)
Hairball is based in the Midwest but tours across the
United States. They formed 21 years ago playing cover
songs of the top arena rock bands. Their name honors
the big hair bands of the 1980s. Not only do they sound
spot on, they dress the part of the iconic rock stars, too.
Dave Moody, who is a bass player and singer with
Hairball, said all the musicians perform multiple roles,
playing instruments and singing.
“We’re all like a Swiss army knife,” he said. “We can
do lots of things on stage.”
As musicians take on the rocker persona, Moody’s
acts include Brian Johnson from AC/DC and Gene
Simmons of KISS.
Moody grew up in Louisville, Kentucky, home
of country music. When he was 6 years old, a KISS
Destroyer record from K-Tel was delivered to his home.
He was instantly hooked.
“I couldn’t believe what I was seeing or hearing,” he
said. “I knew I wanted to do the same thing in my life.”
Moody played bass guitar for Billy Ray Cyrus and
Thunderstruck, an AC/DC cover band. He joined
Hairball one year ago.
Whenever he readies to play the part of Simmons, he
applies his own makeup.

SOUND ADVICE

“Before I got in a band, I never
wore makeup. It’s still interesting
to learn how to do it. Now I look
at women and see how they do it.
Some of them could do better,” he
laughed.
In addition, he wears Spandex
and high heels.
“We stay in shape and don’t eat
all the Twinkies. I run 5 miles a day
to keep in shape. You can’t hide —
Spandex keeps you honest.”
The music and songs resonate
with the crowd, which sings along,
cheering and screaming with the
pyrotechnic lights and show. Moody
says the songs lend to simpler times.
“If you were a child of the 1980s,
you know what the music was all
Hairball’s Dave Moody performs as Gene Simmons from KISS. Photo by Tommy Sommers
about. It was about having a good
time. It’s a time to forget your
The band recently played five days in Alaska, where
troubles and celebrate life,” he said.
they
were embraced like they are in the Midwest.
“It’s a wonderful, powerful thing when we can connect
The band has played the Surf Ballroom in Clear Lake
with the crowd.”
numerous times.
Some cover bands create “their own” versions of
“I’ve played at the Grand Ole Opry, and the Surf is on
songs, but Hairball doesn’t embellish, staying true to the
par when it comes to venues,” Moody said.
original song.
He and the band have a fondness for Iowa.
“Our job is to play as you remember the songs and
“The Midwest and Iowa are spectacular. If you’re
what it looked like when you watched the videos,”
either a Hawkeye or a Cyclone, I love you both equally,”
Moody said.
he said. “We can’t wait to see you at the Iowa State Fair.
He said the band is a “bunch of pirates.”
You know the drill. We know what’s gonna happen. We
“We genuinely enjoy each other’s company. What’s
bring in the soundtrack — you bring in the beer. Let’s
not to laugh about? Flames are in the air. We just blew
off $5,000 worth of pyro — what’s not to smile at?”
get it on.” n

BY JACKIE WILSON

Ovrfwrd, a Minneapolis-based instrumental quartet, fuses rock, jazz and
classical music. The band touts an “adventurous listening experience” and
has four albums to its credit. Catch them at xBK on Aug. 26. $10.
Cheap Trick wants you to want to see them perform live on Sept. 9 at
Hoyt Sherman Place. Tickets $59.50 – $99.50.
The Music of Randy Travis Tour on Aug. 27 at Hoyt Sherman
Place features country singer James Dupré, Travis’ co-star in “The

Price.” Travis’ original band will be touring for the first time since Travis’
stroke in 2013. The show consists of Dupré and the band performing all
Travis’ hits, along with a special appearance by Travis. Tickets start at $55.
Spaceface performs at Gas Lamp on Aug. 13. Spaceface is a
psychedelic pop band from Los Angeles and performs an interactive live
show, with an encompassing light show that blends perfectly with the
band’s sound. Tickets $12 advance, $15 day of show. n
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FILM REVIEW

BY DAVID ROWLEY

Say yes to ‘Nope’
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“Jaws” was famous for making people not want to go in the water,
but “Nope” will have you terrified to look up at the sky.
An empty television recording studio greets us from
the once black screen. The AUDIENCE CLAP
sign light clicks on and off. On and off. A rustle
behind the couch provides a moment of hope. Signs
of life amongst blood smeared walls and a slow but
regular barrage of bursting birthday balloons. But
hope quickly leaves as a crimson stained chimpanzee
costumed up as a child pokes the unflinching foot of
a woman on the ground. A little way off, a shoe stands
toe-up, sole hidden (balanced by an uncanny force on
the heel) while a single blooddrop shimmers on near
the ring toe. It is a textile monolith seemingly standing
front and center among the primitive survivors.
“Nope” explores themes of arrogance and
spectacle. Its opening scenes may be cryptic at first,
but the movie comes full circle and makes a powerful
revelation about its first moments.
And, certainly, a second viewing of “Nope” would
help untangle exactly what’s going on.
The crux of the story has to do with siblings played
by Daniel Kaluuya (OJ) and Keke Palmer (Emerald),
who are running the family business of providing and
acting as handlers of horses for television and movie
productions. Soon they experience the presence of an
extraterrestrial on their California ranch. To prove the
existence of this phenomenon, they try to capture the
UFO (or, ugh, UAP) on film.
That’s the plot in a nutshell. While the setup is
deliberate, viewers are asked to be patient. Peele has
earned the benefit of the doubt. It takes a while for the
action in “Nope” to get going. When it does, it’s quite
a ride.
Peele also takes the time to pay homage to films
and directors he loves. Among many different
directorial elements, Steven Spielberg shines through
most. But not due to “Close Encounters,” as one might
think. This is Peele’s “Jaws.” It uses suspense in many
of the same ways. Instead of a shark in the sea, he
uses a UFO in the sky. Instead of the open water to
hide in, clouds harbor this beast. “Jaws” was famous
for making people not want to go in the water, but
“Nope” will have you terrified to look up at the sky.
A ragtag group of locals are on a mission to
“capture” an unpredictable, menacing and deadly
wild animal. OJ and Emerald are equivalent to
Police Chief Martin Brody, Angel (Brandon Perea) to
oceanographer Matt Hooper, and cinematographer
Antlers Holst (Michael Wincott) to fisherman
Quint. There’s even a scene where Antlers sing-talks
“One-Eyed, One-Horned Flying Purple People

PREVIEWS

BY DAVID ROWLEY

‘Bullet Train’
R | 126 minutes
Ladybug (Brad
Pitt) is an unlucky
assassin determined
to do his job
peacefully after
one too many gigs
gone off the rails.
Fate, however, may
have other plans, as Ladybug’s latest mission puts him on
a collision course with lethal adversaries from around the
globe — all with connected, yet conflicting, objectives —
on the world’s fastest train. The end of the line is just the
beginning in this non-stop thrill-ride through modern-day
Japan.

‘Emily the Criminal’
Eater” in a tongue“Nope”
in-cheek homage
R | 130 minutes
Director/Writer: Jordan Peele
to Quint’s famous
Stars: Daniel Kaluuya, Keke
USS Indianapolis
Palmer, Steven Yuen
monologue.
Peele effortlessly
slips comedy into all his otherwise horrifying and
terrifying movie scripts. But his skills also include a
natural ability to craft tension to levels of mastery.
He has this instinct on how to manufacture and elicit
emotional responses that he wants to get out of the
viewers. The use of Wacky Wavey Inflatable Arm
Flailing Tube Men presents comedy and suspense as
scene partners whose tension-inducing results are hard
to believe (even as I’m writing this).
He does this well again and again, using so little
to accomplish so much without trying. The comedy
is subtle and dropped in at the right times to try to
offset the tension and almost forcing viewers to exhale
during more intense scenes but never in a way that
flips the tone. It is gallows humor that provides a
brief escape before reality quickly sets back in. Peele
manages to put a lot of fun into the writing from
the blunt delivery of Kaluuya’s lines to the energetic
attitude of Palmer’s Em. It comes off naturally and
doesn’t get in the way of the movie.
Employing a film tactic from the silent era, Peele
also makes regular use of title cards — a tangible way
of separating acts and storylines in movies.
While the opening to the movie, as well as this
review, may have felt random or even off, the story of
the chimp who went ape, whose name we learn to be
Gordy, does get flushed out in the most terrifying way.
It’s a cautionary tale about trying to tame and make
money off the untamable.
“Nope” is a frenzied and brutal examination of
spectacle, how we process the world, historical erasure,
animal cruelty and the arrogance of challenging
forces beyond our comprehension — and that’s barely
scratching the surface. n

NR | 93 minutes
Director/Writer: John
Patton Ford
Stars: Aubrey Plaza,
Theo Rossi, Bernardo
Badillo
It’s hard to really
blame Emily
(Aubrey Plaza) for
choosing a life of
crime. A low-paid service gig brings nothing but stress. A
seemingly inescapable student loan is gathering interest
by the day. A couple of minor, years-back criminal charges
have closed off a world of employment. It’s a familiar
predicament that plagues many in America.
When Emily is offered an opportunity for an extra
income, she nervously inches down the rabbit hole. It starts
off simple. She’s given a cloned credit card and has to buy a
TV. She then takes it to her new bosses and gets paid $200.
It’s easier than she anticipated, and soon she’s doing it on
the regular, edging closer to taskmaster Youcef (Theo Rossi)
who slowly becomes more than her mentor. But how far is
she willing to go?

‘Vengeance’
R | 94 minutes
Director/Writer: B.J.
Novak
Stars: Isabella
Amara, Nathaniel
Augustson, Grayson
Berry
When the girl he
hooked up with
regularly suddenly
dies, a man sets out to uncover the cause behind her grisly
death. To do this, he creates a podcast where members of
the deceased woman’s community speak out about what
they know about her, especially about the final days leading
up to her passing. The goal of the podcast is to find the
truth in a sea of conspiracies, but when no one is willing to
open up to him about what they know, he realizes he’ll have
to be much craftier to single out the liars. n
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ART NEWS

BY JIM DUNCAN

Medium is the message
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Lots of montage are used to show how tentative context can be.
Bill Luchsinger and Karen Strohbeen open
their annual show Aug. 12 at Moberg
Gallery. The pioneer digital couple are
Iowa’s most popular artists by several
measures, including total works sold. They
have been doing their distinctive thing for
52 years now, and they were ahead of even
David Hockney in digital innovations.
Their loyalty to Iowa is grounded in
black Hawkeye soil. The couple produced
the long-time PBS TV series “The Perennial
Gardener with Karen Strohbeen” from their
home base in rural Madison County. Bill
was the producer, Karen the on-camera
talent. Karen’s popular flower drawings
(she does not raise her brush/pencil from
the canvas) now share space and time with
Bill’s urban and coastal visions. (They live
half the year in the sponge-diving town of
Tarpon Springs, Florida, now.) That’s why
their shows are now in August rather than
November. It does not matter much to the
gallery count. It will be one of the most
popular shows of the year.
At the Des Moines Art Center, “Images
Unbound” examines “the societal impact
Karen Strohbeen and Bill Luchsinger have been creating joyful art in Iowa for more than 50 years, which reflects their surroundings
of the endless amount of images that have
and offers new perspectives within each piece, with the hope of energizing others’ space with them. This way of enhancing or
entered our world since the invention
abstracting things we think we’ve seen before allows the viewer to recognize newness, growth, change and detail in ways we
might not have. And the use of color in their respective and very different representational digital paintings evinces sunlight and
and proliferation of photography.” The
photosynthetic yields in the natural world, as well as architectural and sculptural gestures in the built world.
main point seems to be figuring out how
the barrage of technology’s image splash
for Kant, Kafka and Jorge Luis Borges. His cynicismNational Museum of the American Indian and the
can be appreciated in a world where context is always
Minneapolis Institute of Arts. He is included because
turned-Stoicism was immortalized by those gents,
changing, where, as Marshall McLuhan warned,
whose perspective has changed more in 50 years than
and these prints seem to argue his proposition on the
“Medium is the message.”
that of the Native Americans? Big Bear has painted the
impossibility of ever going from one place to another.
Lots of montage are used to show how tentative
life journeys that Louise Erdrich wrote about. If you
Steven Vail Fine Arts is alive and open for business.
context can be. “Throughout the 20th and 21st
don’t know Erdrich’s body of work, that was the highest Just before COVID backstabbed the world, Vail was
centuries, artists have explored the consequences and
of praise.
located in the Teachout Building. After his landlord and
opportunities that arise when visual culture becomes
“Big Bear is best known for drawings made with
great friend Kirk Blunck was found dead under what
untethered from its original context, helping us navigate Prismacolor pencils in which faces, figures and abstract
the medical examiner called “suspicious” circumstances
a world where images are always on the move,” explains
shapes completely fill the picture space with a riot of
in front of his gallery door, things changed. SVFA
curator Mia Laufer.
color and activity,” explains Laufer.
relocated to the Fitch Building, just in time to be closed
There is no “Ah” piece in the show, and that might
Another personal favorite in this show is Walker
by COVID “protocols.”
be the point — medium, context and timing are more
Evans, one of the photographers who somehow made
The gallery has updated and relaunched their first
important than any piece of art. As far as I know,
the Great Depression unforgettable in a kind and gentle
Fitch show, “The Show Must Go On,” adding “And On
this is the local debut of the Minnesota-based Native
way. If there is a star in this show for me, though, it is
and On and On.” It will hang for one year, whimsically.
William Kentridge, who dares to contribute a series
American artist Frank Big Bear, an Anishinabe and a
called “Zeno Writing.” Zeno was a great inspiration
30-year taxi driver, long championed by Smithsonian
As works sell, the show will add new ones. n

IOWA ARTISTS
Clint Hansen
His works include a U.S. quarter design and a painting at the U.S. Capitol.
BY JACKIE WILSON
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Urbandale-based Clint Hansen works in various mediums,
including scratchboard art.

U.S. Mint, after he won a contest.
Often, he’ll see his artwork displayed on a product
package or advertisement.
“It’s a big thrill at first. The thing I look at is what
I might have done wrong. It’s not exactly as I hoped it
would turn out,” he confessed.
That’s the most challenging part of his career: not
having enough hours in the day. “There’s deadlines.
There’s not enough time to go back and redo it,” he
said.
Hansen fields numerous requests for commissioned
projects. Some wait for him to complete other jobs;
others he refers to another artist. He loves being
creative.
“It’s hard to not be doing it,” he said. “It’s easy to
get passionate about what I’m doing. I’m not the best at
being analytical. I like to put the thought into the piece
and let it speak through the artwork.”
Hansen is passionate about encouraging young
artists, in the same way he was supported early on.
“I didn’t do anything to get this (talent),” he
said. “I’m grateful I had teachers who were kind and
encouraging. It’s a gift I’m grateful for.” n

Hansen created a pair of sculptures displayed at the Douglas
Avenue and Interstate 80-35 interchange. This one is called “Raise
You to the Stars.”

Hansen designed this half dollar coin for the
U.S. Mint, in commemoration of the 1995
Olympics in Atlanta, Georgia.
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Clint Hansen’s vast artwork doesn’t simply hang in a
gallery. His artwork is on the side of electrical traffic
light boxes in West Des Moines. Find his artwork on a
Chicago Bears calendar, off a street in Urbandale or on
a wall at Iowa State University.
An Urbandale resident, Hansen has embraced all
types of art mediums since he was barely out of diapers.
At age 3, his mom noticed he possessed a natural talent
for art. And she should have known — she was an artist
herself, as was Hansen’s grandfather.
He creates paintings, sculptures, sketches and
designs for commercial, public and private art.
Whatever the medium, he feels it’s good to have a
challenge. His favorite is scratchboard art, in which he
scrapes away lines on a black-colored board.
As a child, he sold his first painting of rocks at his
mom’s art show. He went on to win art contests in high
school. When attending college, he wanted to be a
neurospace engineer.
“I took a few art classes in college and decided I’ll be
poor and do art. I’d rather make a living doing what I
love,” he reflected.
For his first job out of college, he worked in a studio
with 12 other illustrators.
“Being around other artists, you glean from them,”
he said. “You discover you can actually sell your
artwork.”
When living in Audubon, he freelanced, creating
illustrations and design work. Art representatives
contracted to sell his work.
“Selling artwork isn’t fun,” he said. “By having reps
bring in jobs, it freed me to be more creative and focus
on my art.”
One highlight of his career was when he received a
phone call from a woman he didn’t recognize. She told
him she wanted a portrait of her husband.
“It didn’t make sense until she explained where
the painting would be located — at the United States
Capitol,” he said. “It was Jim Nussle, who was head of
the U.S. budget committee and also ran for governor in
Iowa.”
When Nussle retired, his portrait was displayed
in the permanent collection at the U.S. Capitol. In
addition, Hansen has made his mark at Iowa State
University, where he’s put together three large murals
made of mosaic pieces. He also designed a coin for the

PUZZLES

Find answers at www.dmcityview.com/the-games
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MAKE JOKES

ACROSS
1
Yearned (for)
7
Zion National Park locale
11 Fracas
14 Domino’s order
19 Colorado River tribe
20 Quarterback Tony
21 Bible book after Exod.
22 PC letter
23 Bought an expensive
Camaro?
26 Desert plants
27 “-- all true!”
28 Hit the slopes
29 Crooning while standing
atop a Rio?
31 Glimpses
33 Large African antelope
36 Pianist Schiff
37 Request to your Accord when
you need to get somewhere
in a hurry?
42 Triton’s realms
43 Snake noise
47 -- Lingus
48 Traffic jam
50 Funny
52 Color ranges
56 City where the Model 3 is
produced?
59 Adjust
60 Land in eau
62 Raggedy -63 Tripled trio
64 Why you don’t want to give
up your beloved Q7?
70 Has food
71 Sparkly stone
72 From long ago: Abbr.
73 Once-big news agcy.
74 “Silkwood” co-star

78
82
86
87
88
89
94
96
97
99
100
101
104
109
111
112
113
119
122
123
124
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135

Declaration when a Regal
stalls in traffic?
VIP roster
London loc.
Clink dweller
Shire of “Rocky”
Charger being dismantled for
scrap metal?
Permitted
San -- (city WSW of
Sacramento)
Unceasingly
Up to, in brief
Pace
Don of talk radio
Things provided by joyrides
in a Grand Cherokee?
Crude shed
Knightly title
Caulk, e.g.
Action words used in
Continental ads?
Forest hooter
Rapa -- (Easter Island)
Large city in Nebraska
Put a wheel boot on a
Mustang?
Cato’s language
Ocean east of Fla.
Burn balm
Main course
Nerve cell projections
Pekoe, e.g.
Oxen connector
Vocalizes Alpine-style

DOWN
1
Mischievous
2
Just so
3
Chipping tool
4
Was ill with

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
24
25
30
32
34
35
38
39
40
41
43
44
45
46
49
51
52
53
54
55
57
58
61
65
66
67

Gabor and Longoria
Pack of cards
Suffix with depart
“Mazel --!”
Schumer and Sedaris of
comedy
Pueblo tribe
Trues up
Make a choice
Pull-out part of a range
-- Bill (Old West folk hero)
Somalian supermodel
Astros pitcher Greinke
Rigatoni relative
Et -- (and more)
Lofty
Stranded cellular stuff
NBAer Pau
Gap-creating gizmos
NSFW part
Joins up
D.C. subway
Goof up
65% or so, gradewise
Vienna’s nation: Abbr.
Cracker brand of old
Holy likeness
Equivalent
Louver piece
Physics Nobelist Max
-- -pedi (spa option)
NSFW part
“Guilty,” e.g.
Louisiane, par exemple
Mann of pop
“Gemini Man” director Lee
Acting instinctively, informally
Long- -- (rangy)
E followers
Capital of South Vietnam
“Ltd.” cousin

68
69
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
90
91
92
93
95
98
102
103
105
106
107
108
109
110
113
114
115
116
117
118
120
121
125
126
127

Winning by a point
Salsa, say
White wine
Fiery realm
Pennsylvania city
Use a book
Texter’s “ciao”
Sturm -- Drang
Backdrops
Flight unit
Slightly open
Moon, in Italy
Research ctr.
-- -Ball
“Entrapment” director Jon
Headwear in the title of the
first Ellery Queen mystery
FBI’s govt. division
“Gosh!”
-- degree
Print quality abbr.
Gen. Assembly procedure for
a resolution
McCartney of fashion
Medium gait
“The Raven” maiden
Hardy’s pal
Declines
Bank offers
Munic. law
Dancer Falana
Huge-screen format
Defense gp.
Facial feature
Yrly. gift-giving occasion
Aviate alone
Milk serum
Jokey Jay
Asian pan
Born, to Fifi
Co. bringing bouquets

WHAT THE...

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
SEPTEMBER 20, 2022

Think you’re funny?

REDEV
OPPORELOPMENT
TUNITY

Send us your best caption...
Email to celeste@dmcityview.com — BE SURE TO INCLUDE YOUR NAME

1002 W. WASHINGTON AVE., POLK CITY, IOWA

Next month’s photo:

ONE-STORY 19,803 SQ. FT. COMMERCIAL BUILDING ON 3.41 ACRES
Built in 1976, this currently closing nursing and rehab facility is
zoned R-1 (single-family detached residential.) Potential uses
include various medical uses, training, senior housing, office,
apartments, educational uses, and much more.

Previously Valued Well Above $2,000,000
Suggested Opening Bid $350,000
On-site inspections noon to 2pm on August 31,
September 9 and 15, and by appointment.
BROKER
PARTICIPATION
INVITED

This month’s winner

Rick Levin & Associates, Inc. | since 1991
312.440.2000 | www.ricklevin.com
IN CONJUNCTION WITH HALLBERG AUCTION & REAL ESTATE 800.373.2255

FUN & GAMES

PHOTO COURTESY OF GRATISOGRAPHY

FOR INFORMATION CONTACT

“Cassandra ‘The
Cupcake Reader’
can see a blood
sugar spike...
in your future.”
Mary Wedewer

Runners-up
“After six hours, Betty’s golden retriever had still not uttered
the command to eat.” — Tom Geraty
“The new diet trend — The Mirage cupcake — so real you
can almost taste it! Yum.” — Steve Varner

“Does it mean I’m getting older when my birthday cake
doesn’t hold my candles anymore?” — John Flater

Send your “What The...?” caption and image entries to celeste@dmcityview.com.
BE SURE TO INCLUDE YOUR NAME.
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“Debbie’s cupcake was a celebration of the old hole punch
days with multi-colored papers.” — Jim McCool

JOE’S NEIGHBORHOOD

BY JOE WEEG

The end of a time
Meanwhile, the big turbines slowly turn in the Iowa wind.
farming. A more-than-full-time job. But before long,
he added other businesses — running concessions
and carnivals around the Midwest during the summer
months. Why not? Two, maybe three, full-time jobs. It’s
what he did.
The last few years, if you came to the Iowa State Fair
early, you would see him marking the lines where all the
rides were to be placed on the midway.
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The farmhouse sat on one side of the gravel road,
surrounded by a large yard with a pump, a vegetable
garden and scattered peony bushes. Chickens worked the
ground in a hard-packed section at the back, while cattle
lowed with mild dissatisfaction from the barns across the
road.
It was another time.
We kids, all cousins, ruled this land and the adjacent
back 40 with a pirate’s joyful abandon and recklessness. It
was our Treasure Island and our Haunted Forest and our
Safe House — all in one.

My grandpa farmed this land until he retired. Then
my uncle took over the farm until he moved on. Then
his son, Steve Smith, took over the farm for many years,
until he retired. And now Steve’s son has taken over the
farm.
Steve is my age. We grew up together. I was a city kid
and, as a teenager, came to the farm to cultivate with an
old tractor in late spring, walk beans in mid-summer, and
bust open the frozen water trough in the heart of winter.
I did this on holiday — Steve did this every day.
And in my earlier years, the old farmhouse was not
exactly a delightful spa. Water was pumped by hand in
the kitchen sink. The bathroom was about 20 feet from
the house with a creaky door and two holes opening
into my greatest nightmare. And in the winter, the heat
upstairs was more imagined than felt.
For many years, Steve shoveled corncobs down the
coal chute into the boiler room in the basement. From
there he would shove the corncobs into the furnace,
adding wood once there was a good burn. Then he would
head out to the water tank across the road and get the
heater going with more corncobs to thaw the frozen tank.
This was just the start of his work day.
Steve would work all spring, summer and fall at

And then he and his wife would make sure it all ran
smoothly while the rest of us ate corn dogs and ice cream.
And, in winter, he would repair tractors and combines
and carnival rides and … fill in the blank. If he was
sitting in his easy chair, it meant it was dark and nearly
bedtime. Such was his life.
Steve Smith thrived in this world. No matter the

task, and there was always a task, he was up to it. We
would joke about Steve’s father, who would bring his
family for a visit and send Steve and his brother out to
chop nonexistent ice in the driveway. Everyone needed
to keep busy, according to Steve’s father. A lesson
learned well by Steve.
Steve grew into the most responsible person in the
room. Seamlessly and without a discussion or vote, he
took care of his family and his siblings and his children
and his grandchildren and his friends and his customers
and on and on. That’s just what he did.
So it is no surprise that it was while working in his
shop repairing a vehicle, he fell off a ladder and injured
himself. This led to the discovery of cancer. Treatments
and doctors and hospitals and months go by.
Eventually, he is back in his shop. Working.
Farming. Setting up the midway at the Iowa State Fair.
It’s what he does.
But life is never a straight line. “Don’t get too
comfortable” may be the appropriate sign above the
door.
Steve fell again. In the shop. Just fell.
Back to the hospital.
“Joe, a wind turbine is going in on one of the farms,”
Steve’s wife, Vicki, says while sitting next to Steve in the
hospital the other day.
Wow. It is a new world for sure. Corncobs
generating heat to wind turbines generating electricity.
Go figure.
The end of a time.
Last night the phone rang.
“Joe, Steve has passed,” said Vicki, who has lovingly
and exhaustively taken care of him during this difficult
time.
Death is a punch in the gut no matter how much
expected.
So here we are. The responsible guy has left the
room. The ice is un-chopped in the driveway. The
corncobs will no longer be tossed down the coal chute.
Tasks large and small shall go unfinished.
Meanwhile, the big turbines slowly turn in the Iowa
wind.
May Steve rest in peace. n
		
Joe Weeg spent 31 years bumping around
this town as a prosecutor for the Polk County
Attorney’s Office. Now retired, he writes
about the frequently overlooked people, places
and events in Des Moines on his blog:
www.joesneighborhood.com.

BOOK REVIEWS

COURTESY OF BEAVERDALE BOOKS

‘Babel, or The Necessity of Violence:
An Arcane History of the Oxford Translators’ Revolution’

Do you remember the first time you discovered “real”
fairy tales? The dark and deliciously brutal versions of
“Cinderella,” “Snow White” and “Hansel and Gretel”
were nothing like the sweet, fluffy stories we were told
as children. It seemed like a secret, exciting new world.
That’s what this book feels like: a decadent, gothic
horror fable filled with monsters and magic and a moral
that has less to do with obedience and more with how
By Sunyi Dean
humanity can be both beautiful and, frankly, appalling.
8/2/22
Devon is raised in an isolated family that places no value
304 pages
on women. The family are book eaters — magical folk who
$26.99
can physically eat a book and retain the information therein.
Tor Books
Devon, however, is limited to boring, moralistic meals — for
her future is set. She will be sold off as a wife to create more
book eaters — no matter what she wants.
When her son is born with a rare family curse, everything suddenly changes
and Devon is forced to flee to protect him. Now left to her own strength, she
will discover the true meaning of family and what it means to be a monster.
Full of gorgeously haunted prose and stark characters, this is a lovely, sad tale
that will stick in your mind — however you consume it. n
— Review by Julie Goodrich
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R. F. Kuang’s Poppy War Trilogy lives rent-free in my head years
after I read it, so I picked up her newest book with buckets of
anticipation and high expectations. Lucky for me, “Babel” more
than met every bar I set.
Set in the world of a subtly fantastical academia, this is an
alternate history with deep ties to the real world. For all, it’s
a magic-filled fantasy. While this book has a wildly different
setting and tone, it is soaked with a familiar thread of dread and
realism that echoes her first books.
Robin Swift immigrated to London in 1828 after losing his
parents in his native China. Taken under the wing of a shadowy
professor, he’s soon enraptured with the world of Oxford —
By R.F. Kuang
8/23/22
high academics and mysterious magic that make the British Empire
560 pages
incredibly wealthy. The extent of their colonial efforts is seemingly
$27.99
endless as a result. Soon, though, an unjustified war against Robin’s
Harper Voyager
homeland calls everything he’s been working on into question and
upends his life in profound ways.
If you’ve never read a R.F. Kuang novel, prepare yourself to confront the dark side of
humanity in ways both profound and intense, all while being highly entertained. n
— Review by Julie Goodrich

‘The Book Eaters’
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CENTER STAGE

BY JOHN BUSBEE

The aura of Cloris infuses annual theatre awards
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An end-of-summer celebration seems only best when held outdoors.
Central Iowa continues to celebrate a special Oscarwinning actress who continued to maintain a strong
relationship with her hometown, Des Moines. Cloris
Leachman departed this mortal stage in January of
2021, joining a celestial band of fellow performers and
luminaries. One special legacy she left behind was her
support and endorsement of the region’s premier stage
production awards: The Cloris Leachman Excellence in
Theatre Arts Awards.
Since its inaugural celebration in 2015, The
Clorises have bestowed recognition to participating
theatre companies in the Greater Des Moines area
for their work. A group of qualified judges attend the
shows throughout each season (defined as qualifying
productions happening between Aug. 1 through the
following July 31), compiling their adjudications
through a regimen of guidelines. These guidelines have
been developed through collaboration with a group of
representatives from each participating company.
As many as 11 theatre companies have participated
each year, depending upon schedules and ambitions
of some of the independent companies. Dozens of
productions fill the season, giving fans of live theatre a
bounty from which to select.
The initial two events were held in the Kum &
Go Theatre of the now-defunct Des Moines Social
Club. Response for this gathering of kindred spirits
soared, and the event quickly outgrew that space. Hoyt
Sherman Place Foundation invited the Cloris Awards
committee to use its theater, while also serving as fiscal
agent for underwriters. The show did go on.
Until 2020. When the pandemic hit the world, live
theatre was one of countless cultural casualties. The
2020 Cloris Awards were suspended, as judging only
half a season would not be fair. The 2021 event was
held virtually, with many unique awards being given in
recognition of innovative ways that companies that did
produce shows did so in responsible ways to keep their

OVERHEARD IN THE LOBBY
Ankeny Community Theatre
• Aug. 5-14. “Godspell”
Des Moines Performing Arts
• Aug. 2-7. “My Fair Lady”
• Aug. 23-28. “To Kill a Mockingbird”
7th Annual Cloris Awards
• Aug. 28. At the Jamie Hurd Amphitheatre in West
Des Moines (rain date: Aug. 29).

Des Moines Young Artists’ Theatre performs a musical number from their recent production of “Bring It On” at the 2018 Cloris Awards
at Hoyt Sherman Place Theatre. Photo by Dan Welk

audiences and production personnel safe. A cautious
return to a new normalcy evolved during this current
season, and plans for an innovative Cloris Awards were
laid.

First time at new venue
An end-of-summer celebration seems only best when
held outdoors, and the folks in West Des Moines have
agreed to host this year’s Cloris Awards at the sublime
setting of the Jamie Hurd Amphitheater on Sunday,
Aug. 28 (with a rain date of Aug. 29). This will be an
open invitation for a true “Sunday in the park with
George” … and, anyone else who wants to drink in
the enthusiasm of Central Iowa’s theatre scene. Expect
recognition, performances and the chance to interact
with many of our region’s performing arts creatives.
This season ramped up significantly in producing
shows from the COVID-truncated 2019-2020 season.
Eleven theater companies received special “DIY Cloris
Awards,” as only 27 of the 45 Cloris-eligible shows were
staged in 2019-2020. The participating unanimously
agreed to stand in solidarity with those unable to
produce and honor the efforts that were made through
the “do-it-yourself” recognition of how each company
kept the flames of future shows burning.
Due to COVID, the Cloris Awards were suspended
for the 2021 event. The 2022 Cloris Awards will

represent a bounty of season-filling productions, from
world premieres to musicals to plays to children’s
theatre. Seven companies presented 36 productions to
tens of thousands of patrons from August 2021 through
July 2022. These productions were delivered mostly by
a cadre of dedicated volunteers: on stage, in production
work, as ushers, and more. They engage in working
on shows beyond their personal passions, but to share
performance art with the community. The audiences
they served should attend the Cloris Awards, as they
contributed to the process. They will enjoy reliving some
select scenes performed and appreciate the recognition
bestowed upon stellar theatre arts from the past season.
This year’s representative companies include Ankeny
Community Theatre, Carousel Theatre of Indianola,
Des Moines Community Playhouse and Kate Goldman
Children’s Theatre, Des Moines Young Artists’ Theatre,
Iowa Stage Theatre Company, Tallgrass Theatre
Company, Urbandale Community Theatre. The event
is free, and the ClorisAwards.org website will gladly
accept contributions, all of which are used to sustain
this community-wide recognition project. n
John Busbee is a creative project developer,
critic, playwright, author, producer and media
professional. He has produced his weekly show,
The Culture Buzz, on KFMG since 2007.

DES MOINES FORGOTTEN

BY KRISTIAN DAY

Punk rock in Iowa
Remembering The Law

The Law performing in Omaha 1981

Des Moines Register article published in 1977

same year, Hutchison joined Seattle-based Young Fresh
Fellows, which continued on and opened Wilco’s 2021
West Coast tour with their version of The Law’s “My
Friend Ringo.”
Chesterman passed away on Nov. 4, 2013.
“Charlie was trying to create a scene,” Standfield
said. “He was influenced by all the DIY stuff in L.A.,
Minneapolis, Lawrence and Athens alongside the
big-time stuff coming out of the U.K. That’s why he
was different from others who just liked the records.
Charlie was trying to create something from what he
liked; he was trying to create a scene from many angles
— songwriter, performer, publisher, promoter, and
ambassador of the underground.”
And punk rock in Iowa was all the better because of
it. n
Kristian Day is a filmmaker, musician and
writer based in Des Moines. He also hosts the
syndicated Iowa Basement Tapes radio program
on 98.9 FM KFMG.
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high school dances. The Law was playing in people’s
backyards and parties. In fact, many of them were on
Foster (Drive) in the South of Grand neighborhood,
because that’s where some of the kids from Roosevelt
lived.”
The legal drinking age was 18 then, and a bar called
The Timber Tap was owned by a guy who was a senior at
Roosevelt, according to Standfield. He said it was a dive,
but it had a stage. The Law would play there, and the
high school kids would come out.
Another legendary Des Moines bar, So’s Your Mother,
was across the street. It was previously more of a hard
rock biker bar, but ownership changed in 1980 and
wanted to try something new, so they invited The Law to
play.
One of the most interesting pieces of The Law’s
history was when Chesterman began throwing large
multi-band shows called “Music For No Man’s Land.”
The Law would headline, and they would have four to
five other bands play on the same night, including A
Testament of Youth (ATOY), The Young Executives, and
Political Vomit. They even put out a compilation cassette
of one of the shows with all the bands. Chesterman and
his then-girlfriend Kris also published a music fanzine
called “Times Up.”
The Law never formally toured but just did road trips
to Omaha, Lincoln or Iowa City to play Gabe’s and the
Crow’s Nest. The band dissolved in 1981, relocated to
Boston in September of the same year, and then finally
dissolved a few months later after a final show in Des
Moines. Chesterman stayed in Boston and formed
Scruffy the Cat, which Stanfield joined in 1983. That
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When I started my radio show “Iowa Basement Tapes”
in July of 2018, I set out to research and preserve Iowa’s
punk rock and counterculture history. Over the last four
years and more than 200 consecutive episodes, I am still
finding new bands and people who were influential on
punk rock in our state.
In 1981, “The Decline of Western Civilization” was
released. It was a documentary about the rising punk
rock scene in Los Angeles from December 1979 through
May 1980. The film was directed by Penelope Spheeris
(who went on to direct “Wayne’s World” and “The Little
Rascals”) and featured bands like The Germs, Black
Flag, The Fear, X, and Alice Bag. This music was new
and exciting.
The opening interview was with a young punk
concertgoer who said, “That’s stupid, ‘punk rock.’ I just
think of it as rock ’n’ roll, because that’s what it is. … It’s
something new, and it’s just reviving old rock ’n’ roll. It’s
raw again, and it’s for real. There are no rock stars now.”
The Des Moines Register published an article in
1977 with a headline of “D.M. Gets First Punk Rock
Group” and included the sub-title “Loud Music Sets
Off Neighbors’ Complaints.” The article was about the
band White Lunch, which featured Aaron Johnson on
vocals and guitar, Eric Coleman on drums, and Charlie
Chesterman and Tim Johnson on guitar.
Mac Stanfield was a teenager at Roosevelt High
School in 1978. He was your average kid whose older
brother just happened to be friends with Chesterman.
In the mid 1970s, they had a band together called
The Flashbacks, a 1950s cover act. After White Lunch
dissolved from its short life (although the band did make
a live TV performance on “The Mary Brubaker Show” in
1977), Chesterman wanted to do something with similar
punk energy. Mac Standfield was a just a sophomore but
wanted to be part of this new thing that Chesterman was
putting together.
“I pestered Charlie over and over that I wanted to be
in his band until he finally relented,” Standfield said.
The original lineup of this new band was Tad
Hutchison (AKA Bolt Upright) on drums, Kevin
Hensley (AKA Billy Disease) on saxophone and organ,
Tim Johnson (AKA Tim P. The Very Dangerous) on
guitar, Chesterman (AKA Chuckie Suicide) on guitar
and vocals, and Stanfield on bass. They became The
Law. Standfield, Hutchison and Hensley were still in
high school. Johnson and Chesterman had graduated.
“In 1978-79, there really wasn’t any original music
going on, except for the bands Roze and Luxury,”
Standfield said. “The rest were all cover bands playing
at the clubs, which is fine because the other gigs were
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CARS IN THE CITY

Little red Corvette
Speedy sports car is in demand.
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BY JACKIE WILSON
“Little Red Corvette” is the name of a 1980s Prince
song, but it’s also synonymous with an adventurous ride.
As I longed to drive a convertible for this column, sports
cars were elusive. Due to the pandemic and supply chain
issues, there’s up to a three-year wait at the dealer for a
new Corvette. Or, if your pocketbook allows, you can
pay 25-50% more than sticker price.
Still, I was able to find a 2022 Corvette Coupe 1
LT Model to drive. Drive? The word “drive” barely
describes the euphoria you experience as you hop into
this popular sports car.
The coupe is the eighth-generation Corvette, with a
first-time mid-engine design. Climbing into the cockpit,
I felt I should be donning a Pennzoil logo-racing
helmet and strapping into a five-point safety harness.
The square steering wheel is designed so you can easily
shimmy your body in the low-hung seat.
The outside color is torch red (25% of all Corvettes
are red) and the interior an adrenaline red with black.
Of course, it’s red — who sings about a brown Corvette?
It has a push-button start, a paddle shifter, with a
15-inch control panel running vertically in the center
console area. As I put it into drive, the owner of the car,
Randy Johnson (a.k.a., my big brother) rattled on an

encyclopedia-length list of features, costs and previous
model comparisons. I hate to admit it, but my frequently
annoying brother might actually be knowledgeable, as
this is the 20th Corvette he’s owned since 1983.
With options, the model test driven cost $67,930.
Other models can crack more than $100,000. It’s
a clutch automatic, with 6.2 liter V8 engine, 495
horsepower. In comparison, my wimpy little Honda is a
1.5 liter with 192 horsepower.
The engine doesn’t necessarily sound revved or too
loud. Even though the engine is 18 inches behind you,
the C-8 version is quieter than previous models. It’s midengine, meaning the engine is not in the front; rather in
the middle of the car. Why? Putting the engine in the
rear puts more weight on the rear axles, meaning more
rear end traction to gain power and accelerate quickly.
I came to a stop so I could test a quick acceleration.
As Randy encouraged me to “floor it,” the computer
screen ticked off my speed in seconds. It can do 0 to
60 mph in 2.8 seconds; however, it took me about 3.9
seconds.
The maximum speed of a Corvette tops out at 194
mph. To test this theory, I sought out a deserted paved
road, checked the CB radio to make sure there weren’t

any smokey bears, and I put the pedal to the metal. In
about five seconds, I was inching past 80 mph, then 90;
I topped out at 101 mph before slightly freaking out and
slowed down. Ah… is this the adrenaline roller-coaster
ride rush that Corvette owners crave?
To experience the cornering ability, you need both
hands on the wheel, as it turns responsively. Surprisingly,
I felt safer than in a rambling SUV that could topple on
a tight turn.
The lift-off roof panel tucks nicely into the back
section of the car. Or, if you need storage, keep the roof
on and throw in a set of golf clubs and your overnight bag.
If you’re yearning for an American-made sports car,
the iconic attention-grabbing Corvette is one sweet
speedy ride. n
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BY SOFIA LEGASPI DICKENS

Serving up history at the Iowa State Fair
Church food stand returns for 73rd year.
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Long before the days of funnel cake and deepfried Twinkies, church-run dining halls dished
out home-cooked meals at the Iowa State
Fair. The West Des Moines United Methodist
Church began its food stand in 1949 and is
now the last remaining vendor in the Fair’s
historic “Church Row.”
For the church, it’s been a long-time
ministry and beloved tradition. But it
threatened to fizzle out, circa 2017, with the
Ken Ferguson and Larry Sample took over as co-chairs
church preparing to surrender the stand back of the West Des Moines United Methodist Church’s State
Fair Council in 2017. Photo by Sofia Legaspi Dickens
to the Fair. That’s when Ken Ferguson and
Their job isn’t easy. Sample
Larry Sample, who’ve both been involved
and Ferguson start planning all
since the 1970s, stepped in.
the moving parts beginning in
“We volunteered to keep it going for a couple years,”
early April; some years, they start
Ferguson said, adding with a laugh: “We’ve retired a
in January. In July, they begin
couple of times since then, but that didn’t work.”
stockpiling supplies from Sam’s
Known for serving three square meals a day, the
Club. Come opening week, they’ll be
stand inspires fairgoers to reminisce on simpler times.
putting in 8-10 hours per day.
Located on Rock Island Avenue by the animal barns,
A major part of the process
the church opens two days before the fair begins
involves coordinating the staggering
to serve early arrivals: 4H participants, judges and
number of volunteer positions that
sponsors. The curtains roll up at 6:15 a.m. daily
must be filled: 279, to be exact. The
to provide the earliest — and possibly heartiest —
church pays a kitchen manager and
breakfast around.
evening cleaner to provide continuity, The West Des Moines United Methodist Church has operated a stand at the Iowa State
“For three or four years in a row,” Sample said, “we
Fair since 1949. Photos submitted
but otherwise, the operation is fully
ordered a ton of sausage gravy.”
staffed by volunteers.
Mind you, that’s a literal ton of gravy: 2,000
church’s aging congregation, finding enough volunteers
It really does take a village — or in this case, a
pounds. The biscuit count is somewhere around
has become a growing struggle. It’s the same struggle
church. Kids as young as 12 years old work the stand
12,000, Ferguson added.
that eventually terminated other church stands at the
with their parents, and church members of all ages chip
Seven decades of service have brought several
Fair, the last in 2002.
in where they can.
improvements. The church’s original hut sporting a
The West Des Moines United Methodist Church
“We have volunteer ladies in our church — one is
sawdust floor and a loaned tarp for a roof became a
has learned to adapt. A few years ago, they decided to
permanent building in 1975. A commercial steam kettle 101 years old,” Ferguson said. “She said, ‘I don’t think I
reach beyond their small church congregation.
can work [the stand] anymore, but I’ll do the laundry.’ ”
replaced the four-burner range where church members
“We adopted what I named ‘Share the Mission,’ ”
Some volunteers arrive in early August to open the
cooked with consumer-sized pots and pans.
Sample explained. The church reaches out to other nonstand for the season. Others manage promotion and
But through it all, their appeal has remained
profit organizations for assistance and, in return, writes
advertising. Someone else calls volunteers to remind
the same. Customers enjoy lingering over a friendly
a check to support the nonprofit’s cause.
them of their scheduled shift. An accounting group
conversation and a cup of coffee: the best at the Fair,
Personally, Ferguson and Sample know they can’t go
keeps track of proceeds. A special committee attends to
the church claims. And although coffee may now be
on forever. Although they’ve been training Ferguson’s
customer prayer requests that are brought back to the
served in Styrofoam cups instead of china — they just
two sons-in-law to take over, they’re still heavily
church every evening.
couldn’t keep up with the dishes — that doesn’t stop
involved in the relentless labor. Both turn 78 this year.
loyal customers from coming back year after year.
“One retired couple from church decided a couple
“We really don’t want to see it go away,” Ferguson
“It’s fun not only to work it, but to just talk to the
years ago that pies would be their project,” Ferguson
said.
“Once we’re done, once we say we can’t do it, then
people who say, ‘Oh, I’ve been coming here for the
said. “They pick up pies at 5 a.m., take them to the
it comes down and that property goes to somebody
last 40 years; this is the only place I eat at the Fair,’ ”
Fair stand, cut them, put them in containers, and keep
else.”
Ferguson said.
track of inventory so they can know what to order for
“We can probably help and do what we’re doing for a
“It’s just a good feeling to be able to continue what
tomorrow.”
couple more years,” Sample said. “Maybe 80 is a magic
prior members of the congregation have done,” Sample
It runs like a well-oiled machine, and business
said.
has continued booming in recent years. But with the
year.” n

PEOPLE & PETS

BY JACKIE WILSON

Homeschooled corgi
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Plus, a Ragdoll cat and parrotlet
Jennie Bailey and her family once had 13 pets in their
home, including a hedgehog, chameleon and a gerbil.
Today, they are down to just three pets — a
Pembroke Welsh Corgi named Kevin, a ragdoll cat,
Cobalt, and a parrotlet.
Kevin, the corgi, is 1 year old and not quite past the
energetic puppy stage. For 20 years, Bailey had Sheltie
dogs. When her last dog, Darby, died, she waited about
two months before obtaining another one.
“I didn’t think I wanted another dog,” she recalled.
“It was so quiet around the house. I didn’t have the ‘click
clack’ of nails on the floor. I had a routine going, that
when I made my coffee, I’d let the dog out.”
She researched dog breeds, as she wanted to try a
different breed. Kevin was the size of Bailey’s forearm
when she brought him home. She took him to a training
center, but it was basic puppy training.
“They didn’t tell me anything I didn’t know,” she
said. “I call him homeschooled.”
The family trained the dog together, so he learned
consistency.
“We all needed to be on the same page so the dog
responds the right way,” she said.
One thing she is adamant about is keeping the dogs
off her furniture or sleeping in her bed with her.
“I’ve never had a dog sit on furniture. I don’t have to
worry about guests sitting on dog fluff,” she said. “The
dogs don’t sleep with me either. They don’t mind what
they don’t know.”
When the dogs were puppies, she never held them on
her furniture.
“I’d always sit on the floor to train them. They never
knew how to get on a couch. I didn’t want claw marks
on my new leather couch.”
Between the two breeds, her former Sheltie dog was
vastly different.
“Shelties are like a prissy dog,” she explained. “The
corgi is like a bulldozer.”
Bailey grew up with dogs and cats out on her acreage,
but pets were kept outside. She got her first dog when
she was a young and single woman.
“I wanted someone to have my back,” she said. “I
finally got an indoor dog.”
As she always wanted a “pretty” cat instead of a barn
cat, she obtained Cobalt, a ragdoll cat, nine years ago.
Cobalt tries to play with Kevin, but they don’t get along.
“The cat will instigate play. But then, Kevin doesn’t
want anything to do with him,” she said.
Kevin follows Bailey wherever she goes. As a ceramic

Kevin the Corgi lives with his mom, Jennie Bailey, and his ragdoll
cat sibling, Cobalt.

artist, she keeps her basement studio blocked off with a
gate.
“He’s always sitting at the top of the stairs, waiting
for me,” she said.
Bailey loves so many things about her corgi and has
become accustomed to him without a wagging tail. He
runs back and forth in the kitchen and slides across the
floor.
“He’s so low to the ground and always looks like he’s
smiling,” she said. “I like his sploot — when their legs
are spread out, laying on his tummy, looking like he’s
Superman.” n

COLLECTIONS & HOBBIES

BY SOFIA LEGASPI DICKENS

American Ninja Warrior
Jackson Twait faces the world’s toughest obstacle course.
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Jackson Twait is a four-time veteran on “American Ninja Warrior” (ANW),
a sports reality show that pushes elite athletes to their limit on obstacle
courses of insane difficulties.
The 24-year-old first caught the Ninja itch back in eighth grade, but it
wasn’t his first television aspiration.
“I just saw it on TV and started watching it, and it was like, ‘Well,
shoot, that’s something I want to do,’ ” he said. “Before that, I wanted to do
‘Wipeout,’ and before that, I wanted to do ‘Fear Factor,’ like, in first grade.”
After being involved in athletics in high school, Twait decided to focus
on rock-climbing to train for the show. ANW’s ever-changing variety of
obstacles require agility, coordination, balance and brute strength.
As luck would have it, a Ninja U gym opened in Cedar Falls, where
Jackson was attending the University of Northern Iowa. The local Ninja
community welcomed him with open arms and helped him understand the
specifics of how to train for the show — and how to get on screen.
Applicants answer several questions and submit a three-minute video
showcasing their abilities, personality and backstory. And then, you wait.
Tens of thousands of people apply, but only about 400 people get a call.
“Usually, it’s a Los Angeles area code.” Twait said. “So, in the Ninja
community, it’s a big deal — you’re waiting for that 818 call.”
He completed his first season in 2019, scoring the second fastest time
Formerly from Hudson and now living and working in Des Moines, Jackson Twait is competing on the 14th
in his qualifying round. In the years since then, he’s perfected his training
season of “American Ninja Warrior.”
regimen. For nine months each year, Twait frequents Climb Iowa in Grimes
comfortable.”
and the East Village. During the ANW season, he moves back to Cedar Falls for
Last season, it wasn’t an obstacle that took Twait out of the running. He had
more intense obstacle training. His actuary job with Nationwide in Des Moines
qualified for the national finals in Las Vegas but was forced to withdraw after
allows him to work from home.
exposure to COVID-19.
An unexpected target of a Ninja’s training? Their body clock.
This year, he’s back with a vengeance. He missed his mother’s wedding to compete
“Filming after the first round takes place overnight,” Twait explained. This
at the qualifiers in San Antonio, Texas. His next run in the national finals is slated to
way, the show’s producers don’t have to worry about the sun’s movement in the sky
air later this month. If he advances far enough, he’ll have a chance to win $1 million
between cuts. “So we’re going into the gym at 2 a.m. to do our workouts and stuff,
— something only two other competitors have accomplished.
which is the primary reason I moved back to Cedar Falls, so I can train late at night.
It’s not about the money, though.
I can’t really go rock climb at 2 in the morning.”
“I just want a year where I finish the year knowing I gave it my all; I made it as far
Another reason drawing Twait back to Cedar Falls is his group of Ninja friends
as I could,” he said. “Honestly, I just want to be happy at the end of the season and
he’s grown up with in the sport. This season of ANW has featured three other
feel like I performed to my abilities.”
Iowans, all of whom trained at the Cedar Falls gym: Ella Sankey, Chris Behrends and
But here’s the thing: ANW finished filming back in May, and contestants must
Levi Enright.
remain
hush-hush until their episodes air. So, was Twait happy with his performance
On the course, balance and technique obstacles are Twait’s greatest foe. Bounding
at the end of this season?
across spinning spheres, hanging from a bar used to jump from one spot to another
“I’ll save that for the next interview,” he said with a smile.
— that’s what bumped him off the show in 2019 and 2020. He doesn’t like the
While he — and the rest of Iowa — wait for results to be revealed, Twait
volatility of obstacles where miscalculating by even a fraction of an inch can mean the
continues to work his actuarial magic at Nationwide. When he’s not working, you
end of a run, or even a season.
might find him trying different local restaurants, searching for the best Brussel
But don’t get him wrong — just because the course requires precision doesn’t
sprouts in Des Moines. (Centro is currently in the lead.)
mean his actuarial brain is over-analyzing risk and probability.
If Twait does go the distance on the show, the prize money and acclaim won’t be
“Absolutely nothing.” That’s what goes through Twait’s head during a run.
going
to his head. His first plan after winning is to break his strict diet.
“I try to map everything out in my mind ahead of time and just have it ingrained
“I’m gonna get a pancake,” he said.
in my brain, so that way I don’t need to think about things,” he said. “But if it’s just
“American Ninja Warrior” airs on NBC, Mondays at 7 p.m. n
pure strength, and I can just kind of grunt through stuff, then that’s where I feel most

WALKS OF LIFE
COMPILED FROM THE IOWA LIVING MAGAZINES

PERSONALITIES

Mr. Rogers had it right. With the social isolation many experienced in the last
two years, the benefits of community have never seemed so crucial. Through
driveway gatherings, street parties and more, these central Iowa residents have
fostered opportunities for connection in their neighborhoods. n

LEANN AND JOE CULVER

COLTEN FORS AND BEN NEREM

KELLY AND KYLE PAPE

GLENN AND GREG PETERSON

With the many shutdowns brought on
by the pandemic, Leann Culver wanted
a way to connect with others and enjoy
good food with all restaurants closed. She
decided to start hosting food trucks at
her house each week.
“We had such an amazing turnout at
that first food truck that some neighbors
messaged me and thanked me,” she
says. “That sparked the idea to go ahead
and cold message other food trucks on
Facebook.”
Restaurants are open now, but Culver
and her crew are now on year three and
still going strong.
“I love bringing people together, and
this brings everyone joy — and that’s
what makes me happy,” she said. “It’s
truly been a wonderful experience all the
way around, and I don’t see us stopping
anytime soon.
“At the end of the day, we are human,
and that human connection of saying
‘hi,’ chatting and catching up or maybe
meeting someone new is important.”
Source: Johnston Living July 2022; by
Ashley Rullestad

In Elkhart, Ben Nerem and Colten Fors
strive to welcome newcomers to the small
town.
Every year, they provide a
neighborhood get-together for July 4.
Nerem and Fors both smoke meat for the
group. The party starts a few days ahead
of time so new people can meet each
other.
“We invite neighbors for an ice
breaker, starting the day before,” Nerem
explains. “We have a group who goes
golfing. It’s great to have people meet
each other.”
In addition to the Independence Day
parties, the group gets together on other
holidays or to watch sporting events
together.
Nerem believes small town friendships
are important.
“I’ll go on a walk and not get far. I
keep stopping and having a conversation
with everyone,” he says. “With wonderful
neighbors, they are more like family
and not a neighborhood. Other than
family, you spend the most time at home.
Neighbors help escape the stress of work
and make everything better.”
Source: North Polk Living July 2022; by
Jackie Wilson

For those who don’t live in a
neighborhood known for its gettogethers, there is a special place in
Adel known as a gathering spot to make
connections. Owned by Kelly and Kyle
Pape, the 3rd Place offers coffee and
community.
Located on the Square, the nonprofit
is run mostly by volunteers. People can
drop in to visit with friends — and
maybe meet new ones.
“It’s called the ‘3rd Place’ because it
is meant to be the third place you want
to be,” says Anna Trout, a dedicated
volunteer and patron. “You have your
home as No. 1 and your work as No.
2, and this is the third place where you
can belong and connect within the
community. And, everyone ‘knows your
name,’ kind of like on the old TV show,
‘Cheers.’ It is a safe space to talk and
listen and make enduring friendships.”
The 3rd Place is open 8:30-11
a.m. on Tuesday through Saturday
mornings. For more information, visit
www.3rdplaceadel.com.
Source: Adel Living July 2022; by
Marsha Fisher

The city’s self-proclaimed “oldest
neighborhood street party” started on
West Des Moines’ Giles Street in 1972.
At the first party, a young Greg
Peterson and his siblings participated in
games such as an egg toss, cake walk and
water balloon fights.
Today, 50 years later, the party
continues with a yearly street parade.
A variety of street party T-shirts, coffee
mugs and Christmas cards keep the
celebrations going all year long. The party
is centered on the Petersons’ house.
“We’ve tried to move it, but people
want it here,” says Greg’s father, Glenn.
Neighbor Doug Suschill sums up
living on Giles Street, saying, “I’ve lived
here 20 years on the street. I thought
about moving. I stay here because of
friendship, safety and trust. Anyone on
the block has a key to my house. The
neighbors aren’t fake; people are caring.
It’s important in today’s society to have
that trust.” n
Source: Jordan Creek Living July 2022;
by Jackie Wilson

FOOD TRUCKS
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Won’t you be my neighbor?

Read the full story here:

INDEPENDENCE DAY

Read the full story here:

THE 3RD PLACE

Read the full story here:

STREET PARTY

Read the full story here:

JOB

get the

Helpful tips for your employment search
(BPT) The top factor that makes for an exceptional work
environment is access to opportunities to learn and
grow, according to the LinkedIn Learning’s 2022 Skills
Advantage Report. That’s a shift from just two years ago,
when employees ranked access to growth opportunities
as the ninth most important factor to a fulfilling
workplace. Both the workplace and job market have
changed, and employers are taking notice.
While there is no shortage of open positions in
this jobseekers’ market, not all positions provide an
opportunity to grow. To set yourself up for success in your
new job now and into the future, keep these tips in mind
when job hunting.
1. Look for companies with career roadmaps
If you’re looking for a job to help accelerate your
professional growth, ask about opportunities to grow
your career at your next interview. An example of how
companies help their associates grow is by providing
opportunities for upskilling. Upskilling programs teach
employees new skills and can help open doors for a future
career shift, making sure work stays interesting.
“In today’s climate, jobseekers are shopping for the
best opportunity,” said Eric Schelling, vice president of
global talent acquisition at The Home Depot, a Forbes’
World’s Best Employer. “At The Home Depot, they’ll

JOB HUNTING TIPS: The importance
of upskilling in a jobseekers’ market

find a company that offers much more than a job and
a paycheck. Jobseekers will find upskilling programs
that can teach and expose them to new skills in other
functions like software development, cyber security, data
science, marketing, supply chain and finance.”
Through its Career Mobility Program, The Home Depot
aims to provide hourly associates a path to corporate
experience. The eight-week program provides associates
with development sessions, training courses and
networking circles to further diversify skill sets and learn
more about corporate careers.
2. Use the interview as a learning opportunity
While many companies have introduced speed hiring
initiatives to appeal to job seekers ready to jump on an
opportunity, it’s important to ask questions during an
interview to make the right decision for you.
If career growth is a priority, here are some questions
to ask:
• What skills are needed to succeed in this position?
• What opportunities are there to learn new skills?
• Is there an upskilling program for employees?
• What are some examples of skills that can be learned
through upskilling at this job?
• Are there advancement opportunities for employees
who upskill?

3. Seek employers that invest in your development
Think about the future and where you’d like to be in one,
five or even 10 years. Then make a plan to reach your
goals. One career area that is booming is technology, so
if you get the opportunity to learn new skills, embrace
them. For example, even if you don’t have a background
in technology, you can have access to on-the-job training
with The Home Depot.
As a value-based company, the associate-first
approach has allowed them to help their employees
build and advance careers internally. The company has a
growing need for software engineers, security experts,
user experience (UX) pros, and merchandising and data
scientists, and are rapidly investing in skills development.
To create a talent pipeline of skilled associates to fill
technology roles, the company rolled out an immersive
skills boot camp dubbed OrangeMethod that educates
associates on a variety of programming languages and
other technology skills. The goal of the program is to
provide a pathway for in-store associates to grow into
salaried technologists, helping to meet the needs of the
company while investing in employees.
The job you choose today might be the opportunity
you want to transform your future. Make sure to ask the
right questions and gather all the information needed so
you can make the right choice for you. n

EARN EXTRA
CASH $$$
Up to $200 Weekly

as a Newspaper Delivery Contractor

Early morning hours
2 am to 6am
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To apply, call
515.284.8209

NATIONAL MARKETPLACE
DISCLAIMER: This publication does not
knowingly accept advertising that is deceptive, fraudulent, or which might otherwise
violate the law or accepted standards of taste.
However, this publication does not warrant
or guarantee the accuracy of any advertisement, or the quality of the goods or services
advertised. Readers are cautioned to thoroughly investigate all claims made in any
advertisement and to use good judgment
and reasonable care, particularly when dealing with persons unknown to you who ask for
money in advance of delivery of the goods or
services advertised.
FOR SALE
2023 MANUFACTURED HOMES, (14x60)
2Br, $39,999. (14x70) (3Br- 2Ba.) $49,999.
(16x80) (3Br- 2Ba.) $59,999. NEW (28 x 64) (4Br
- 2Ba) $79,999. Delivered Factory-Direct, E. Of
I-35, & North Of I-80, 319-239-1920. (mcn)
IN STOCK NOW! (2) Brand New, (3) Br.(2) Ba. (16x80), (1200 Sq. Ft.). Loaded With
Options & Ready/Immediate Delivery! (Or)
Order Factory Std. & Factory Direct Delivered
@ $59,999. (319)-239-1920. Coachlight Homes.
(mcn)
WANT TO BUY
WANT TO BUY your manufactured or
mobile home 1990 and newer CENTURY
HOMES of OSKALOOSA 641-672-2344(mcn)
AUTOMOBILES
CASH FOR CARS! We buy all cars! Junk,
high-end, totaled – it doesn’t matter! Get free
towing and same day cash! NEWER MODELS
too! Call 1-866-258-6720. (mcn)
DONATE YOUR CAR TO CHARITY. Receive
maximum value of write off for your taxes.
Running or not! All conditions accepted. Free
pickup. Call for details. 855-752-6680 (mcn)
DONATE YOUR CAR, TRUCK TO HERITAGE
FOR THE BLIND. Free 3 Day Vacation, Tax
Deductible, Free Towing, All Paperwork Taken
Care Of. CALL 1-855-977-7030 (mcn)
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CABLE/INTERNET
BEST SATELLITE TV with 2 Year Price
Guarantee! $59.99/mo with 190 channels
and 3 months free premium movie channels!
Free next day installation! Call 855-824-1258.
(mcn)
DirecTV Satellite TV Service Starting at
$74.99/month! Free Installation! 160+ channels available. Call Now to Get the Most
Sports & Entertainment on TV! 844-558-1767
(mcn)
DIRECTV Stream - Carries the Most Local
MLB Games! CHOICE Package, $89.99/mo for
12 months. Stream on 20 devices in your

home at once. HBO Max included for 3 mos
(w/CHOICE Package or higher.) No annual
contract, no hidden fees! Some restrictions
apply. Call IVS 1-866-387-0621. (mcn)
Earthlink High Speed Internet. As Low As
$49.95/month (for the first 3 months.) Reliable
High Speed Fiber Optic Technology. Stream
Videos, Music and More! Call Earthlink Today
1-855-679-7096. (mcn)
DISH Network. $64.99 for 190 Channels!
Blazing Fast Internet, $19.99/mo. (where available.) Switch & Get a FREE $100 Visa Gift
Card. FREE Voice Remote. FREE HD DVR. FREE
Streaming on ALL Devices. Call today! 1-855434-0020 (mcn)
DIRECTV for $79.99/mo for 12 months with
CHOICE Package. Watch your favorite live
sports, news & entertainment anywhere. First
3 months of HBO Max, Cinemax, Showtime,
Starz and Epix included! Directv is #1 in
Customer Satisfaction (JD Power & Assoc.)
Some restrictions apply. Call 1-866-296-1409.
(mcn)
FINANCIAL
STOP worrying! SilverBills eliminates the
stress and hassle of bill payments. All household bills guaranteed to be paid on time,
as long as appropriate funds are available.
Computer not necessary. Call for a FREE trial
or a custom quote today. SilverBills 1-866918-0981(mcn)
The COVID crisis has cost us all something.
Many have lost jobs and financial security.
Have $10K In Debt? Credit Cards. Medical
Bills. Car Loans. Call NATIONAL DEBT RELIEF!
We can help! Get a FREE debt relief quote: Call
1-866-552-0649.(mcn)
HEALTH & MEDICAL
Attention Viagra users: Generic 100 mg
blue pills or generic 20 mg yellow pills. Get
45 plus 5 free $99 + S/H. Call Today 1-877-7075659. (mcn)
Portable Oxygen Concentrator May Be
Covered by Medicare! Reclaim independence
and mobility with the compact design and
long-lasting battery of Inogen One. Free
information kit! Call 844-716-2411.(mcn)
DENTAL INSURANCE from Physicians
Mutual Insurance Company. Coverage for 350
plus procedures. Real dental insurance- NOT
just a discount plan. Do not wait! Call now!
Get your FREE Dental Information Kit with
all the details! 1-855-973-9175 www.dental50plus.com/https://www.dental50plus.com/
midwest #6258 (mcn)
Aloe Care Health, medical alert system.
The most advanced medical alert product on
the market. Voice-activated! No wi-fi needed!
Special offer! Call and mention offer code

CARE20 to get $20 off Mobile Companion.
Call today! 1-855-654-1926. (mcn
VIAGRA or CIALIS Users! Save $500!
Viagra On Call! 40 Pills + 10 FREE for only
$99. 100 Percent Guaranteed Pills. #1Male
Enhancement, Discreet Fast Shipping. Money
back guarantee! Call Now 1-833-980-1500 or
1-609-447-2228. (mcn)
MISCELLANEOUS
LONG DISTANCE MOVING: Call today for
a FREE QUOTE from America’s Most Trusted
Interstate Movers. Let us take the stress out of
moving! Speak to a Relocation Specialist, call
877-327-0795. (mcn)
FREE AUTO INSURANCE QUOTES for uninsured and insured drivers. Let us show you
how much you can save! Call 855-995-2382
(mcn)
BATHROOM RENOVATIONS. EASY, ONE
DAY updates! We specialize in safe bathing.
Grab bars, no slip flooring & seated showers.
Call for a free in-home consultation: 855-8362250. (mcn)
NEED NEW FLOORING? Call Empire Today®
to schedule a FREE in-home estimate on
Carpeting & Flooring. Call Today! 844-7850305 (mcn)
Never clean your gutters again!
Affordable, professionally installed gutter
guards protect your gutters and home from
debris and leaves forever! For a FREE Quote
call: 877-761-1449 (mcn)
The Generac PWRcell, a solar plus battery storage system. SAVE money, reduce
your reliance on the grid, prepare for power
outages and power your home. Full installation services available. $0 Down Financing
Option. Request a FREE, no obligation, quote
today. Call 1-877-381-3059. (mcn)
Prepare for power outages today with a
GENERAC home standby generator. $0 Money
Down + Low Monthly Payment Options.
Request a FREE Quote. Call now before the
next power outage: 1-877-228-5789 (mcn)
Eliminate gutter cleaning forever!
LeafFilter, the most advanced debris-blocking
gutter protection. Schedule a FREE LeafFilter
estimate today. 15% off Entire Purchase. 10%
Senior & Military Discounts. Call 1-855-5771268. Promo Code 285. (mcn)
Safe Step. North Americas #1 Walk-In Tub.
Comprehensive lifetime warranty. Top-ofthe-line installation and service. Now featuring our FREE shower package and $1600 Off
for a limited time! Call today! Financing available. Call Safe Step 1-844-290-5083. (mcn)
PROTECT YOUR HOME from pests safely
and affordably. Pest, rodent, termite and
mosquito control. Call for a quote or inspection today 844-949-4528 (mcn)

Vivint. Smart security. Professionally
installed. One connected system for total
peace of mind. FREE professional installation!
Four FREE months of monitoring! Call now to
customize your system. 1-855-962-5554(mcn)
Viagra 100mg & Cialis 20mg Summer
Sale. 70 plus 20 Free-90 Pills Only $99. Free
Shipping. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Other
Meds Available. USAServicesonline.com 888424-4908 (mcn)
WANT TO BUY
PAYING TOP CA$H FOR MEN’S SPORT
WATCHES! Rolex, Breitling, Omega, Patek
Philippe, Heuer, Daytona, GMT, Submariner,
Speedmaster.. Call: 866-314-9742. (mcn)
TOP CA$H PAID FOR OLD GUITARS!
1920-1980 Gibson, Martin, Fender, Gretsch,
Epiphone, Guild, Mosrite, Rickenbacker,
Prairie State, D’Angelico, Stromberg. And
Gibson Mandolins / Banjos. 866-470-1643.
(mcn)
HEALTH & FITNESS
VIAGRA and CIALIS USERS! 50 Generic Pills
SPECIAL $99.00. 100% guaranteed. 24/7 CALL
NOW! 888-445-5928 Hablamos Español (ACP)
Dental insurance - Physicians Mutual
Insurance Company. Covers 350 procedures.
Real insurance - not a discount plan. Get your
free dental info kit! 1-855-526-1060 www.
dental50plus.com/ads #6258 (ACP)
Attention oxygen therapy users! Inogen
One G4 is capable of full 24/7 oxygen delivery. Only 2.8 pounds. Free info kit. Call 877929-9587 (ACP)
MISCELLANEOUS
Prepare for power outages today with a
GENERAC home standby generator $0 Down
+ Low Monthly Pmt Request a free Quote. Call
before the next power outage: 1-855-9486176 (ACP)
Eliminate gutter cleaning forever!
LeafFilter, the most advanced debris-blocking gutter protection. Schedule free LeafFilter
estimate today. 15% off Entire Purchase. 10%
Senior & Military Discounts. Call 1-833-6101936 (ACP)
AT&T Internet. Starting at $40/month
w/12-mo agmt. 1 TB of data/mo. Ask how to
bundle & SAVE! Geo & svc restrictions apply.
1-855-364-3948 (ACP)
BATH & SHOWER UPDATES in as little as
ONE DAY! Affordable prices - No payments for
18 months! Lifetime warranty & professional
installs. Senior & Military Discounts available.
Call: 855-761-1725 (ACP)
Donate Your Car to Veterans Today! Help
and Support our Veterans. Fast - FREE pick
up. 100% tax deductible. Call 1-800-245-0398

(ACP)
HughesNet - Finally, super-fast internet no
matter where you live. 25 Mbps just $59.99/
mo! Unlimited Data is Here. Stream Video.
Bundle TV & Internet. Free Installation. Call
866-499-0141 (ACP)
!!OLD GUITARS WANTED!! GIBSON,
FENDER, MARTIN, Etc. 1930’s to 1980’s. TOP
DOLLAR PAID. CALL TOLL FREE 1-866-4338277 (ACP)
Become a published author. We want to
read your book! Dorrance Publishing trusted
since 1920. Consultation, production, promotion & distribution. Call for free author’s guide
1-877-729-4998 or visit dorranceinfo.com/ads
(ACP)
Paying top cash for men’s sportwatches! Rolex, Breitling, Omega, Patek Philippe,
Heuer, Daytona, GMT, Submariner and
Speedmaster. Call 833-603-3236 (ACP)
Put on your TV Ears & hear TV w/
unmatched clarity. TV Ears Original - originally $129.95 - now w/this special offer only
$59.95 w/code MCB59! 1-888-805-0840 (ACP)
Aloe Care Health medical alert system.
Most advanced medical alert product on
the market. Voice-activated! No wi-fi needed! Special offer w/code CARE20 for $20 off
Mobile Companion. 1-855-341-5862 (ACP)
DISH TV $64.99 For 190 Channels + $14.95
High Speed Internet. Free Installation, Smart
HD DVR Included, Free Voice Remote. Some
restrictions apply. Promo Expires 1/21/23.
1-866-479-1516 (ACP)
The Generac PWRcell solar plus battery
storage system. Save money, reduce reliance
on grid, prepare for outages & power your
home. Full installation services. $0 down
financing option. Request free no obligation
quote. 1-877-539-0299 (ACP)
Vivint. Smart security. Professionally
installed. One connected system for total
peace of mind. Free professional installation!
Four free months of monitoring! Call to customize your system. 1-833-841-0737 (ACP)
Safe Step. North America’s #1 Walk-in tub.
Comprehensive lifetime warranty. Top-ofthe-line installation and service. Now featuring our free shower package & $1600 off - limited time! Financing available. 1-855-417-1306
(ACP)
Protect your home from pests safely and
affordably. Pest, rodent, termite and mosquito control. Call for a quote or inspection
today 844-394-9278 (ACP)
Discount air travel. Call Flight Services
for best pricing on domestic & international
flights inside & from the US. Serving United,
Delta, American & Southwest & many more.
Free quote! Have travel dates ready! 844-9512014 (ACP)
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Edencrest!

Residents love it here at

“

I love living here because it’s

comfortable, cozy and a homelike feeling.

People are friendly and kind.”

CITYVIEW

CITYVIEW

2020

2021

2022

A Tradition of Senior Living Excellence in:
INDEPENDENT LIVING • ASSISTED LIVING
CLOSER CARE • MEMORY CARE

Jay Mathes
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-Libby H.

Shawn Kinnison

GREEN MEADOWS

SIENA HILLS

LEGACY

6750 Corporate Dr,
Johnston

451 SW Ankeny Rd,
Ankeny

2901 Cedar St,
Norwalk

welcomegm@edencrestliving.com

welcomesh@edencrestliving.com

515-204-7467

515-313-3814

Nathan Deutmeyer

Susan Babcock

TUSCANY

BEAVERDALE

RIVERWOODS

1600 8th St SE,
Altoona

3410 Beaver Ave,
Des Moines

2210 E Park Ave,
Des Moines

welcometuscany@edencrestliving.com

welcomebd@edencrestliving.com

515-305-1390

515-250-3052

INDEPENDENT LIVING • ASSISTED LIVING
CLOSER CARE • MEMORY CARE

INDEPENDENT, ASSISTED LIVING, CLOSER CARE & MEMORY CARE

WWW.EDENCRESTLIVING.COM

